
 

 
778 Main Street, Suite 8 
South Portland, ME 04106 
T: 207.775.1121 
F: 207.879.0896 
www.fstinc.com 

FAY, SPOFFORD & THORNDIKE 
Offices in: Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut and New York 

 
 
 
October 10, 2014 
 
 
 
Ms. Christine Grimando, Senior Planner 
Planning and Development Department 
City of Portland, Maine 
389 Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101-3509 
 
Subject: The Forefront at Thompson’s Point 
 Subdivision Plan Application  
 
Dear Christine: 
 
On behalf of Forefront Partners I, LP, we are pleased to provide the accompanying package of submission 
materials related to the proposed Overall Subdivision Plan of The Forefront at Thompson’s Point 
development.  This submission package is intended to meet the City’s Subdivision Submission 
requirements to the extent practicable as outlined in the Subdivision Application procedures as well as 
Article IV Section 14-496 (a) of the Code of Ordinances.  These materials represent the culmination of 
effort performed over the past several months, including minor revisions to the March 2014 approved 
Master Development Plan, additional engineering detail for common areas, and inclusion of the Phase 1A 
Brick North Site Plan.     
 
Master Plan 
 
The project has undergone minor changes since the Master Development approval from March 2014.  
While the Master Plan remains very similar in layout, program, and parking, some of the program 
elements have shifted locations within previously defined building envelopes.  Changes to the buildings 
are summarized as follows: 
 
· At the heart of the layout adjustments, is Forefront’s decision to retain and renovate the existing brick 

building referred to as Brick South.  Brick South shown as Building C1 on the enclosed plans will 
serve as the entrance to the 125-room hotel (which has been relocated to the southeasterly side of 
Brick South), maker space, and event space.  The event space is meant to complement the proposed 
event center and is not intended to increase the overall size of events or number of people at the site at 
one time.     

· A multi-story mixed-use building (restaurant and office space) and surface parking lot will reside in 
place of the hotel.  

· The educational building (Circus Conservatory) will be divided into multiple spaces within the Brick 
North and the Event Center Buildings.  By dividing this use into multiple spaces, the school will take 
on more of a campus approach and bring a higher efficiency to the Event Center building which 
nevertheless will continue to accommodate the other uses (sports including basketball at 3,500 seats, 
concerts at approximately 5,000 seats, and trade show/conference floor uses) that have always been 
part of the Event Center program.  In our space planning efforts with the Circus Conservatory, we 
came to find that the large volume training space that we had designed for them was virtually 
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identical in size and scope to the large open multi-use area of the Event Center; we have been able to 
generate a scheduling methodology that enables the key program elements to share the large volume 
space without compromising function.  This has enabled us to make a far more efficient use of the 
Event Center, put the Circus Conservatory next to the Transportation Center which is desirable for 
them, and, importantly, enable us to retain virtually all of the “Brick South” building (two-thirds of 
which had initially been planned for demolition in order to make room for the new large volume 
training center that the Circus Conservatory required, and which now can be accommodated in the 
Event Center).  We view this as a tremendous and multi-faceted gain for the project. 

· The office (Building G) located on the panhandle will reduce in gross square footage to offset the 
office space proposed in Building D and create a net balance in total office space proposed for the 
overall site. 

· The Cultural Center (Building E) has grown in gross square footage and building footprint however 
the program has remained the same.  

 
The updated Master Plan Building Program is summarized in the table below: 
 

TABLE 1 
MASTER PLAN PROGRAM 

Building 
Master Plan 

Master Plan -  
October 2014 

Gross Size 
Building A: Mixed Use: 

Office + Studio 
Circus Program 
Café  
Specialty Retail 

40,000 SF 

Building B1: Multi-Purpose (Assume Live Theater) 4,800 Seats 
Building B2: Restaurant (Assumed) 3,600 SF 
Building B3: Ancillary to B1  6,000 SF 
Building C1: Event Space/Maker Space  34,600 SF 
Building C2: Hotel 
 Condominiums 

125 Rooms 
24 Units 

Building D1: Office Space/Restaurant  38,180 SF 
Building E: Cultural Center 40,000 SF 
Buildings F1/F2: Parking Garage *(see next page) 730 Spaces 
Building G: Office 150,000 SF 
Building H: Event Center (Includes Arena , Convention 

& Educational (Assume Circus 
Conservatory) 

63,000 SF 

Building I: Gym/Sports Medical Office 8,000 SF 
Building J1: Condominiums (Assumed) 160,000 SF/160 Units 
Building J2: Condominiums (Assumed) 196,500 SF/160 Units 

Total Non-Garage SF  817,880 
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* Depending on the timing of garage construction which will follow the relocation of Suburban 
Propane and the commencement of the phase two buildings, it is conceivable that by the time the 
garage is ready to begin construction we may actually elect to add floors taking advantage of the 
120’ height limit to increase structured parking capacity.  It may also be desirable to build the 
garage structure to provide for the possibility of adding floors in the future after the initial 730 
spaces are built.  We are continuing to assess these options now, but would suggest that the Master 
Plan retains the ability to plan for a dynamic future outcome without compromising the needs of the 
first phase of development. 

 
Subdivision Plan 
 
The overall subdivision plan takes a holistic approach to how the Master Plan will be implemented and 
shows the subdivision of what are currently four lots (two lots owned by Forefront Partners, one lot 
owned by Suburban Propane, and one lot owned by Northern New England Rail Authority (NNEPRA)).  
The overall subdivision envisions 20 lots plus common area with vested ownership by all lots.  The 
subdivision would occur over the course of four (4) or more sectional recordings.  A description of the 
overall Subdivision Plan development sequence is as follows: 
 
1. Sectional 1 Recording Plat: The initial development activity now includes the redevelopment of the 

existing Brick North building for mixed use.  This former brick rail building is well suited for its 
reuse as commercial space housing multiple small tenants.  This initial activity has begun as part of a 
Phase 1A sectional recording based on a subdivision approval in 2012 and amended in 2013.  As part 
of this subdivision application, the first sectional subdivision plat would modify and replace the 
previously recorded lot configuration around Brick North to include Lots 1-5 plus Lot 11 as depicted 
on the enclosed plan Sheet C-2.1.  Lot 11 would create a separate lot for the existing building referred 
to as The Depot.   

2. Sectional 2 Recording Plat: The applicant is proposing the adaptive reuse of the former Barnstormers 
building located at the south end of the point (Lot 11).  The applicant has resurrected this structure 
(aka The Depot) for use as a multi-purpose space related to an open space/concert venue area to be 
located at the south end of the point.  This outdoor concert area is of equal capacity (approximately 
5,000) to the outdoor concert area that was adjacent to the Event Center in our June 2013 plan; we 
have relocated it to the point to take advantage of the proximity to this unique structure.  It is 
important to note that during the licensing process for the events that occurred this past summer, the 
Fire Department asked us to assess the maximum capacity of the Depot area from a public safety 
perspective; Mark Cummings, P.E. determined that it was feasible to accommodate 7,300 people 
safely on the site, assuming that an adequate off-site parking plan and temporary pedestrian safety 
layout could be provided, in the context of a business licensing scenario. 

Sectional Recording 2 would create Lots 9, 10, 13 and 14 to support The Depot as well as Lot 8 (the 
Cultural Center); Lots 6 and 7 (Sports Medicine office); Lot 12 (Restaurant); and additional common 
space.  These lots are depicted on the enclosed plan Sheet C-2.2.    

3. Sectional 3 Recording Plat: The applicant has a Purchase and Sale agreement for the acquisition of 
the Suburban Propane property and a land swap agreement with NNEPRA.  Upon closing on these 
two parcels, the applicant would consolidate the land and create Lots 15 and 16.  This sectional plat 
would create the lots required for the parking garage (Lot 15) and the event center (Lot 16).  
Additional common space would complete a loop road around the peninsula portion of the project.   
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4. Sectional 4 Recording Plat: This is anticipated to be the last recording of the full subdivision plan.  

Lots 17-20 would be used for the major office space component as well as the potential residential 
buildings planned for the Panhandle portion of the site.  
 

As you are aware, the original Level III Site Plan and Subdivision approval documents included a 
substantial design effort that was found to address the City’s technical standards.  Our plan documents 
included full design for geometric layout, grading, drainage, and related utility infrastructure.  We also 
produced detailed landscape architecture design and details.  Based on the original subdivision, Site Plan 
and subsequent Master Plan approvals, the City has found that the development site can adequately 
support the development program proposed.  The enclosed application provides the engineering details to 
the show how the project continues to the meet the City’s technical standards as well as state and federal 
regulatory permits. 
 
On behalf of the Forefront at Thompson’s Point development team, we look forward to your continued 
assistance on the project and we look forward to the next scheduled workshop meeting with the Planning 
Board.  Please find one hard copy of the application materials including 11 x 17 and full size plans, along 
with a diskette containing PDF files for all submission materials.   
 
If you have any questions regarding these materials, please contact this office. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
FAY, SPOFFORD & THORNDIKE, LLC 
 
 
 
Bo Kennedy, P.E., C.P.E.S.C. 
Engineer 
 
BEK/cmd 
 
Attachments 
 
c: Chris Thompson, Forefront Partners I, LP 
 Jed Troubh, Forefront Partners I, LP 
 Paul Ureneck, Boulos Company 
 Pat Carroll, Carroll Associates 
 
R:\2982.05  Amended Site Plan Part II\Admin\Permitting\Subdivision Application Sept. 2014\SS-M140 2014.10.09 Puleo (Com-Res #1).docx 
 

 



 
Jeff Levine, AICP, Director  
Planning & Urban Development Department  

 

 
 
 
 

Electronic Signature and Fee Payment Confirmation 
 
 

Notice: Your electronic signature is considered a legal signature per state law. 
 

 
By digitally signing the attached document(s), you are signifying your understanding this is a legal document 
and your electronic signature is considered a legal signature per Maine state law.   You are also signifying your 
intent on paying your fees by the opportunities below. 
 
I, the undersigned, intend and acknowledge that no Site Plan or Historic Preservation Applications can be 
reviewed until payment of appropriate application fees are paid in full to the Inspections Office, City of 
Portland Maine by method noted below: 
 

 Within 24-48 hours, once my complete application and corresponding paperwork has been 
 electronically delivered, I intend to call the Inspections Office at 207-874-8703 and speak 
 to an administrative representative and provide a credit/debit card over the phone. 

 
Within 24-48 hours, once my application and corresponding paperwork has been electronically 
delivered, I intend to call the Inspections Office at 207-874-8703 and speak to an 
administrative representative and provide a credit/debit card over the phone. 

 
 I intend to deliver a payment method through the U.S. Postal Service mail once my application 
 paperwork has been electronically delivered. 

 
 
 

 
______________________________________________________ ______________________ 
Applicant Signature: Date:  
 
______________________________________________________ ______________________ 
I have provided digital copies and sent them on: Date: 

 
NOTE:   All electronic paperwork must be delivered to buildinginspections@portlandmaine.gov or 

by physical means i.e. a thumb drive or CD to the Inspections Office, City Hall, 3rd Floor, 
Room 315. 

 
 

389 Congress Street * Portland Maine 04101-3509 * Phone: (207) 874-8703 * Fax: (207) 874-8716 
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/planning/buildinsp.asp * E-Mail: buildinginspections@portlandmaine.gov 
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Level III – Preliminary and Final Site Plans 
Development Review Application 

Portland, Maine 
Planning and Urban Development Department 

   Planning Division 
 
Portland’s Planning and Urban Development Department coordinates the development review process for site 
plan, subdivision and other applications under the City’s Land Use Code. Attached is the application form for a 
Level III: Preliminary or Final Site Plan. Please note that Portland has delegated review from the State of Maine 
for reviews under the Site Location of Development Act, Chapter 500 Stormwater Permits, and Traffic 
Movement Permits. 
 
Level III:  Site Plan Development includes:  

• New structures with a total floor area of 10,000 sq. ft.  or more except in Industrial Zones.  
• New structures with a total floor area of 20,000 sq. ft.  or more in Industrial Zones.    
• New temporary or permanent parking area(s) or paving of existing unpaved parking areas for more than 75 

vehicles. 
• Building addition(s) with a total floor area of 10,000 sq. ft.  or more (cumulatively within a 3 year period) except in 

Industrial Zones.  
• Building addition(s) with a total floor area of 20,000 sq. ft.  or more in Industrial Zones. 
• A change in the use of a total floor area of 20,000 sq. ft.  or more in any existing building (cumulatively within a 3 

year period).  
• Multiple family development (3 or more dwelling units) or the addition of any additional dwelling unit if subject to 

subdivision review.  
• Any new major or minor auto business in the B-2 or B-5 Zone, or the construction of any new major or minor auto 

business greater than 10,000 sq. ft.  of building area in any other permitted zone. 
• Correctional prerelease facilities. 
• Park improvements:  New structures greater than 10,000 sq. ft.  and/or facilities encompassing 20,000 sq. ft.  or 

more (excludes rehabilitation or replacement of existing facilities); new nighttime outdoor lighting of sports, 
athletic or recreation facilities not previously illuminated. 

• Land disturbance of 3 acres or more (includes stripping, grading, grubbing, filling or excavation).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Portland’s development review process and requirements are outlined in the Land Use Code (Chapter 14) 
which is available on our website: 
 Land Use Code:  http://me-portland.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/Home/View/1080 
 Design Manual:  http://me-portland.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/2355 
 Technical Manual:  http://me-portland.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/2356 
 
  Planning Division   Office Hours 
  Fourth Floor, City Hall   Monday thru Friday 
  389 Congress Street   8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
  (207) 874-8719 
  
  
 

http://me-portland.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/Home/View/1080
http://me-portland.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/2355
http://me-portland.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/2356
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PROJECT NAME:___________________________________________________________________ 
 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT ADDRESS:   
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CHART/BLOCK/LOT:  _______________________  PRELIMINARY PLAN  __________ (date) 
 FINAL PLAN  __________ (date)  
 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION:   
Applicant – must be owner, Lessee  or Buyer 
 
Name: 
 
Business Name, if applicable: 
 
Address: 
 
City/State :                                          Zip Code: 
 

Applicant Contact Information 

Work # 

Home# 

Cell #                                            Fax# 

e-mail: 

Owner – (if different  from Applicant) 
 
Name: 
 
Address: 
 
City/State :                                          Zip Code: 
 

Owner Contact Information  

Work # 

Home# 

Cell #                                            Fax# 

e-mail: 

Agent/ Representative 
 
Name: 
 
Address: 
 
City/State :                                          Zip Code: 
 

Agent/Representative Contact information 

Work # 

Cell # 

e-mail: 

Billing Information 
 
Name: 
 
Address: 
 
City/State :                                          Zip Code: 
 

Billing Information 

Work # 

Cell #                                            Fax# 

e-mail: 
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Engineer 
 
Name: 
 
Address: 
 
City/State :                                          Zip Code: 
 

Engineer Contact Information 

Work # 

Cell #                                            Fax# 

e-mail: 

Surveyor 
 
Name: 
 
Address: 
 
City/State :                                          Zip Code: 
 

Surveyor Contact Information 

Work # 

Cell #                                            Fax# 

e-mail: 

Architect 
 
Name: 
 
Address: 
 
City/State :                                          Zip Code: 
 

Architect Contact Information 

Work # 

Cell #                                            Fax# 

e-mail: 

Attorney 
 
Name: 
 
Address: 
 
City/State :                                          Zip Code: 
 

Attorney Contact Information 

Work # 

Cell #                                            Fax# 

e-mail: 

 
APPLICATION FEES: 
Check all reviews that apply. (Payment may be made by Credit Card, Cash or Check payable to the City of Portland.) 
Level III Development (check applicable reviews) 
___ Less than 50,000 sq. ft. ($500.00) 
___ 50,000 - 100,000 sq. ft. ($1,000) 
___ 100,000 – 200,000 sq. ft. ($2,000) 
___ 200,000 – 300,000 sq. ft. ($3,000) 
___ over $300,00 sq. ft.  ($5,000) 
___ Parking lots over 11 spaces ($1,000) 
___ After-the-fact Review ($1,000.00 plus 
       applicable application fee) 
 
Plan Amendments (check applicable reviews) 
___ Planning Staff Review ($250) 
___ Planning Board Review ($500) 
_____________________________________ 
The City invoices separately for the following: 

• Notices ($.75 each)  
• Legal Ad (% of total Ad) 
• Planning Review ($40.00 hour)     
• Legal Review ($75.00 hour) 

Third party review fees are assessed separately. Any outside 
reviews or analysis requested from the Applicant as part of the 
development review, are the responsibility of the Applicant and 
are separate from any application or invoice fees.  
 

Other Reviews (check applicable reviews) 
 
___ Traffic Movement ($1,000)    
___ Stormwater Quality ($250)     
___ Subdivisions ($500 + $25/lot) 
       # of Lots ___ x $25/lot = ______ 
___ Site Location ($3,000, except for 
       residential projects which shall be 
       $200/lot) 
       # of Lots ___ x $200/lot = ______ 
___ Other _____________________                  
___ Change of Use 
___ Flood Plain 
___ Shoreland 
___ Design Review 
___ Housing Replacement 
___ Historic Preservation 
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APPLICATION SUBMISSION:  
1.  All site plans and written application materials must be submitted electronically on a CD or thumb drive 

with each plan submitted as separate files, with individual file which can be found on the Electronic Plan 
and Document Submittal page of the City’s website at  

 http://me-portland.civicplus.com/764/Electronic-Plan-and-Document-Submittal  
 
2.  In addition, one (1) paper set of the plans (full size), one (1) paper set of plans (11 x 17), paper copy of 

written materials, and the application fee must be submitted to the Building Inspections Office to 
start the review process.  

 
The application must be complete, including but not limited to the contact information, project data, 
application checklists, wastewater capacity, plan for fire department review, and applicant signature. The 
submissions shall include one (1) paper packet with folded plans containing the following materials:  
 
1. One (1) full size site plans that must be folded.  
2. One (1) copy of all written materials or as follows, unless otherwise noted:  
 a.  Application form that is completed and signed.  
 b.  Cover letter stating the nature of the project.  
 c.  All Written Submittals (Sec. 14-525 2. (c), including evidence of right, title and interest.  
3.  A stamped standard boundary survey prepared by a registered land surveyor at a scale not less than one inch to 50 
 feet.  
4.  Plans and maps based upon the boundary survey and containing the information found in the attached sample 
 plan checklist.  
5. One (1) set of plans reduced to 11 x 17.  
 
Please refer to the application checklist (attached) for a detailed list of submission requirements.  
 
 
APPLICANT SIGNATURE:  
 
I hereby certify that I am the Owner of record of the named property, or that the owner of record authorizes the proposed 
work and that I have been authorized by the owner to make this application as his/her authorized agent. I agree to conform 
to all applicable laws of this jurisdiction. In addition, if a permit for work described in this application is issued, I certify that 
the Planning Authority and Code Enforcement’s authorized representative shall have the authority to enter all areas 
covered by this permit at any reasonable hour to enforce the provisions of the codes applicable to this permit.  
 
This application is for a Level II Site Plan review. It is not a permit to begin construction. An approved site plan, a 
Performance Guarantee, Inspection Fee, Building Permit, and associated fees will be required prior to construction. 
Other Federal, State or local permits may be required prior to construction, which are the responsibility of the applicant 
to obtain.  
 

Signature of Applicant: 
 
 
 

Date: 
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PROJECT DATA 
 

The following information is required where applicable, in order to complete the application. 
 

Total Area of Site                                                         sq. ft. 
Proposed Total Disturbed Area of the Site                                                         sq. ft. 
If the proposed disturbance is greater than one acre, then the applicant shall apply for a Maine Construction General Permit 
(MCGP) with DEP and a Stormwater Management Permit, Chapter 500, with the City of Portland. 
 
Impervious Surface Area  
Impervious Area (Total Existing)                                                         sq. ft. 
Impervious Area (Total Proposed)                                                         sq. ft. 
  
Building Ground Floor Area and Total Floor Area  
Building Footprint (Total Existing)                                                         sq. ft. 
Building Footprint (Total Proposed)                                                         sq. ft. 
Building Floor Area (Total Existing)                                                         sq. ft. 
Building Floor Area (Total Proposed)                                                         sq. ft. 
  
Zoning  
Existing  
Proposed, if applicable  
  
Land Use  
Existing  
Proposed  
  
Residential, If applicable  
# of Residential Units (Total Existing)  
# of Residential Units (Total Proposed)  
# of  Lots (Total Proposed)  
# of Affordable Housing Units (Total Proposed)  
  
Proposed Bedroom Mix  
# of Efficiency Units (Total Proposed)  
# of One-Bedroom Units (Total Proposed)  
# of Two-Bedroom Units (Total Proposed)  
# of Three-Bedroom Units (Total Proposed)  
  
Parking Spaces  
# of Parking Spaces (Total Existing)  
# of Parking Spaces (Total Proposed)  
# of Handicapped Spaces (Total Proposed)  
  
Bicycle Parking Spaces  
# of Bicycle Spaces (Total Existing)  
# of Bicycle Spaces (Total Proposed)  
  
Estimated Cost of Project  
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PRELIMINARY  PLAN (Optional) - Level III Site Plan  

Applicant 
Checklist 

Planner 
Checklist 

# of 
Copies GENERAL WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS CHECKLIST 

    1 Completed Application form 
    1 Application fees 
    1 Written description of project 
    1 Evidence of right, title and interest 
    1 Evidence of state and/or federal approvals, if applicable 

    1 
Written assessment of proposed project's compliance with applicable zoning 
requirements 

    1 
Summary of existing and/or proposed easement, covenants, public or private 
rights-of-way, or other burdens on the site 

  1 Written requests for waivers from site plan or technical standards, if applicable. 
    1 Evidence of financial and technical capacity 

    1 
Traffic Analysis (may be preliminary, in nature, during the preliminary plan 
phase) 

Applicant 
Checklist 

Planner 
Checklist 

# of 
Copies SITE PLAN SUBMISSIONS CHECKLIST  

    1 
Boundary Survey meeting the requirements of Section 13 of the City of 
Portland's Technical Manual 

 
  1 

Preliminary Site Plan including the following:  (information provided may be 
preliminary in nature during preliminary plan phase) 

    Proposed grading and contours; 
    Existing structures with distances from property line;  

    
Proposed site layout and dimensions for all proposed structures (including piers, docks or 
wharves in Shoreland Zone), paved areas, and pedestrian and vehicle access ways; 

    
Preliminary design of proposed stormwater management system in accordance with 
Section 5 of the Technical Manual (note that Portland has a separate applicability section); 

    Preliminary infrastructure improvements; 
    Preliminary Landscape Plan in accordance with Section 4 of the Technical Manual; 

    

Location of significant natural features (including wetlands, ponds, watercourses, 
floodplains, significant wildlife habitats and fisheries or other important natural features)  
located on the site as defined in Section 14-526 (b) (1); 

    
Proposed buffers and preservation measures for significant natural features, as defined in 
Section 14-526 (b) (1); 

    
Location , dimensions and ownership of easements, public or private rights of way, both 
existing and proposed; 

    Exterior building elevations. 
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FINAL PLAN - Level III Site Plan  

Applicant 
Checklist 

Planner 
Checklist 

# of 
Copies 

GENERAL WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS CHECKLIST 
(* If applicant chooses to submit a Preliminary Plan, then the * items were 
submitted for that phase and only updates are required) 

    1 *  Completed Application form 
    1 *  Application fees 
    1 *  Written description of project 
    1 *  Evidence of right, title and interest 
    1 *  Evidence of state and/or federal permits 

    1 
*  Written assessment of proposed project's specific compliance with applicable     
     Zoning requirements 

    1 
*  Summary of existing and/or proposed easements, covenants, public or   
    private rights-of-way, or other burdens on the site 

    1 *  Evidence of financial and technical capacity 
    1 Construction Management Plan 

  1 
A traffic study and other applicable transportation plans in accordance with 
Section 1 of the technical Manual, where applicable.  

  1 
Written summary of significant natural features located on the site (Section 14-
526 (b) (a))  

  1 Stormwater management plan and stormwater calculations  
  1 Written summary of project's consistency with related city master plans  
  1 Evidence of utility capacity to serve  

  1 
Written summary of solid waste generation and proposed management of solid 
waste  

  1 
A code summary referencing NFPA 1 and all Fire Department technical 
standards  

  1 

Where applicable, an assessment of the development's consistency with any 
applicable design standards contained in Section 14-526 and in City of Portland 
Design Manual  

  1 
Manufacturer’s verification that all proposed HVAC and manufacturing 
equipment meets applicable state and federal emissions requirements. 
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Applicant 
Checklist 

Planner 
Checklist 

# of 
Copies 

SITE PLAN SUBMISSIONS CHECKLIST  
(* If applicant chooses to submit a Preliminary Plan, then the * items were 
submitted for that phase and only updates are required) 

    1 
*  Boundary Survey meeting the requirements of Section 13 of the City of 
Portland's Technical Manual 

 
  1 Final Site Plans including the following: 

    
Existing and proposed structures, as applicable, and distance from property line 
(including location of proposed piers, docks or wharves if in Shoreland Zone); 

    Existing and proposed structures on parcels abutting site;  

    
All streets and intersections adjacent to the site and any proposed geometric 
modifications to those streets or intersections;  

    

Location, dimensions and materials of all existing and proposed driveways, vehicle 
and pedestrian access ways, and bicycle access ways, with corresponding curb 
lines;  

    
Engineered construction specifications and cross-sectional drawings for all 
proposed driveways, paved areas, sidewalks;  

    
Location and dimensions of all proposed loading areas including turning templates 
for applicable design delivery vehicles;  

    
Existing and proposed public transit infrastructure with applicable dimensions and 
engineering specifications;  

    
Location of existing and proposed vehicle and bicycle parking spaces with 
applicable dimensional and engineering information;  

    Location of all snow storage areas and/or a snow removal plan;  

  A traffic control plan as detailed in Section 1 of the Technical Manual;  

  
Proposed buffers and preservation measures for significant natural features, 
where applicable, as defined in Section 14-526(b)(1);  

  Location and proposed alteration to any watercourse;  

  
A delineation of wetlands boundaries prepared by a qualified professional as 
detailed in Section 8 of the Technical Manual;  

  Proposed buffers and preservation measures for wetlands;  
  Existing soil conditions and location of test pits and test borings;  

  
Existing vegetation to be preserved, proposed site landscaping, screening and 
proposed street trees, as applicable;  

  
A stormwater management and drainage plan, in accordance with Section 5 of the 
Technical Manual;  

  Grading plan;  
  Ground water protection measures;  
    Existing and proposed sewer mains and connections;  

 
 

- Continued on next page -
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Location of all existing and proposed fire hydrants and a life safety plan in 
accordance with Section 3 of the Technical Manual;  

  
Location, sizing, and directional flows of all existing and proposed utilities within 
the project site and on all abutting streets;  

  
Location and dimensions of off-premises public or publicly accessible 
infrastructure immediately adjacent to the site;  

    
Location and size of all on site solid waste receptacles, including on site storage 
containers for recyclable materials for any commercial or industrial property;  

  

Plans showing the location, ground floor area, floor plans and grade elevations for 
all buildings;  

  
A shadow analysis as described in Section 11 of the Technical Manual, if applicable;  

  

A note on the plan identifying the Historic Preservation designation and a copy of 
the Application for Certificate of Appropriateness, if applicable, as specified in 
Section Article IX, the Historic Preservation Ordinance;  

    
Location and dimensions of all existing and proposed HVAC and mechanical 
equipment and all proposed screening, where applicable;  

  
An exterior lighting plan in accordance with Section 12 of the Technical Manual;  

  

A signage plan showing the location, dimensions, height and setback of all existing 
and proposed signs;  

  

Location, dimensions and ownership of easements, public or private rights of way, 
both existing and proposed.  
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Subdivision Plan Submission Supporting Narrative 
  



Subdivision Submission Supporting Narrative  The Forefront at Thompson’s Point 
October 10, 20114 Page 1 Portland, Maine 

ATTACHMENT A 
 

SUBDIVISION PLAN SUBMISSION SUPPORTING NARRATIVE 
 
 
In accordance with Section 14-527 (f) and (g) and the General Written Submission Checklist, we offer the 
following narrative describing the information supporting the current Subdivision Plan submission. 
 
Section 14-527 (f) 
 
1. Existing structures are shown on Sheet C-2.9 – Overall Existing Conditions Plan and all proposed 

buildings are shown on Sheets C-3.1 and C-3.2 – Site Layout Plans.  

2. Existing abutting structures are shown on Sheet C-2.9 – Overall Existing Conditions Plan. 

3. The offsite improvements project construction is nearly complete.  The offsite improvements project 
was constructed to support the full volume of traffic approved as part of the site MDOT Traffic 
Movement Permit.  As a stakeholder, the City has a copy of these plans on file.   

4. The proposed driveways, vehicle and pedestrian access ways, and bicycle access ways, with 
corresponding curb lines are shown on Sheets C-3.1 and C-3.2 – Site Layout Plans.  The Site Layout 
Plans depict material types and refer to details with specific sectional buildup of material thicknesses. 

5. Cross sectional drawings of the access roadway are provided on Sheets C-7.8 and C-7.9. 

6. Loading areas are shown on the Site Layout Plans – C-3.1 and C-3.2.  Figures 1 thru 6 are enclosed in 
Attachment B and show turning movements for service and loading areas using AutoTURN® turning 
template Computer software.    

7. The existing site does not have public transit infrastructure; however, the proposed Subdivision Plan 
anticipates a public Metro Bus stop, taxi stand, skywalk bridge to Amtrak train platform, and 
pedestrian trail link. 

8. The location of bicycle parking spaces for the Phase 1A Brick North Site Plan is shown on the Level 
III site plans dated 2014.09.10.  As the applicant submits subsequent Level III Site Plans, additional 
bicycle parking stalls will be added in accordance with the city’s technical standards.  

9. Snow storage management will employ three strategies: 

· On-site snow storage around the perimeter of the site. 
· Snow removal and offsite storage. 
· Mechanical snow removal (i.e. melting bins). 
· The city of Portland has been designated a turnaround area easement for the purpose of snow 

removal on Thompson’s Point Connector Road 
 

10. A Traffic Control Plan was approved as part of the original Site Plan submission in 2012 and 
subsequently updated for the amendment in 2013.  The approved Traffic Control Plan is still 
applicable and enclosed in Attachment C.  

11. Landscaping buffers and preservation measures are shown on the enclosed Landscaping Plans L-1.0 
and L-1.1.  The proposed Landscaping measures meet the City of Portland Technical Standards for 
streets and the buffering requirements of the MeDEP Natural Resources Protection Act Permit.  It is 
noted that subsequent site plans will include the required landscaping for internal parking lots once a 
more detailed site plan can be produced.    

12. Watercourse alterations are not proposed for this project.  
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13. Wetland boundaries are shown on the enclosed ALTA/ACSM Land Tittle Survey plans prepared by 
Sebago Technics Land Surveyors.  

14. The site is largely a historical development property that contains limited natural features other than 
those conditions related to the Fore River mud flats and tidal area.  These low-lying areas at the 
perimeter of the site do contain river related wetland and floodplain.  No part of the proposed 
development areas will be within these wetlands or floodplain, except for several drainage discharges 
that will outfall into the river, as is currently occurring today. 

15. Existing soil conditions are included with a Geotechnical Technical Data Report which is on file with 
the City and available upon request.  All test pit and boring locations are shown on the enclosed Sheet 
C-2.9 – Overall Existing Conditions Plan. 

16. Landscaping buffers and preservation measures are shown on the enclosed Landscaping Plans L-1.0 
and L-1.1.  The proposed Landscaping measures meet the city of Portland Technical standards for 
streets and the buffering requirements of the MeDEP Natural Resources Protection Act permit.  It is 
noted that subsequent site plans will include the required landscaping for internal parking lots once a 
more detailed site plan can be produced. 

17. A Stormwater Management Supplemental Report is included in Attachment D.  The enclosed Sheet 
C-4.0 – Overall Grading and Drainage Plan and C-4.1 – Overall Stormwater Management Plan show 
the site’s compliance with section 5 of the Technical manual.  

18. The Grading Plan is enclosed as Sheet C-4.0.  

19. The Stormwater Management Plan contemplates structural separation between groundwater and 
stormwater runoff through the use of an impermeable liner.  The project is serviced by a public 
wastewater system.  The project will not pose a risk of groundwater contamination. 

20. The existing sanitary sewer system is shown on the Exiting Conditions Plan – C-2.9 and the proposed 
sanitary sewer system is shown on Sheets C-6.0, C-6.1 and C-6.2. 

21. Sheet C-6.0- Overall Utility Plan shows all existing hydrants which will remain in service and 
proposed hydrants.  A Life Safety Plan prepared by Mark Cummings, Fire Risk Management is 
enclosed in Attachment E.  

22. All proposed utilities are shown on Sheets C-6.0, C-6.1 and C-6. 

23. The site has on-site public infrastructure which is shown on Sheet C-2.9 – Existing Conditions Plan.  

24. Solid waste receptacles are shown on the site layout plans.  

25. The Overall Site Plan Sheet C-3.0 shows the location, ground floor area, and use of all proposed 
buildings.  Building floor plans and elevations are not available at this time.  Detailed building 
information will be provided with subsequent Level III site plan applications.  

26. A shadow analysis is not applicable for this application.  

27. The development is not located in a historic district, historic landscape district or City designated 
landmark; however, the project is seeking Federal Grant money and consequently a Section 106 
review was prepared and accepted by the Maine Historic Preservation Office.   

The originally approved site plan received approval to demolish all existing structures on the site.  
Since that time, the applicant has decided to keep and renovate the two existing brick buildings, and 
the Depot Structure.  

28. The location and dimensions of all proposed HVAC equipment is not available at this time.  This 
information will be submitted under subsequent site plan applications. 
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29. Exterior lighting for all common areas are shown on the enclosed Landscaping plans.  Additionally, 
exterior lighting information, including specification sheets, photometric light levels, etc. is enclosed 
in Attachment F. 

30. Standard street signs location and sizes are shown on the enclosed Site Plans.  Internal directional, 
wayfinding, and building signage will be submitted under subsequent Site Plan Applications. 

31. Existing and proposed easements, land ownership, and public rights of way are shown on the 
enclosed Subdivision Plans C-2.0 thru C-2.4 and Site Easements and Encumbrance Plan C-2.5.  

 
Section 14-527 (g) 
 
1. A detailed Construction Management Plan (CMP) will be submitted under subsequent Level III Site 

Plan Applications.  The mixed-use development construction will be phased and may include 
multiple activities occurring concurrently.  In general, the construction management plan will be 
prepared and supplied by the general contractor prior to the start of each phase of construction.  The 
CMP will include how the contractor will communicate with the City of Portland, the owner, and 
abutting land owners including temporary access and utility interruptions which may affect daily their 
daily operations.  The CMP will include Key issues such as:  

i. Public safety 
ii. Communication with abutters 

iii. Traffic management  
iv. Parking for work force 
v. Coordination of material delirious 

vi. Laydown and material storage areas including job trailers 
vii. Crane pads and erection sequences  

viii. Utility location including managing temporary utilities during construction 
ix. Waste management 
x. Office trailer areas 

xi. Designated areas for stockpile materials 
xii. Snow removal and potential for onsite storage 

The CMP will change and evolve throughout the project as sequencing of phases becomes available 
and contractors are brought onboard to complete various phases of work.   

2. A Traffic Study was prepared for the originally approved Site Plan Application and most recently 
amended as part of the approved Master Development Plan.  Traffic Study information is enclosed in 
Attachment C. 

3. The development is designed to maintain a 25’ foot buffer from the annual mean high tide to all 
building structures.  Grading and stormwater quality improvements are proposed inside of this 
setback.  The project will avoid impacts to the wetland of special significance around the perimeter of 
the site with the exception of a small permitted wetland alteration for a stabilized stormwater 
discharge (<500 SF of impact).  The development will improve water quality of stormwater runoff 
entering the Fore River by meeting the City Stormwater standards described in chapter 32 of the 
technical manual.  Portions of the site have been designated as Piping Plover Bird migration habitat 
by the Maine department of Inland Fish and Wildlife during the MeDEP NRPA Permit review.  The 
development subsequently received an individual NRPA Permit in 2012 and amended in 2014 for a 
change to the seasonal dock design.  The development also received an Army corps of Engineers 
Wetland fill permit.  The proposed Subdivision Plan complies with the standards and conditions of 
these permits.  Copies of all State and Federal Permits are enclosed in Attachment G.  

4. Narrative describing the proposed site hydrology is included in the Supplemental Stormwater Report 
enclosed in Attachment D.  
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5. Stormwater runoff calculations are provided in Attachment D as part of the Supplemental Stormwater 
Report.  

6. The project was found to be consistent with the City Master Plans as part of the March 2014 Master 
Development Plan approval. 

7. Applicable evidence of Utility Capacity to Serve documentation is included in Attachment H.   

8. Estimated types and quantities of solid waste generation will be submitted under subsequent Level III 
Site Plan application as specific tenants are identified.  In general, solid waste will be handled through 
a property management services company.  Construction waste will be managed to meet LEED Silver 
level requirements including percentage volume of recycled materials.  

9. A code summary referencing NFPA 1 and all fire department technical standards was prepared by 
Mark Cummings, Fire Risk Management services during the Master Development Plan Review.  This 
review is still applicable to the current site plan and is enclosed in Attachment E for ease of reference.  

10. An assessment of Conformity with Applicable Design Standards is enclosed in Attachment I.   

11. Proposed HVAC equipment will be provided under submitted under subsequent Level III Site Plan 
Application as specific tenants are identified. 

 
General Written Submissions Checklist 
 
As acknowledged on the Subdivision Plan Submission’s General Written Submissions Checklist, we note 
the following items not previously covered in this supporting narrative: 
 
Item: Evidence of Right, Title and Interest 
 
 Copies of the Transfer Deed to Forefront Partners, I LP and agreements with Suburban Propane 

accompany this submission in Attachment J. 
 
Item: Evidence of State and/or Federal Approvals; if applicable 
 
 The Applicant has previously provided copies of the State and Federal permits issued for the 

project including the Traffic Movement Permit, U.S. ACOE Permit, and MeDEP NRPA Permit. 
 
Item: Written Assessment of Proposed Project’s Compliance with Applicable Zoning Requirements 
 
 A Written Summary is contained in Attachment I to this submission. 
 
Item: Evidence of Financial and Technical Capacity 
 
 The Applicant has previously provided information pertaining to financial and technical capacity.  

A copy of the letter from TD Bank accompanies this submission in Attachment K. 
 
Item: Summary of Proposed Easements, Covenants and Public Rights-of-Way 
 
 The Applicant has provided a copy of the Declaration of Easements, Covenants and Restrictions 

which is included in Attachment L. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENT B 
 
 

AutoTURN® Figures 
  
  















 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENT C 
 

Traffic Study Information 
  



The Forefront at Thompson’s Point | Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan 
 

September 13, 2011 
 

 
 

 
Project Description 
 

The Forefront at Thompson’s Point is a unique project proposed for the City of Portland. It 
consists of a transit-oriented mixed-use development whose program elements range from Class 
A office space, a 125-room hotel, an event center that will be the new home of the Portland Red 
Claws NBA D-League team, a concert hall, a restaurant, a sports medicine facility, a parking 
garage, and various public amenities such as pedestrian/bike trails and access to the Fore River. 
The Forefront will pursue a minimum of LEED-Silver certification, and is intended to be a 
gateway development that will bring life to an under-utilized part of the City—a place as well as a 
project.  
 
As part of its approvals for this project, the City of Portland will require the creation and 
issuance of a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan; given the pivotal role that 
efficient public access to and from the Forefront will play in its commercial success, a thoughtful 
approach to TDM is crucial.  What follows is a Transportation Demand Management Plan that 
addresses and the City’s sustainability goals by outlining and committing to a series of measures 
that encourage and promote bicycling, walking, carpooling, and use of public transit.  
 
Given both the scope of this mixed-use project, and the necessity of having buy-in from our 
prospective tenants, the proposal that follows contemplates a two-tiered approach to the TDM, 
consisting of: 



 
(a) Macro TDM: an overall approach to TDM for the Forefront, consisting of TDM goals, the 

proposed methodologies for undertaking them, including steps for implementation, 
approaches to staffing, modes of monitoring and assessing successes and areas for 
improvement, and proposed frameworks for more tenant-specific plans, and: 

 
(b) Micro TDM(s): tenant-specific plans, the “DNA” of which is articulated in the Macro 

TDM but which are to be more fully elaborated in dialogue with the Forefront’s 
respective tenants (namely, office users, hotel operator, restaurant operator, sports 
medicine facility operators, event center operator, concert hall operator, parking garage 
operator), each of whom will have different constituencies with varying travel patterns 
and habits, and who will thus require different approaches which must nevertheless be 
well orchestrated. Although it is not practicable to outline these plans in substantive 
detail until more formal agreements with tenants are in place, it is important to stress 
that tenants are expected to be active participants in the overall TDM goals and 
measures elaborated here, and to take active roles in defining their own mechanisms for 
participating in these goals; this expectation will be outlined in lease arrangements with 
tenants.  

 
In its utilization of this tiered approach (“macro” and “micro”), the proposed framework 
effectively functions as a project-wide Transportation Management Association, linking the 
various operating businesses in a set of shared strategies, and ultimately coordinated by the 
TDM Coordinator, of which more below. 
  
The Forefront will be a major employer as well as a major draw for visitors, from Portland and 
beyond. Thus its approach to TDM represents a significant opportunity to reduce the number of 
Single Occupant Vehicles (SOVs). 

 
 

Proximity to Transit 
 
The Forefront is a unique project in the City of Portland, and for that matter, the state of Maine. 
Thompson’s Point lies adjacent to the Portland Transportation Center, which hosts the following 
transit services: 
 

Ø Downeaster (AMTRAK): This intercity passenger rail service provides connections from 
Portland to Saco, Old Orchard Beach, and other southerly stops including Boston’s North 
Station. The service will connect northerly to Freeport and Brunswick, providing a direct 
link to the Maine Eastern Railroad, which provides seasonal service as far as Rockland in 
2012. The service currently runs five round trips to and from North Station, with an 
additional trip anticipated following the opening of the extension to Brunswick. 

Ø Concord Coach (Formerly Concord Trailways): This intercity bus service provides non-stop 
service to South Station in Boston, and northerly both to Augusta and Bangor, Maine, as well 
as the mid coast region. During the day, buses arrive and depart about once per hour. This 
service allows for connections to various intercity buses, Amtrak and MBTA commuter rail 
services at South Station, as well as direct connections to all terminals at Boston’s Logan 
International Airport. In addition, the Bangor bus allows for a connection to the Cyr Bus 
service, providing a once-daily connection to several destinations in Aroostook County. 

Ø Metro Route #5, Maine Mall: Portland METRO provides twice an hour service to the 
Portland Transportation Center with other major stops including the Maine Mall and 



UNUM. It also allows for access to the Portland International Jetport and the Elm Street 
METRO facility. A limited service combining Routes 1 and 5 is provided on Sundays. 

 
Given its adjacency to these amenities, the Forefront is uniquely suited to take advantage of 
non-motorized vehicle trips, especially transit trips.  
 
Further, the Forefront has the opportunity to pursue water shuttle and water taxi service from 
the site to downtown Portland and other locations in Casco Bay. The Forefront will partner with 
Portland Trails to upgrade the existing public trail around the Thompson’s Point peninsula; 
working collaboratively with the City, the PTC, Portland Trails, MDOT and others this trail may 
be able to be better linked with the larger trails network. The use of bicycles and other non-
motorized modes of conveyance by employees and visitors is something the Forefront will 
encourage (of which more below). 
 
 
Purpose of Plan 
 
The City of Portland requires the creation of a Transportation Demand Management Plan for all 
projects in excess of 50,000 square feet, or with 100 or more employees or students. The 
Forefront at Thompson’s Point meets both of these criteria. However, in the case of this project, 
the TDM Plan serves a series of important needs. Given the designation of the Forefront as a 
Transit Oriented Development (TOD), a TDM plan is key to maximizing the synergies between 
the project and the transit modes (existing and not yet existing) adjacent to it. “Transit Oriented 
Development,” as the Federal Transit Administration defines it, is “compact, mixed-use 
development within walking distance of public transportation,” and TOD is “a key element of 
livable and sustainable communities.” As the TFA notes, there is a well-documented symbiotic 
relationship between economic development and transit, and a convergence of public and 
private interests around TOD, which “increases transit ridership and reduces automobile 
congestion, providing value for both the public and private sectors.”  
 
To this end, the objectives of the Forefront’s TDM plan are: 
 
Ø Make maximum use of existing transit infrastructure adjacent to the project 
Ø Propose partnerships with the City, MDOT and others aimed at increasing transit 

opportunities and, in the words of MDOT, contribute to providing “a safe, efficient and 
reliable transportation system that supports economic opportunity and quality of life.” 

Ø Reduce peak hour trip impacts to, and the effects of traffic congestion upon, adjacent 
roadway infrastructure 

Ø Reduce the amount of needed parking on-site, and thus the amount of land that could have a 
higher and better use than surface parking 

Ø Encourage healthy activities such as biking, kayaking, and walking among Forefront 
employees and visitors 

 
It is important to note that this Plan should not be viewed as a series of fixed strategies. Rather 
it is a living document intended to be reviewed and updated on a regular basis as the Forefront 
works with its tenants to address changes in local transportation patterns, preferences, and 
prices; by means of effective coordination, goal-setting, and goal-monitoring measures the 
Forefront will endeavor to reach the goals articulated in this Plan in a way that is not financially 
or operationally burdensome to the tenants who ultimately must support the Plan. Ultimately, 
the goal will be to make significant reductions in peak hour single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) 



activity on the local street network as well as the need for on-site parking in a way that is 
financially and operationally sustainable for all concerned. 
 
 
Employee Transportation Coordinator (TDM Coordinator) 
 

The Forefront at Thompson’s Point will employ a TDM Coordinator, charged with coordinating 
the TDM plan.  The TDM coordinator will liaise with the chief operating officers of each of the 
Forefront’s tenant organizations in order to create an effective overall approach to the following 
goals: 
 
Ø Coordinate and promote rideshare opportunities  

Ø Coordinate and promote the use of the following alternatives to SOV travel:  

• AMTRAK  

• Concord Coach and other bus lines as may be applicable 

• METRO 

• U Car Share 

• Car rental companies 

Ø Monitoring parking usage in conjunction with parking facility management 

Ø Overseeing event scheduling  

Ø Encouraging the greater use of bicycling, walking, and bus-based transit  

Ø Overseeing ongoing monitoring and updating of the plan 

Ø Convening a committee, ideally comprised of decision-makers representing each of the 
tenants/users at the Forefront, who will assist the coordinator in TDM planning and 
assessment 

Ø Filing annual reports with the City 
 
Given the centrality of the event center to the overall success and vitality of the project; given 
that the majority of traffic demand will be attributable to this and the adjacent concert hall; and 
given that the success of the event center depends upon efficient management of traffic and 
parking use by all the various uses (including parking use by visitors to the Portland 
Transportation Center), it is anticipated that the TDM Coordinator for the project will be a staff 
member of the event center’s operating company. 
 
The TDM Coordinator will work with tenants at the MICRO TDM level to explore how to create 
effective partnerships and incentive packages with AMTRAK, Concord Coach, and METRO; the 
Coordinator will liaise with tenants and help them identify strategies such as incentives (free or 
subsidized bus passes for employees, gift coupons or periodic prize drawings to foster use of 
alternative modes)and how to establish subsidies and payroll deductions for employee transit 
passes where this is appropriate for a tenant.  
 
 
Surveys - Employees 
 
Six months after initial occupancy of the Forefront facilities, and annually thereafter, Forefront 
employees will be surveyed regarding their transportation choices such as automobile/bicycle/ 
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motorcycle-scooter ownership, parking demand, and the frequency of trips using bicycling, 
walking, U Car Share, carpool/vanpool, and the bus. The survey will follow the format of the 
“TDM2go Employee Survey”, a copy of which is attached hereto, but may be expanded from 
time to time by the TDM Coordinator. The surveys will be conducted to determine: 
 
Ø Mode of travel to and from work (car/carpool/biking/walking/bus) 
Ø Preferences or concerns with model of travel 
Ø The flexibility and receptivity of employees to utilizing various travel modes to access 

Thompson’s Point (and, crucially, to ascertain whether individual employees make use of 
multiple modes during the course of a given year, or a given season)  

 
Various questions will be created in the survey to determine which measures to encourage 
increased use of transit, for example, either via costs for parking or stronger subsidies of 
METRO passes, etc. The TDM Coordinator may seek to partner with the academic and/or the 
public sector, and public funding, to increase the efficacy of these surveys and mine the 
information contained therein.  
 
Surveys - Visitors 
 
For visitors to the Forefront, surveys will also be included. These will be provided in the 
following manner: 
 
Ø Conference packet for convention employees 

Ø With ticket receipt for concert goers 

Ø Inside game pamphlet for Red Claws fans 
 
The surveys will be conducted to determine: 
 
Ø Mode of travel to and from a conference, concert or game (car/carpool/biking/walking/bus) 
Ø Preferences or concerns with model of travel 
Ø The flexibility and receptivity of visitors to utilizing various travel modes to access 

Thompson’s Point.  
 
Surveys will need to be simple and convenient; they could be filled out at a Red Claws game, or 
completed with a link on-line (such as Survey Monkey) to do it afterward. Hotel guests may 
represent an important source of survey information. Various questions will be created in the 
survey to determine measures to encourage increased use of transit, for example, either via costs 
for parking or greater promotion of transit uses. The TDM Coordinator will work with the 
tenants at the MICRO TDM level to determine what kinds of incentives could elicit consistent 
and engaged participation in these surveys. 
   
 
Car Pooling and Sharing 
 
Through various promotional strategies (flyers, email blasts, web updates, social media, and 
occasional gatherings) the Forefront TDM Coordinator will make visitors, workers and guests 
aware of and encourage use of these services, 
 

U Car Share/Rental Cars 
 



Portland is one of 20 cities in the United States served by U Car Share. In Portland, the 
service currently provides a total of four vehicles. These vehicles are available on an 
hourly or daily basis. It is recommended that the Forefront negotiate the use of two 
additional vehicles with U Car Share for visitors to use on an as-needed basis, as well as 
traditional rental cars. This will allow for the use of a car for certain trips, which can aid 
in a traveler to or from the Forefront to choose transit for a mode. Information will be 
provided to hotel guests, office workers, and convention attendees. Following the first 
survey, additions to U Car Share may be made if employees desire their use in significant 
numbers; U-Car share may be an attractive option for local residents who are employed 
by one of the various tenants at the Forefront.  
 

Ø Primary User: Visitors, Employees (if found desirable) 

Ø Responsibility: Forefront, U Car Share, Rental agencies 
 
 

Carpooling/Vanpooling 
 
The TDM coordinator, working in conjunction with the GO MAINE Commuter Services 
Program, will work with the employers located at the Forefront to locate employees with 
similar schedules and home addresses to create a carpooling or GO MAINE vanpooling 
plan. Working with the employers, the TDM coordinator will serve as a resource in 
devising incentives for those employees who participate. A reasonable portion of the 
preferred parking spaces to be established shall be dedicated to U-Car 
Share/carpool/vanpool parking in order to incentivize these alternatives, and shall be 
designated as such by means of signage. 
 

Ø Primary User: Employees 

Ø Responsibility: Forefront 

 
Education for Visitors 
 
As discussed, the Forefront’s TDM coordinator will provide transit route maps, schedules, and 
ticket information in packets for visitors. There will also be a travel kiosk in the event center 
offering interactive Google-based travel planning with various vehicular modes; in addition, 
maps, routes, and ticket information will be posted clearly in the entry areas at the event center 
and the office buildings. The TDM coordinator will be available, in person and/or virtually, to 
assist visitors and employees who have questions about travel tips and ideas. 
 
Ø Primary User: Visitors 

Ø Responsibility: Forefront 
 
 
Submission of Monitoring Information/Updated TDM Plan 
 
Based upon the results of the monitoring, the Forefront will update the TDM Plan and submit a 
draft plan to the City’s TDM Manager for review and comments.  
 
The primary goal would be to reduce employee and visitor SOV trips to 80 percent of the total 
trips, at a minimum, within the first five years of the project.  
 



The secondary goal for the initial year will be to reduce the parking demand five percent from 
the calculated demand, with additional annual reductions of five percent, until parking demand 
is reduced by a minimum of twenty percent (e.g. 290 vehicles out of an original 1,450). This 
aggregate targeted reduction shall also include individual targets for the following alternative 
modes: increase use of transit by employees and visitors by 5% annually; increase carpooling 
and vanpooling by employees and event attendees by 5% annually; increase bicycle and 
pedestrian trips by employees and visitors by 5-7% annually; until the overall goal of a 20% 
reduction is reached. The goal will be to achieve this overall 20% reduction by the end of the 
fifth operating year. At this point, it would be appropriate to reassess the ways in which the 
TDM plan should be recast in order to set additional goals for the sixth operating year and 
beyond. Each monitoring period will be accompanied by a parking count of the Forefront’s 
facilities, in accordance with the methodology discussed in the parking count section. 
 
In our amended Traffic Impact Study, with an addendum dated 30 August 2011, we have noted 
this reduction goal of 20%, which we feel is an ambitious albeit achievable goal. 
 
An important responsibility for the TDM Coordinator will discuss future options as they become 
available with the City of Portland and GO MAINE, an organization charged with finding 
transportation options for the state. 
 
 
Transit TIF Opportunities for Single Occupancy Reduction  
 
The City of Portland designated the Thompson’s Point Transit-Oriented Development and Tax 
Increment Financing District and adopted a development program therefor pursuant to Chapter 
206 of Title 30-A of the Maine Revised Statutes, as amended, by action of the Portland City 
Council on June 20, 2011; the City submitted the resultant Credit Enhancement Agreement to the 
Department of Economic and Community Development for its review and ultimate approval, 
creating the Thompson’s Point Transit-Oriented Development and Tax Increment Financing 
District and Development Program. The City designated the Thompson’s Point Transit-Oriented 
Development and Tax Increment Financing District, adopted the related Development Program, 
and entered into the related Credit Enhancement Agreement in order to induce the Developer to 
redevelop Thompson’s Point into a gateway destination in a manner that includes a substantial 
investment in infrastructure, including a large above-ground parking structure, transportation 
improvements, creation of an at-grade public rail crossing, extensions of public roads, utility 
investments and expanded walking and biking trails, and to support the Developer’s investment 
into the Project by enabling the City to contribute toward the capital cost of the Project in the 
amounts contemplated by the Development Program and the Credit Enhancement Agreement; 
and the City Council voted unanimously to capture one hundred percent of the net new tax 
revenue generated by the Forefront and to dedicate its share of said revenue to funding 
alternative transportation. 
The City may wish to consider utilizing its portion of net new tax revenue generated by the 
Forefront, and captured by means of the Transit TIF, to fund the following initiative: 
 
 
Funding of METRO Route 5E 
 
Forefront will explore with METRO and the City of Portland the feasibility of an additional bus 
service running mainly on the Route 5 route. Potentially called Route 5E, this bus would serve as 



an express service and would run seven days a week. It would stop at the Portland Jetport, 
Portland Transportation Center, the Forefront, the Greyhound Terminal at the intersection of 
St. John and Congress Street (inbound only), and the Metro Pulse Center on Elm Street. It 
would be clearly marked as an express bus to major transit hubs. The provision of a single bus 
would allow for hourly service, and would be in addition to the existing Route 5. Those visitors 
arriving at the Portland Jetport will be given passes for two rides on the 5E service (or the 5). 
The Forefront will work with METRO to explore the potential for a stop at the Forefront for the 
5 line. 
 
Ø Primary User: Visitors 

Ø Responsibility: City of Portland (Transit TIF) 
 
 
Additional Transit Opportunities 
 
The Forefront will generate substantial tax revenue that will be used by the City for transit 
funding. The City has requested that the Forefront play an integral role in working with the City 
to define and establish “Transit TIF”-funded programs.  
 
 
Program Elements 
 
The following components are to be incorporated into the Forefront’s development program: 
 
Bicycle Parking 
 
In addition to the standard bicycle racks provided outside of the buildings at the Forefront 
(anticipated to include 88 bicycle spaces in racks distributed around the site per site plan 
requirements), the developer will endeavor to incorporate secure storage for up to 150 bicycles 
inside the facilities for tenants who wish to have them. These spaces are envisioned to be wall-
mounted lockable racks within controlled-access rooms. This configuration will provide for 
bicycle security, convenience, and protection from the weather. Similarly to carpoolers, 
bicyclists will be given stickers for their bicycles that would have matching numbers with a 
specific bicycle locker, which would come with a locker-specific bicycle lock. The space would 
either be in the office component or the convention facility component, depending upon the 
work location of the employees.  
 
Ø Primary User: Employees 

Ø Responsibility: Forefront 
 
Scooter/Motorcycle Parking  
 

50 spaces are recommended for this use, with the potential for more in the future. Those using 
scooters or motorcycles will also obtain a ticket to be matched with a specific space in the 
Forefront garage. These spaces may be subject to random compliance checks. 
 
Ø Primary User: Employees 

Ø Responsibility: Forefront 
 
 
Bus Shelter 



 
The Forefront is willing to locate a bus shelter on site, for those coming on and off the 5E bus 
(discussed above), which will further encourage use of buses by visitors and employees alike. 
 
Ø Primary User: Visitors, Employees  

Ø Responsibility: Forefront 
 
 
Peninsula Shuttle 
 
On days with conventions, should attendee demand warrant it, the Forefront may operate a van-
based shuttle that will take visitors to major points of interest on the Portland Peninsula, 
including Congress Square, Monument Square, and Commercial Street. This shuttle will run 
regularly as may be warranted by demand, and shall be free of charge for conference attendees. 
Following an initial survey, if it is determined that employees at the Forefront would strongly 
desire to have access to a shuttle, a reduced service during lunch hours may also be provided. 
 
Ø Primary User: Visitors, Employees (if found desirable) 

Ø Responsibility: Forefront 
 
Parking Demand and Supply 
 
As discussed in the parking calculations, based on shared parking calculations, and without 
accounting for access to transit, the Forefront will typically incur a peak weekday parking 
demand of approximately 1,450 spaces, and up to 1,900 spaces during special concert events. 
Proposed for the facility will be a 700-space parking garage and surface parking, potentially for a 
total of 1,450 spaces.  
 
The Forefront proposes to provide: 
 
Ø 1,400 automobile parking spaces (a portion, to be determined, will be dedicated for the 

preferred use of hybrid/electric vehicles) 

Ø 150 bicycle parking spaces (with secure facilities, contingent upon tenant interest) 

Ø 50 motorcycle/scooter parking spaces 
 
 
Parking for Special Events 
 
The concert hall / event center can support seating for 4,500 to 4,800 people. In the event of a 
full concert, the demand may exceed supply by approximately 450 spaces, or possibly less 
depending upon the success of the TDM measures. Indeed, to the degree that the TDM 
measures do succeed, it may be determined that the existing surface and structured parking 
spaces are adequate to support the demand created by these concerts. However, these events 
will be in the evening. Significant parking exists in lots for Norway Savings Bank, Rheumatology 
Associates, and others off of Sewall Street and the drive connecting Sewall Street to 
Massachusetts Avenue and Congress Street, as well as along the Fore River Parkway and other 
locations in proximity to Thompson’s Point which may be suitable. It is understood that the 
existence of leases, or other satisfactory arrangements that reliably provide for off-site parking 
during these larger concerts, shall be a requirement of site plan approval.  
 



It is recommended that the Forefront explore agreements for utilizing these lots for overflow 
during events, providing that it does not open doors to concerts until after 6:00, when the 
employee and customer demand at adjacent facilities has greatly diminished. Forefront can 
employ individuals to control traffic and collect parking fees for use of these lots based on a 
revenue-sharing agreement. In addition, the peninsula shuttle will be repurposed for these 
evening events to travel through these lots and to the concert hall.  
 
The Forefront has developed an Event Management Plan, submitted together with this TDM 
Plan, which more fully discusses the proposed approach to handling traffic flow in and out of the 
site during mid-sized events (upwards of 2,500 attendees). 
 
 
Monitoring 
 
Parking Counts 
 
As part of its TDM Plan monitoring program, the Forefront TDM Coordinator will oversee 
assessment of the use of its various operational components, starting one month after the 
opening of the event center and annually thereafter. As one critical component of the TDM 
program will be to reduce parking demand, the first part of each monitoring effort will include 
an hourly parking count of the facility from 11:00 AM to 11:00 PM on a weekday and a Saturday 
(this will require evening events, preferably concerts, as this will generate the greatest parking 
demand). 
 
 
 
Timetable for Action Items 

 
Action Item Timeframe for Implementation 

Finalize TDM Funding Package based upon City of 
Portland’s priorities for funding from its share of 
Transit TIF revenues generated by the Forefront 
  

Fall 2011 

Provide update to City regarding progress on TDM 
plan implementation and status of TMA (“macro 
TDM”) 
 

Fall 2012  

Appoint/Confirm TDM Coordinator 
 

 

6 months prior to opening of the 
Forefront Event Center, anticipated 
to be spring 2013 
 

Assemble “Micro TDM” plans with tenants and 
create TDM Packets; share complete TDM plan, 
including Micro-TDM targets and proposed 
monitoring, with City  
 

Summer 2013 
 

TDM Plan Implementation /  
On-site Parking Monitoring 
 

Anticipated for Spring 2014, 
assuming final occupancy 
Summer/Fall 2013  

Assess success of first six months of TDM Program 
and Report to City on initial effectiveness 
 

 
Fall 2014 



Submit Year Two TDM Program with needed 
modifications (and annually thereafter) 
 

 
Spring 2015 

 



The Forefront at Thompsons Point 
Trip Generation and Parking Summary for 

Master Plan – November 26, 2013 
Completed by Gorrill-Palmer  

 
The following is a summary of forecast trip generation and parking summary for 
the proposed Master Plan for the Forefront at Thompson’s Point.  The following 
corresponds to the “Revised Master Plan” provided by FST and Carroll Associates.   
 
Trip Generation: 
                 AM                 PM 
Building    Description       Size       Peak Hr                 Peak Hr 
     A  Office + Studio          27,000 sf  66             63 

Café       3,000 sf  35      33    
Specialty Retail          4,000 sf    3      11    

     B1  Multi-Purpose      4,800 Seats  ---   96    
  (Assume Live Theater) 
     B2  Rest. (Assumed)     3,600 sf  41      39    
     B3  Rest. (Assumed)     6,000 sf  69      66    
     C1  Educational       41,000 sf          123                       104    
  (Assume Circus Conservatory) 
     D  Gym       9,000 sf  11      36    
  Medical Office     2,000 sf    5          7    
     E1  Hotel           125 Rooms  70      74    
       Condos    24 Units  11      12    
     E2  Rest. (Assumed)     6,000 sf  69      66    
     F1/F2 Parking Garage               ----   ---- 
     G   Office                      180,000 sf          300                        280    
     H  Event Center  45,000 sf          115                          224    
  (Incl. Arena & Convention) 
     I  Cultural Center  25,000 sf  29       29    
     J1  Office             160,000 sf          273                        258    
     J2  Condos (Assumed) 120 Units  53               62   
 
Subtotal             1,273         1,460   
Reduction (10%) for Bus / Train / Shared Use        (-127)         (-146) 
Total Master Plan Trip Generation         1,146         1,314 
Permitted Trip Ends             734         1,091 
 
Diff. Between Permitted and Master Plan          412            223 
 
 
 



Meeting Permitted Trip Generation Thresholds:  
 
The buildings are NOT planned to be constructed and occupied in alphabetical 
order.  The following is a summary of the planned phasing of the project followed by 
the forecast cumulative trip generation after the completion and occupancy of that 
phase shown in parenthesis ( ).  This cumulative trip generation does NOT reflect 
the 10% shared use / transit reduction. 
                 AM                 PM 
Phase      Building      Description                 Peak Hr       Peak Hr 
  1A     A      Office + Studio             66             63 

     Café     35  (101)  33  (96) 
                                   Specialty Retail                 3  (104)  11  (107) 
  1B  B1      Live Theater         ---   96  (203) 
  1C  C       Educational              123  (227)          104  (307) 
  1D  D      Gym         11  (238)  36  (343) 
        Medical Office      5  (243)    7  (350) 
  B2       Restaurant (Assumed)       41  (284)  39  (389) 
  1E  E1      Hotel     70  (354)  74  (463) 
             Condos     11  (365)     12  (475) 
  E2      Rest. (Assumed)    69  (434)  66  (541) 
  1F  F1/F2      Parking Garage   ----   ---- 
  1G  G       Office                                300  (734)          280  (821) 
  1H  H      Event Center             115  (849)            224  (1045) 
  2A  I       Cultural Center     29  (878)            29  (1074) 
  2B  J1       Office                       273  (1151)          258  (1332) 
  J2       Condos (Assumed)    53  (1204)            62  (1394) 
  2C  B3      Rest. (Assumed)    69  (1273)            66  (1460) 
   
As can be seen from the summary in the previous section, the proposed master plan 
trip generation would exceed the trip ends as currently permitted.  In reviewing the 
cumulative trip generation for the AM peak hour as summarized above, everything 
up to and including Phase 1G (734 trip ends – 10% = 661 trip ends) could be 
constructed without exceeding the permitted trip generation of 734 trip ends.  Since 
MaineDOT typically allows a buffer of 100 trips ends beyond that permitted before 
requiring re-permitting, it would be anticipated that up to and including Phase 2A 
could also be constructed and occupied.  This should be verified with MaineDOT.   
 
In the PM peak hour, everything up to and including Phase 2A (1074 trip ends – 
10% = 967 trip ends) could be constructed without exceeding the permitted trip 
generation of 1,091 trip ends.   
 
Based on this review, we recommend a follow up trip generation study be conducted 
after the construction and occupancy of Phase 1H to quantify the actual trip 
generation. 



Individual Parking Demand:  
 
Based on the phasing of the project as identified previously, the following forecast 
the peak parking demand for each phase.  Please note that the peak parking 
demand for each of the phases does NOT occur concurrently, so they cannot simply 
be added to arrive at the overall parking demand for the site.  See the following 
section for site peak parking demand.   
              Peak Parking 
Phase      Building      Description                   Demand 
  1A     A      Office + Studio       77  

     Café        30       
                                   Specialty Retail         8                 
  1B  B1      Live Theater   1371           
  1C  C       Educational       49       
  1D  D      Gym        41           
        Medical Office         9     
  B2       Restaurant (Assumed)      36         
  1E  E1      Hotel      125       
             Condos        22       
  E2      Rest. (Assumed)       60      
  1F  F1/F2      Parking Garage      -----     
  1G  G       Office      513              
  1H  H      Event Center: 
    Convention OR    113 
    Arena              1167               
  2A  I       Cultural Center       98       
  2B  J1       Office      456                         
  J2       Condos (Assumed)    110      
  2C  B3      Rest. (Assumed)       60     
   
 
Cumulative Parking Demand: 
 
Since the peak parking demand for each individual use does not occur concurrently, 
the overall peak parking demand for the site was also reviewed.  For the purpose of 
the Overall Peak Parking Demand, the site was reviewed for two time periods; 5 
PM or before and, after 5 PM.  Before 5 PM the vehicles would be expected to park 
on-site and after 5 PM, when events would be anticipated, parking in nearby lots 
may also become available.  The following summarizes the overall peak parking 
demand.    
 
 
 
 



 
                      Peak Parking Demand (Spaces) 
 
Scenario                          5 PM or prior  After 5 PM 
 
Average Day without         
Theater / Arena / Convention         1,397         574 
 
Average Day  
With Live Theater after 5 PM       1,699      1,877 
   
Average Day 
With Arena activity after 5 PM       1,449      1,651 
 
Average Day  
With Convention during the day       1,510         630 
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The traffic management plan for special events is an important component of making this project 
work.  For the purposes of implementation, we propose that a “special event” be considered any 
event, or combination of events, that equals or exceeds 2500 people.  An “event”, as it is intended in 
the context of this Event Management Plan, would not include those typical modes of gathering and 
circulation related to the customary visitation and enjoyment of the site and its various commercial 
uses and public amenities.  For example, a gathering of visitors in an outdoor dining area would not 
be considered an “event”, but a gathering of visitors in the outdoor seating area adjacent to the 
Mixed-Use “Depot” Building for the purposes of attending a musical performance would be 
considered an “event”.  “Events” generally relate to those occurrences that are planned as part of the 
programming associated with the Event Center (including, from time to time, its adjacent plaza) 
and Mixed-Use “Depot” Building (and its outdoor seating area).  To accomplish the special event 
implementation, the applicant is approaching this from different aspects.  The first aspect is timing 
of the special events.  If the event is on a weekday, the special events are anticipated to start later 
(7 or 8 PM) in the evening after the PM rush hour of the adjacent street traffic.  When the special 
weekday events conclude, it will be later in the evening and traffic on the adjacent roadway network 
is anticipated to be minimal compared to during a typical commuter hour.  If the event is on a 
Saturday or Sunday, the commuter traffic will not be on the roads.     
 
The second angle to the special event approach is to provide accommodations for large numbers of 
vehicles to enter or exit the site.  To accomplish this, the applicant proposes the following: 
 
 I. Signing – This includes not only signing for drivers on which lanes are for what purpose, but 

also to direct drivers to points of interest; such as event parking.  Additional signs should also be 
erected to identify to the drivers destined for the bus and train facilities where they should be 
going such that they do not get intertwined in the traffic destined for the events.  These signs 
can be both permanent and temporary and may be positioned both onsite and offsite. 
 

 II. Reversible Lane – This would be an additional lane in the center of Thompsons Point Road 
that would be used for incoming traffic at the beginning of an event and then reversed and used 
as an exit lane when the event(s) conclude.  This layout is depicted on Sheets C-9.1, C-9.2 and C-
9.3 of the Site Plan submission drawings. 
 

 III. Traffic Control Devices – This would include devices such as traffic cones to regulate access 
to the lower lots on the site during special events.  The use of cones would be useful in directing 
drivers to where you want them to be as well as restricting them from areas where access is 
prohibited.  These would be especially useful to assist in the functionality of the reversible lane 
used to enter and exit the Forefront at Thompsons Point.   

 
 IV. Police Officers – The use of a police officer is recommended at the signalized intersection of 

Thompsons Point / Fore River Parkway.  A uniformed police officer is the only person allowed to 
direct traffic at a signalized intersection.  We anticipate at least one police officer (for events 
between 2500 and 3500, which is the upper limit of the attendance for a Red Claws basketball 
game) and potentially two (for events such as larger concerts with attendance upwards of 4,800) 
stationed at or near the intersection during special events. 
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 V. Traffic Control Personnel (TCP) – These personnel do not need to be police and are allowed to 
assist traffic on-site.  This would include persons at each of the entrances / exits for both the 
train and bus to assist both customers and the buses themselves in entering and exiting.  There 
would also be TCP at the crosswalk to Sewall Street assisting pedestrians with crossing.  In 
addition, TCP will be positioned on either side of the RR crossing to ensure that vehicles do not 
stop on the RR tracks.  We anticipate a minimum of 5 or 6 TCP per special event. 

 
 VI. Monitoring – Special events will be monitored for the first year by a dedicated observer.  

That observer will report after each event what works, what is not working, and provide 
recommendations for improvement.  This monitoring should also include meeting with 
representatives of the bus and train station to receive their input.  Special Event monitoring 
shall also be coordinated with and/or by the Transportation Demand Management 
Coordinator to insure that the development’s TDM opportunities are well integrated 
with respect to special events. 

 
 VII. Parking garage – The parking garage is designed with three lanes on the west end, with the 

center of the three lanes being reversible and two reversible lanes on the north side.  It is 
anticipated that that during normal business hours, only two lanes (one in and one out) at each 
end of the garage will be needed.  However, the third lane is available to process traffic should it 
become necessary.   
 
During an event, when the Event Management Plan is in place the parking garage is anticipated 
to be operated with all five lanes used.  At the beginning of an event two enter lanes and a single 
exit lane will be available at the west end (total of 3 entering lanes and 2 exit lanes).  The gates 
will be up and attendants will be accepting money on a fixed fee basis to process the traffic 
quicker.  For certain events, visitors will have pre-purchased event tickets that include event 
parking, so they would simply need to show their ticket to gain entrance to the garage.  During 
special events, each lane would process 300 vehicles per hour with a non-gated, pay on entry 
flat-fee, with attendants taking money at the entry and directing vehicles to the parking spaces.  
This would theoretically fill the garage in 37 minutes for a special event, which relates to a ‘good’ 
Level-of-Service of “B”. 

 
In addition, attendants will be positioned within the garage to assist directing incoming cars 
such that parking levels are filled one at a time with no empty spaces.  This will improve 
efficiency and get the most capacity from the garage.  These attendants will also be able to 
convey when the garage is near capacity so that they can make the proper call and appropriate 
signs can be put up both onsite and offsite identifying the garage is full.  The parking garage has 
also been designed as a double helix such that entering and exiting vehicles can turn either way 
exiting their parking space to go up or down.  This means that you do not have to go up to the 
top level of the garage in order to come down to the lower levels.   
 
When an event concludes, there will be two exit lanes at each end (for a total of four exit lanes) 
such that vehicles will be able to flow freely from the garage without stopping at a gate, thus 
considerably reducing the amount of time it takes to exit the vehicles from the garage.  
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MEMORANDUM 

Forefront at Thompson’s Point 

Parking Summary 
 

Date:  March 5, 2014 

Subject: Parking Summary 

  Forefront at Thompson’s Point 

  Portland, Maine            

To:  City of Portland 

From:  Randy Dunton, Gorrill-Palmer (JN 2419)  

 

  

The following is a summary of the forecasted peak parking demand using two scenarios; 

Ordinance and Master Plan.  The Ordinance results reflect the peak parking demand if the City 

parking requirements were used.  The Master Plan results reflect a combination of the City 

parking requirements, ITE Parking Generation Manual (4th Edition), and published data / 

engineering judgement.  For the purpose of the overall peak parking demand, the site was 

reviewed for two time periods; 5 PM or prior and after 5 PM.  Before 5 PM the vehicles would be 

expected to park on-site and after 5 PM, when events would be anticipated, parking in nearby lots 

may also become available.  The supporting calculations are attached. 

 

Scenario       5 PM or prior       After 5 PM 

           Ordinance       Master Plan               Ordinance     Master Plan 

 

Average Day without  

Theater / Arena / Convention   778   826    468   505 

 

Average Day 

With Live Theater after 5 PM         1283  1587   1383  1822 

 

Average Day 

With Arena Activity after 5 PM 1187  1450   1383  1822 

 

Average Day  

With Convention during the day   988             1036     572    609 

 

 

As can be seen from the summary above, what the Master Plan is using for peak parking demand 

is greater than what would be required if the City Ordinance were used in all scenarios.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL STORMWATER MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

FST was retained by Forefront Partners I, LP for preparation of a City of Portland Subdivision 
Application for the proposed mixed-use development of Thompson’s Point in Portland, Maine.  
The proposed Subdivision Plan dated October 10, 2014 is consistent with the March 2014 
approved Master Plan; however, includes a few modifications to the overall site plan and 
consequently the stormwater management system.  
 
Over the course of this project, FST has prepared multiple Stormwater Management Reports in 
support of the Forefront at Thompson’s Point project.  They are summarized in the table below.  
 

Table 1 – Summary of Stormwater Management Reports 
Title Application 

Description Date Last Revision 
Date 

Approved 
Date 

Stormwater Management 
Report (General Standards) 

Level III Site 
Plan/Subdivision 

March 2012 April 2012 June 2012 

Inspection and 
Maintenance Manual For 
Stormwater Management 
and Related Stormwater 
Facilities 

Level III Site 
Plan/Subdivision 

March 2012 April 2012 June 2012 

Supplemental Stormwater 
Management Report 
(General Standards) 

Amended Level III 
Site Plan/Subdivision 

May, 10 2013 May, 10 2013 June 2013 

Master Stormwater 
Management Strategy 
Schematic 

Master Development 
Plan 

October, 2013 January 23, 
2014 

March 
2014 

Supplemental Stormwater 
Management Report for 
Phase 1A Brick North 
Level III Site Plan 
Application (General 
Standards) 

Amended Level III 
Site Plan/ Phase 1A 
Sectional Subdivision 
Plat 

June 30,2014 June 30,2014 Pending 

Supplemental Stormwater 
Management Report In 
Support of Amended 
Subdivision Plan (General 
Standards) 

Amended Subdivision October 10, 
2014 

October 10, 
2014 

Pending 

 
The development will still include an event center with outside concert space, hotel, restaurant, 
office, sports medicine facility, surface parking, and a multiple story parking structure.  The most 
significant change from the May 2013 report is the inclusion of approximately 3.3 acres of land 
currently occupied by Suburban Propane and Northern New England Rail Authority (NNEPRA).  
The acquisition of this land provides greater flexibility to the site development and has added an 
element of open green space which reduces the overall amount of impervious area on the site 
from both the existing conditions and the previously permitted development.  Additionally, the 
acquisition of this land will provide an opportunity to retain and renovate four existing buildings 
previously scheduled to be razed.  
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This supplemental report is intended to describe the changes from the May 2013 Site Plan 
approval and March 2014 approved Master Plan as well as show that the project is still in 
compliance with the Portland Stormwater Management Standards adopted 7/19/10 and General 
Stormwater Standards of MeDEP (revised October 2010).  Since the original permit approval in 
2012, the name of stormwater zones and treatment strategies have changed.  This supplemental 
report will describe the treatment of each stormwater discharge zone and show that the project is 
still in compliance with the stormwater standards as mentioned above.  The intent of the 
Stormwater Management design, Erosion & Sediment Control, and Inspection and Maintenance 
Manual have remained the same as approved in June 2012.  The overall development area has 
increased to 23.27 acres of which 21.45 acres are redeveloped area.  The development will have 
a total of 16.40 acres of impervious surfaces of which 14.56 acres are redeveloped impervious 
area.  Revisions to the site plan and how it relates to each Stormwater Management Discharge 
Zone is outlined below and tabulated in the spreadsheet attached in Appendix A.  

 
2.0 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT REVISIONS 

Existing Building Mitigation Credit 
 
As discussed in the April 2012 Stormwater Management Report the current conditions (which 
existed prior to 2005) consist of a nearly entirely impervious developed project area with a mixed 
land cover of gravel, pavement, and buildings.  As part of the new Forefront site redevelopment 
shown on the project drawings dated October 2014, four of the existing buildings that were 
previously scheduled to be razed are now part of a building renovation plan.   
 
This is a major shift from the previously approved stormwater management approach since the 
change affects the water quality treatment percentage compliance computations two-fold.  First, 
the existing impervious surfaces remaining in place (that existed prior to 1975) which will not be 
redeveloped, do not need to be included in the total redeveloped area or redeveloped impervious 
area, thus reducing the total area requiring treatment.  The stormwater management strategy 
presented herein has assumed that 95% of all redeveloped impervious area will need to be treated 
with a BMP included in the MaineDEP Technical Stormwater Manual.  Secondly, MaineDEP 
Chapter 500 Permits a prorated credit to be applied to existing impervious areas which are 
treated to meet the water quality treatment standards.   
 
All four of the existing buildings to remain will be tributary to a treatment system as shown on 
Sheet C-4.1 Overall Stormwater Management Plan.  Because of uncertainties with the Suburban 
Propane Brick Building (Portion of Building H) Redevelopment Plan, only three of the four 
buildings have been used as credits in the stormwater management treatment computations.  The 
small Suburban Propane Building has been considered redeveloped impervious area in the 
attached computations.  The proposed treatment systems have been sized to treat the full area of 
existing rooftop.   
 
According to Section 6 of the Maine DEP Chapter 500 Stormwater Rules, projects may claim 
onsite treatment credits for the treatment of existing impervious surfaces.  The rule allows credit 
for 60 % of existing rooftops that become tributary to treatment.  The following table is a 
breakdown of the rooftop credit applied to this project:   
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TABLE 2: 

EXISTING BUILDING ROOF TOP MITIGATION CREDIT 
Existing 

Building Name 
Zone(s) Treatment 

Approach 
Mitigation 

Credit 
Area (sf) Total Credit 

(sf) 
Depot Building 
(Building B1) 

A/B Grassed Soil 
Filter 

0.6 11,120 6,672 

Brick North 
(Building A) 

F Gravel Drip 
Edge 

0.6 34,000 20,400 

Brick South 
(Building C1) 

C/F Storm Treats 0.6 34,464 20,678 

Total Credit of Building Treatment Area (SF) 47,750 
 
See the attached water quality treatment summary table for computations incorporating the 
credits noted above.  MaineDEP stipulates that credits can be counted towards total treated 
impervious area and the building area is not required to be included in the total new developed 
area.   
 
Zone A – Treatment Approach: Grassed Under Drained Soil Filter 
 
Zone A is comprised of a portion of the existing depot building (Building B1), Buildings B2 and 
B3, grass/landscaped open space and impervious walkways.  The proposed developed area will 
be constructed in a previously developed area with a compacted gravel impervious surface.  A 
portion of Zone A that will be redeveloped as primarily grass area for concert viewing will go 
untreated.  The treated portion of Zone A includes buildings B2, B3 and part of the retrofitted 
depot building.  The treatment approach for Zone A is the utilization of a grassed under drained 
soil filter: 
 
Underdrained soil filters are required to treat 1” of the total impervious area and .4” of total 
pervious area tributary to the system. 
 
For the area tributary to the treatment filter in this zone the required water quality volume is 
calculated to be:  
 
Total Pervious Area = 12,295 sf 
Total Impervious Area = 18,518 sf 
Water Quality Volume = (12,295*0.4/12)+(18518*1/12)= 1,953 CF 
 
According to MaineDEP Best Management Practices Under Drained Soil Filters must have a 
minimum surface area of 5% of total impervious area + 2% of total pervious area. 
 
Total Required Surface Filter Surface Area for Zone A = 12,295*.02+ 18,518*.05 = 1,172 SF  
 
MaineDEP rules state that soil filters shall have a maximum ponding depth of 1.5’.  Based on 
this, the required surface for the filter must be at least the: 
 
Water Quality Volume/Maximum Ponding Depth =1,953 (cf)/1.5’ = 1,302 SF 
 
The Total provided filter area for Zone A is 1,500 SF. 
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The Underdrain Soil Filter criterion has been met. 
 
Therefore, water quality goals for Water Quality Zone A meet the General Stormwater Standards 
of the November 2005 Chapter 500 Rules of MeDEP (rev. October 2010).   
 
Zones C, D and F- Treatment Approach: StormTreat™ Treatment Units  
 
The StormTreat™ treatment units have been designed to treat Zones C, D, and F.  For Zones D 
and F the StormTreat™ system is the primary method of treatment however; they have been 
supplemented with treatment measures such as Tree Box Filters, Stone Drip Edge with gravel 
filter and rain gardens, as discussed later in this report, to treat smaller isolated portions of the 
sub catchments.   

 
To meet Chapter 500, the Water Quality Volume provided with-in a StormTreat™ System must 
be equal to or greater than the following: 
 
1”/12 x impervious area plus 0.4”/12 x landscaped area = Water Quality Volume (cubic feet) 
 
Computations of the water quality volume for Zones C, D, and F are appended in Appendix A. 
 
The water quality volume is provided in a subsurface arched chambers storage system. 
 
Based on the revisions made to Chapter 7 of the MaineDEP Best Stormwater Practices in 
October 2010 the StormTreat™ treatment units shall be sized to treat the entire water quality 
volume in 24 to 72 hours at a discharge rate of approximately 2 gpm per tank.  The system must 
have at least one StormTreat™ tank per 1,155 cubic feet of water quality volume.   
 
Zone C required 5 tanks, Zone D requires 9 tanks and Zone F requires 7 tanks for a total of 21 
tanks for the entire project working in parallel to meet this criterion.  The full computations are 
appended in Appendix A. 

 
Discharge from larger storm events are controlled over a broad crested weir housed in a precast 
concrete outlet control structure set above the water quality volume.  The overflow piping 
network is sized to handle runoff from a 25-year storm event.  A rain event exceeding the storm 
drainage network would flood the catch basin inlet, into the parking lot and over the curb line to 
the river. 
 
Pretreatment for flow entering from all inlet pipes to the storage area will be provided via the 
installation of a StormTech® Isolator row(s).  
 
Therefore, water quality goals for the StormTreat™ Proprietary Systems meet the General 
Stormwater Standards of the November 2005 Chapter 500 Rules of MeDEP (rev. October 2010). 
 
Zone B and D Treatment Approach: Tree Box or Box less Filterra’s  
 
The Filterra® system has been designed to treat subcatchments in zone’s B, D and H. 
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To meet Chapter 500, the tree box filter size is required to be sized based on the tributary area as 
stated in the following table: 
 

Filterra® Model 
Number 

Area in Acres 

4x6 or 6x4 0.32 
4x8 or 8x4 0.42 

6x6 0.47 
6x8 or 8x6 0.64 

6x10 or 10x6 0.79 
6x12or 12x6 0.95 
7x13 or 13x7 1.20 

 
 

Filterra® ID Number Tributary Area (ac) Filterra® Model 
Number Selected 

H-202 0.39 4X8 
B-401 1.15 13X7 
B-402 0.17 4X6 
B-403 0.61 6X8 
D-601 0.48 6X8 
D-602 0.31 4X6 
D-603 0.07 4X6 
D-604 0.13 4X6 

D-20-21 0.58 6X8 
D-18 0.22 4X6 
D-19 0.19 4X6 
D-12 0.26 4X6 

 

Zone D Treatment Approach: Rain Garden (Bio Retention Cell) 
 
Rain Gardens are required to treat 1” of the total impervious area and .4” of total pervious area 
tributary to the system. 
 
For this zone, the required water quality volume is calculated to be:  
 
Total Pervious Area = 10,428 sf 
Total Impervious Area = 10,264 sf 
Water quality volume =  (10,428*0.4/12)+(10,264*1/12)= 1,203 CF 
 
According to MaineDEP Best Management Practices Bio Retention Cells must have a minimum 
surface area of 7% of total impervious area + 3% of total pervious area. 
 
Total Required Surface Filter Surface Area for Zone D = 10,428*.03+ 10,264*.07 = 1,031 SF  

 
The Total provided filter area for Zone D is 1,500 SF. 
 
The Rain Garden criterion has been met. 
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Therefore, water quality goals for the Rain Garden Bio Retention Cells meet the General 
Stormwater Standards of the November 2005 Chapter 500 Rules of MeDEP (rev. October 2010). 
 
Zone E Treatment Approach: StormFilter® Treatment Units by CONTECH 
 
StormFilter® Treatment Units have been designed for treatment of Zone E which includes 
Building D1 and a large parking area.  
 
Sizing guidelines for Storm Filter systems required 10 18” Tall cartridges per acre of tributary 
area.  
 
Cartridges required for Zone E:   
 
Total Trib. Area = 1.41 Acres * 10 Carts/acre= 14.1 Cartridges. 
 
15 18” Tall Cartridges have been provided in the design to meet the Chapter 500 Standards.  
 
Upstream water quality volume subsurface storage is also required to ensure that the entire water 
quality volume of 1” x impervious area + .4” of pervious area be treated by the system.   
 
Zone F Treatment Approach: Gravel Drip Edge 
 
Building A (Brick North) will remain and undergo renovation for mixed-uses such as office, 
studio and other.  The Brick North and Brick South Buildings were constructed prior to 1975 and 
therefore not subject to the MeDEP Chapter 500 treatment regulations.  However, as stipulated in 
Section 6 of the Chapter 500 Stormwater Manual the applicant is proposing the use of mitigation 
credit at a rate of 60% of the total rooftop area treated to offset an untreated parking lot to the 
south of the Brick North Building.   
 
The applicant has elected to install a stone drip edge with gravel filter to treat the runoff from the 
existing roof.  The roof is pitched down the center, splitting the building on its east-west axis; 
therefore, the drip edge treatment is proposed on the north and south sides of the building as 
shown on the Phase 1A Brick North Design drawings.  The stone reservoir is 6 ft. wide by 2.48 
ft. thick as shown in the attached computations.  The stone reservoir has been sized to store the 
water quality volume computed to be 1” of runoff from the rooftop area. 
 
Zone H Treatment Approach: Underdrained Subsurface Sand Filter: 
 
The underdrained subsurface sand filter has been designed to treat Zone H. 
 
To meet Chapter 500, Channel Protection Volume provided must be equal to or greater than the 
following: 
 
1” x impervious area plus 0.4” x landscaped area 
 
Tributary Impervious Area  = 3.45 ac. 
Tributary Pervious Area = 0.40 ac. 

 
1” x 3.45 ac = 12,511 cf 
0.4” x 0.40 = 574 cf 
Total 13,085 cf 
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Based on the revisions made to Chapter 7 of the MeDEP Best Stormwater Practices in April 
2007, the surface area of the water quality filter must be no less than the sum of 5% of the 
impervious area and 2% of the landscaped area draining to the filter. 
 
Surface Area Required: 

5% of impervious area  = 0.05 x 3.45 ac.  = 7,514 s.f. 
2% of landscaped area = 0.02 x 0.40 ac. = 349 s.f. 
  Total = 7,863 s.f. 
 
Surface Area Provided: 

7,930 s.f. 
 
This criteria has been met. 
 
The discharge must pass through a soil filter; the maximum outlet pipe shall be 8”. 
 

3.0 CONCLUSION 

The stormwater management strategy for the Subdivision Plan presented herein provides 
treatment for 18.14 acres of 21.45 acres of total redeveloped area, thus treating 84.5 % of 
redeveloped area.   
 
The development will have a total of 16.40 acres of impervious surfaces of which 14.56 acres are 
redeveloped impervious area.  The proposed strategy treats 12.88 acres of redeveloped 
impervious area plus 1.83 acres of existing buildings.  After applying the treatment credit 
adjustment for treating existing impervious area, the overall storm water treatment strategy will 
treat 95.94% of redeveloped impervious area created by the project.  The storm water 
management plan created for the subdivision application herein meets or exceeds the City of 
Portland Stormwater Management Requirements.  See Appendix A for full water quality 
calculations.   

 
4.0 APPENDICES 

Appendix A –  Tabulated Summary of Stormwater Management Water Quality Treatment 

Appendix B –  Rational Method 25 Year Storm Frequency Peak Flow Computations 

Appendix C –  Stormwater Piping Sizing Flow Schematic 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX A 
 
 

TABULATED SUMMARY OF  
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT CHANGES  



December 2013
Rev. Septermber 2014

The Forefront At Thompson's Point JN 2982.05

301 23,093.00 10,798.00 12,295.00 0.53 1,310 0 UD Grass Filter 786 873 900 - - - - 1,350

Sub-Total Zone A New Treated Area 23,093.00 10,798.00 12,295.00 0.53 1309.67 0.00 - 785.80 873.11 - - - - -

Existing Depot Building* 7,720.00 7,720.00 0.00 0.18 643 4,632 UD Grass Filter 386 429 600 - - - - 900

Sub-Total Zone A Existing Treated Roof Area 7,720.00 7,720.00 0.00 0.18 643.33 4632.00 - 386.00 428.89 - - - - -

302 27,818.00 5,591.00 22,227.00 0.64 - - Untreated - - - - - - - -

Zone A New Untreated Area-Perimeter Grades 14,729.00 0.00 14,729.00 0.34 - Untreated - - - - - - - -

Sub-Total Zone A  Untreated Areas 42,547.00 5,591.00 36,956.00 0.98 - - - - - - - - - - -

Zone A Total Area Discharge 73,360.00 24,109.00 49,251.00 1.68 1953.00 4632.00 1171.80 1302.00 - - 0 0.00 - 2,250

401 46,664.00 17,081.00 29,583.00 1.07 2,410 0 Boxless Filtera - - 13'x7' 1.17 - - - -

402 7,588.00 6,241.00 1,347.00 0.17 565 0 Boxless Filtera - - 4'x6' 0.42 - - - -

403 26,630.00 9,865.00 16,765.00 0.61 1,381 0 Boxless Filtera - - 6'x'8 0.73 - - - -

Sub-Total Zone B New Treated Area 80,882.00 33,187.00 47,695.00 1.86 4355.42 0.00 - - - - - - - - -

Existing Depot Building* (trib to 401) 3,400.00 3,400.00 0.00 0.08 283 2,040 Boxless Filterra - - see 401 0.21 - - - -

Sub-Total Zone B Existing Treated Roof Area 3,400.00 3,400.00 0.00 0.08 283.33 2040.00 - - - - 0.21 - - - -

Zone B New Untreated Area-Perimeter Grades 9,443.00 0.00 9,443.00 0.22 - 0 Untreated - - - - - - - -

Zone B Total Area Discharge 93,725.00 36,587.00 57,138.00 2.15 4638.75 2040.00 - - - - - - - - -

501 11,805.00 11,805.00 0.00 0.27 984 0 Stormtreat - - - 0.72 3.60 0.85

502 7,523.00 7,523.00 0.00 0.17 627 0 Stormtreat - - - 0.46 2.30 0.54

503 31,390.00 31,390.00 0.00 0.72 2,616 0 Stormtreat - - - 1.92 9.58 2.26

Sub-Total Zone C New Treated Area 50,718.00 50,718.00 0.00 1.16 4226.50 0.00 - - - - - 15.49 3.66

South Side Brick South (C1)* 18,141.00 18,141.00 0.00 0.42 1,512 10,885 Storm Treat - - - 1.11 5.54 1.31

Sub-Total Zone C Existing Treated Roof Area* 18,141.00 18,141.00 0.00 0.42 1511.75 10884.60 - - - - N/A 5.54 1.31

Zone C New Untreated Area-Perimeter Grades 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 Untreated - - - 0.00 0.00 0.00

Zone C Total Treated Area Discharge  68,859.00 68,859.00 0.00 1.58 5738.25 10884.60 - - - - 21.02 4.97 5 5,738

601 21,057.00 11,803.00 9,254.00 0.48 1,292 0 Filterra 48 48 6'x8' 0.81 4.04 - - -

602 13,308.00 7,527.00 5,781.00 0.31 820 0 Boxless Filtera 24 24 4'x6' 0.55 2.73 - - -

603 3,244.00 1,359.00 1,885.00 0.07 176 0 Filterra 24 24 4'x6' N/A N/A - - -

604 5,691.00 3,131.00 2,560.00 0.13 346 0 Filterra 24 24 4'x'6 N/A N/A - - -

D-21 9,052.00 8,280.00 772.00 0.21 716 0 Filterra 0.52 2.61 - - -

D-20 16,178.00 12,517.00 3,661.00 0.37 1,165 0 Filterra 0.81 4.05 - - -

D-18 9,604.00 5,763.00 3,841.00 0.22 608 0 Filterra 24 24 4'x6' 0.43 2.16 - - -

D-19 8,103.00 6,430.00 1,673.00 0.19 592 0 Filterra 24 24 4'x'6 0.43 2.17 - - -

D-11 18,614.00 13,989.00 4,625.00 0.43 1,320 0 StormTreat - - - 0.90 4.52 1.14 - -

D-16 14,498.00 12,267.00 2,231.00 0.33 1,097 0 StormTreat - - - 0.78 3.90 0.95 - -

D-12 11,149.00 4,926.00 6,223.00 0.26 618 0 Filterra 24 24 4'x'6 0.41 0.00 0.00 - -

D-13 8,299.00 2,563.00 5,736.00 0.19 405 0 StormTreat - - - 0.29 1.47 0.35 - -

606 77,903.00 77,903.00 0.00 1.79 6,492 0 Stormtreat N/A - - 4.76 23.79 5.62 - -

607 11,831.00 11,831.00 0.00 0.27 986 0 Stormtreat N/A - - 0.72 3.61 0.85 - -

608 20,692.00 10,264.00 10,428.00 0.48 1,203 0 Rain Garden 1,031 - 1,500 - N/A N/A - -

Sub-Total Zone D New Treated Area 249,223.00 190,553.00 58,670.00 5.72 17835.08 0.00 - 1283.32 - - - 55.06 8.92 9 10,300

Zone D New Unterated Area - Perimeter Grades 7,580.00 0.00 7,580.00 0.17 - - None - - - - - - - -

605 7,186.00 4,988.00 2,198.00 0.16 - - None - - - - - - - -

609 8,000.00 5,752.00 2,248.00 0.18 - - None - - - - - - - -

Sub-Total Zone D Untreated Area 22,766.00 10,740.00 12,026.00 0.52 - - - - - - - - - - -

Zone D Total Treated Area Discharge 271,989.00 201,293.00 70,696.00 6.24 17835.08 0.00 - - - - - 55.06 8.92 9 -

Zone A

Zone B 

Zone C

Zone D

Provided Water 
Quality Volume 

(cf)4, 7

Summary of Water Quality Treatment

Storm Water Management Zone Inlet Subcatchment
Stormtech Isolator 

Row Chambers 
Required (EA)4

Stormtreat 
Units/Storm Filter 

Units Provided (EA)

Total  
Developed Area 

(sf)

Total Impervious 
Area (sf)

Total New 
Developed Area 

(Acres)

Required Surface 
Area Volume 
controlled by 

Maximum Pond 
Depth

Existing Roof 
Mitigation Credit 

(sf)9

Total Pervious  
Area (sf)

Stormtreat Units 
Required (EA) or 
StormFilters (EA) 

(Where 
Applicable)5,11

1 Yr 24-hr Storm Event 
Peak Flow Rate (cfs)3

Required Water 
Quality Volume (cf)2

Required Water 
Quality Filter 

Surface Area (sf) 
(When applicable)10

Treatment Approach
Tree Box Filter Size 
or Provided Filter 

Size

5 5,738

6'x8'60 60
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801 47,912.00 33,272.00 14,640.00 1.10 3,261 - Storm Filter - - - - - 11.00 11 -

802 13,445.00 13,445.00 0.00 0.31 1,120 - Storm Filter - - - - - 3.09 4 -

Sub-Total Zone E New Treated Area 61,357.00 46,717.00 14,640.00 1.41 4381.08 - - - - - - - 14.09 15 -

Zone E New Untreated Area-Perimeter Grades 7,123.00 0.00 7,123.00 0.16 - - None - - - - - - - -

Zone E Total Area Discharge 68,480.00 46,717.00 21,763.00 1.57 4,381 0 - - - - - - 14.09 15 -

701 19,005.00 9,599.00 9,406.00 0.44 1,113 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.69 3.43 0.96

702 7,244.00 7,244.00 0.00 0.17 604 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.44 2.21 0.52

CB F-8 3,323.00 2,515.00 808.00 0.08 237 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.20 1.01 0.20

CB F-7 17,327.00 13,385.00 3,942.00 0.40 1,247 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.86 4.31 1.08

CB F-3 3,548.00 186.00 3,362.00 0.08 128 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.20 1.00 0.11

CB F-4 1,039.00 256.00 783.00 0.02 47 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.17 0.83 0.04

CB F-5 4,131.00 256.00 3,875.00 0.09 151 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.20 1.02 0.13

CB F-6 2,102.00 348.00 1,754.00 0.05 87 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.19 0.94 0.08

703 9,136.00 6,623.00 2,513.00 0.21 636 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.46 2.30 0.55

704 6,653.00 2,910.00 3,743.00 0.15 367 0 Storm Treats - - - 0.29 1.45 0.32

705 19,473.00 19,473.00 0.00 0.45 1,623 0 Storm Treats - - - 1.19 5.95 1.40

Sub-Total Zone F New Treated Area 92,981.00 62,795.00 30,186.00 6239.12 0.00 - - - - - 24.45 5.40 6 6240

Brick South North Side* 16,323.00 16,323.00 0.00 0.37 1,360 9,794 Storm Treats - - - 1.00 4.98 1.18 1 1360

Brick North (Treated)* 34,000.00 34,000.00 0.00 0.78 2,833 20,400 Gravel Drip Strip - - - - 0.00 - - 2,920

Sub-Total Zone F Existing Treated Roof Area 50,323.00 50,323.00 0.00 1.16 4193.58 30193.80 - - - - - 4.98 1.18 1 4,280.00

Zone F New Untreated Area - Perimeter Grades 8,725.00 0.00 8,725.00 0.20 0 None - - - - NA NA

 Zone F Total Area Discharge 152,029.00 113,118.00 38,911.00 1.36 10,433 30,194 - - - - - 29.43 6.58 7 10,520

Sub-Total Zone G New Treated Area 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - - - - 0.00 0.00 0.00 - -

901 2,025.00 2,025.00 0.00 0.05 - 0 Untreated - - - - - - - -

902 3,222.00 3,222.00 0.00 0.07 - 0 Untreated - - - - - - - -

903 9,906.00 9,906.00 0.00 0.23 - 0 Untreated - - - - - - - -

904 6,904.00 5,865.00 1,039.00 0.16 - 0 Untreated - - - - - - - -

905 42,624.00 34,000.00 8,624.00 0.98 - 0 Untreated - - - - - - - -

Sub-Total Zone G New Untreated Area 64,681.00 55,018.00 9,663.00 1.48 - 0 - - - - - - - -

Zone G Total Area Discharge 64,681.00 55,018.00 9,663.00 1.48 - 0.00 - - - - - - - - -

200 94,355.00 81,191.00 13,164.00 2.17 7,205 0 Subsurface Sand Filter 4,323 - 4,400 4.99 24.9 - -

201 72,966.00 68,924.00 4,042.00 1.68 5,878 0 Subsurface Sand Filter 3,527 - 3,530 4.22 21.1 - -

202 16,863.00 16,013.00 850.00 0.39 1,363 0 Boxless Filtera 32 - 4'x8' - - - -

Sub-Total Zone H New Treated Area 184,184.00 166,128.00 18,056.00 4.23 14445.87 0.00 - 7881.87 - - - 46.0 - -

Zone H  New Untreated Area - Perimeter Grades 36,487.00 2,174.00 34,313.00 0.84 1,325 0 Untreated - - - - N/A - -

Zone H Total Area Discharge 220,671.00 168,302.00 52,369.00 5.07 14445.87 0.00 - - - - - 46.0 - -

Zone E

Zone F

6 6240

Zone G

Zone H (Panhandle)
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The Forefront At Thompson's Point JN 2982.05

A.) Total New Developed Area Treated (SF) 742,438.00 Required  Provided

B.) Total New Developed Area untreated (SF) 191,772.00 80.00% 84.58%

C.) Total New Developed Area (SF) = A+B 934,210.00 95.00% 95.94%

D.) Existing Developed Roof Area Treated (SF) 79,584.00

E.) Adjusted Existing Developed Area Treated (SF) 47,750.4

F.) Total Net Developed Area Treated (SF) = A+E 790,188.40

G.) Total New Impervious Area Treated (SF) 560,896.00

H.) Total New Impervious Area untreated (SF) 73,523.00

I.) Total  New Impervious Area (SF) = G+H 634,419.00

J.) Existing Impervious Roof Area Treated (SF) 79,584.00

K.) Adjusted Existing Impervious Area Treated (SF)  47,750.40

L.) Total Net Impervious Area Treated (SF) = G+K 608,646.40

11.  The MEDEP will now accept a Filterra tree box filter as a stand alone treatment unit and does not require an Isolator Row for eligible projects.  This project meets the eligibility criteria noted in a letter dated June 27th, 2014 from the MEDEP

10.  The required surface area for filter treatment system has been sized based on Sections, 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 of the Maine DEP Volume III BMP's Technical Design Manual.  Surface area for Grassed Underdrain Soil Filters and sub‐surface sand filters can be computer by taking .05 of the impervious area + .02 of the pervious area, while Bio Retention Cells (Rain Garden can be computer by taking .07 of the impervious area + .03 of the 
pervious area.

Treatment Breakdown

% of Net Impervious Area Treated = L/I

6. The owner reserves the right to use an alternate tree box filter device provided it has been approved by the Maine DEP Chapter 500 delegated review authority of the City of Portland. 

7. Provided Water Quality Volume for stormtreat storage system computed using 61.38 CF of storage per chamber based on Storm Tech Chamber Design Manual 

8. The Stone Drip Edge was based on section 7.6 of the Maine DEP Volume III BMP's Technical Design Manual.  The Width of stone is dervived from a required WQV based off 1" of runoff and a desired stone resevior depth.  See sizing computations on separate sheet.  

9.  According to Chapter 500 Maine DEP stormwater rules; the department allows applicants to take credit for the treatment of existing impervious areas on site.  For existing roofs the credit can be calculated by multiplying the total treated area by 0.6.

5. The required number of Stormtreat treatment units have been computed based on Section 7.4 of the Maine DEP Volume III BMP's Technical Design Manual.  The number of units is computed to be the water quality volume divided by 1155 cubic feet and always rounded up. 

4. Subsurface storage system sizing is based on a Stormtech SC‐740 chamber system.  All isolator rows have been computed per section 7.3.3 Pretreatment Isolator Row of the Maine DEP Volume III BMP's Technical Manual.  One chamber is required for each 0.2 cfs of the computed tributary 1 year peak flow rate. 

 Developed Area Breakdown

% of Net Developed Area Treated = F/C

1. All areas are based on the FST sub division drawings dated September 2014

Impervious Area Breakdown

2. The required water quality volumes have been computed based on Sections 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 of the Maine DEP Volume III BMP's Technical Design Manual.  The volume is computed to be 1" times the subcatchments impervious area and 0.4" times the subcatchments vegetated area. Exisiting buildings to remain are not required to be treated.

3. The 1 year peak flow rates have been computed using the rational method.  The rainfall intensities are derived from the Cumberland County IDF curve. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX B 
 
 

RATIONAL METHOD 25 YEAR STORM  
FREQUENCY PEAK FLOW COMPUTATIONS 



JN: 2982.05
Date: 10/2/2014
JRP

THE FOREFRONT AT THOMPSON'S POINT 
RATIONAL METHOD 25 YEAR FLOW CALCULATIONS 

301 23,093.00 10,798.00 12,295.00 0.53 0.55 1.82
302 27,818.00 5,591.00 22,227.00 0.64 0.35 1.40
Existing Depot Building* 10,860.00 10,860.00 0.00 0.25 0.95 1.48
Totals 61,771.00 27,249.00 34,522.00 1.42 1.85 4.70
401 46,664.00 17,081.00 29,583.00 1.07 0.47 3.18
402 7,588.00 6,241.00 1,347.00 0.17 0.82 0.89
403 26,630.00 9,865.00 16,765.00 0.61 0.48 1.83
Existing Depot Building* (trib to 401) 3,400.00 3,400.00 0.00 0.08 0.95 0.46
Totals 84,282.00 36,587.00 47,695.00 1.93 2.72 6.36
501 11,805.00 11,805.00 0.00 0.27 0.95 1.61
502 7,523.00 7,523.00 0.00 0.17 0.95 1.03
503 31,390.00 31,390.00 0.00 0.72 0.95 4.28
South Side Brick South (C1)* 18,141.00 18,141.00 0.00 0.42 0.95 2.47
Totals 68,859.00 68,859.00 0.00 1.58 3.80 9.39
601 21,057.00 11,803.00 9,254.00 0.48 0.62 1.87
602 13,308.00 7,527.00 5,781.00 0.31 0.62 1.19
603 3,244.00 1,359.00 1,885.00 0.07 0.51 0.24
604 5,691.00 3,131.00 2,560.00 0.13 0.61 0.50
605 7,186.00 4,988.00 2,198.00 0.16 0.72 0.74
D-21 9,052.00 8,280.00 772.00 0.21 0.89 1.15
D-20 16,178.00 12,517.00 3,661.00 0.37 0.78 1.81
D-18 9,604.00 5,763.00 3,841.00 0.22 0.65 0.90
D-19 8,103.00 6,430.00 1,673.00 0.19 0.80 0.92
D-11 18,614.00 13,989.00 4,625.00 0.43 0.76 2.04
D-16 14,498.00 12,267.00 2,231.00 0.33 0.83 1.74
D-12 11,149.00 4,926.00 6,223.00 0.26 0.53 0.85
D-13 8,299.00 2,563.00 5,736.00 0.19 0.43 0.51
606 77,903.00 77,903.00 0.00 1.79 0.95 10.62
607 11,831.00 11,831.00 0.00 0.27 0.95 1.61
608 20,692.00 10,264.00 10,428.00 0.48 0.57 1.70
609 8,000.00 5,752.00 2,248.00 0.18 0.74 0.85
Totals 256,409.00 195,541.00 60,868.00 5.89 11.24 29.25
801 47,912.00 33,272.00 14,640.00 1.10 0.72 4.96
802 13,445.00 13,445.00 0.00 0.31 0.95 1.83
Totals 61,357.00 46,717.00 14,640.00 1.41 1.67 6.79
701 19,005.00 9,599.00 9,406.00 0.44 0.58 1.58
702 7,244.00 7,244.00 0.00 0.17 0.95 0.99
CB F-8 3,323.00 2,515.00 808.00 0.08 0.77 0.37
CB F-7 17,327.00 13,385.00 3,942.00 0.40 0.78 1.94
CB F-3 3,548.00 186.00 3,362.00 0.08 0.24 0.12
CB F-4 1,039.00 256.00 783.00 0.02 0.38 0.06
CB F-5 4,131.00 256.00 3,875.00 0.09 0.25 0.15
CB F-6 2,102.00 348.00 1,754.00 0.05 0.32 0.10
703 9,136.00 6,623.00 2,513.00 0.21 0.74 0.97
704 6,653.00 2,910.00 3,743.00 0.15 0.53 0.50
705 19,473.00 19,473.00 0.00 0.45 0.95 2.65
Brick South North Side* 16,323.00 16,323.00 0.00 0.37 0.95 2.22
Brick North (Treated)* 34,000.00 34,000.00 0.00 0.78 0.95 4.63
Totals 143,304.00 113,118.00 30,186.00 3.29 8.39 16.28
901 2,025.00 2,025.00 0.00 0.05 0.95 0.28
902 3,222.00 3,222.00 0.00 0.07 0.95 0.44
903 9,906.00 9,906.00 0.00 0.23 0.95 1.35
904 6,904.00 5,865.00 1,039.00 0.16 0.84 0.83
905 42,624.00 34,000.00 8,624.00 0.98 0.80 4.88
Totals 64,681.00 55,018.00 9,663.00 1.48 4.49 7.78
200 94,355.00 81,191.00 13,164.00 2.17 0.85 11.44
201 72,966.00 68,924.00 4,042.00 1.68 0.91 9.51
202 16,863.00 16,013.00 850.00 0.39 0.91 2.21
Totals 184,184.00 166,128.00 18,056.00 4.23 2.67 23.16

Assumptions 
Pervious C 0.2
Impervious C 0.95
I‐25 Year Storm 6.25 In/Hr
RATIONAL FLOW = I*C*A
Notes:  
1.  Rainfall intensity based on Cumberland County IDF curve using a TC of 5 min. 

Zone F

Zone E

Zone H

Zone A

Zone C

Zone B 

Zone D

Total Area (acres) 25 Year Flow 
(CFS)

Zone G

Storm Water 
Management Zone Area Trib To Discharge Total  Developed 

Area (sf)
Total Impervious 

Area (sf)
Total Pervious  

Area (sf) Weighted C



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX C 
 
 

STORMWATER PIPING SIZING FLOW SCHEMATIC  













Discharge 
ID

Approximate 
Drainage Area 

(Ac)

Full Build Out
25 Yr Peak 
Flow (CFS)

Outlet Pipe 
Size (In) Description 

*Minimum 
Required 

Riprap D50 

(IN)

Zone A 1.42 4.7 18
RCP Flared End W/ Bar 

Rack, Riprap Plunge Pool 12

Zone B/C 3.51 15.75 36
RCP Flared End W/ Bar 

Rack, Riprap Slope 12

Zone D 5.89 31.25 36
RCP Flared End W/ Bar 

Rack, Riprap Slope 12

Zone E 1.41 6.79 24
RCP Flared End,

 Riprap Slope Apron 12

Zone F/G 4.77 24.06 36
RCP Flared End W/ Bar 

Rack, Riprap Slope 12

Zone H 4.23 23.16 48
RCP Flared End W/ Bar 

Rack, Riprap Plunge Pool 12

Summary of Storm Water Discharges

* D50 is a median rock size. Riprap should be a well graded mix of angular rock from about 1.5 to 0.25 
times the size of the D50. The contractor shall protect existing riprap slope or replace rock to the meet 
the minimum required D50 stone size. 
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Life Safety Plan 
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Date: 29 January, 2014 

Memo Report 

From: W. Mark Cummings, P.E.  

To: Mr. Steve Bushey, Fay, Spofford, & Thorndike 

CC:  

Subject: Updated Fire Protection Review of Site Plans, ICW The Forefront at Thompson’s Point 

As requested, Fire Risk Management, Inc. (FRM) reviewed the information you provided with regards to 
the updated site plans for the new development at Thompson’s Point in Portland, ME.  The focus for this 
review was to further evaluate the fire protection features of the general layout for the proposed 
development to ensure that all State and Municipal codes, regulations, and ordinances are adequately 
addressed. 

The primary codes and regulations used as reference for this review included; 
1. The City of Portland Code of Ordinances; primarily Chapter 10, Fire Prevention and Protection, 

(Rev. 1-20-11),  
2. City of Portland Technical Manual, Section 3 – Public Safety, (Rev. 6/17/11),   
3. City of Portland Fire Department Rules and Regulations, and  
4. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1, the Fire Code® (2012 ed.). 

For this review, the primary areas of interest are to ensure that an adequate water supply is available; 
including location and spacing of the new fire hydrants along the proposed private fire service main and 
that proper access to the various structures by firefighting equipment and personnel is available.  The 
primary documentation reviewed in support of this evaluation included;  

1. The Forefront at Thompson’s Point Master Fire Protection Plan; Dwg C-6.00, 
2. The Forefront at Thompson’s Point Master Plan; Dwg C3.00, and 
3. The Forefront at Thompson’s Point Master Plan Application submittal package. 

Although no updated fire water supply system data have been requested from the Portland Water District 
(PWD), the data provided for the previous review of this development indicated that the water supply to 
the site for the new development should be more than adequate to support the requirements outlined by 
NFPA 1, Ch. 18.  Based on the most recent building construction data provided, it is understood that the 
new buildings being constructed will generally consist of Type IB or IIA construction and will comply 
with the requirements of the Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code (MUBEC), which mostly follows 
the requirements outlined in the International Building Code (IBC).  The existing buildings that are 
identified to remain will generally meet a Type IIIB construction classification, as defined by the IBC.  
Equally, it was discussed that the construction plans call for all new buildings to be fully protected with 
automatic fire sprinkler systems and most, if not all, existing structures are likely to be retrofitted with a 
fire sprinkler system as part of their renovations.  Some discussion indicated that since building B1 was 
planned to be an “open air” structure, this facility might not be provided with a fire sprinkler system.  
Given the type of occupancy classifications, along with the size and construction classifications for all 
buildings that are proposed for this development, the overall fire flow (firefighting water supply) 
requirements for each of the buildings, as defined by the requirements in NFPA 1, have been estimated.  
It is estimated that the “worst-case” demand will likely be that for both the Garage (building F1) and the 
Office building (building J1).  Based strictly on the fire flow areas for these structures, along with a likely 
requirement that they will consist of Type I or II  construction, a minimum fire flow demand of 4250 gpm 

FIRE RISK MANAGEMENT, INC 
   1 Front St., Bath, ME  04530 
      207/442-7200  [221-1295 (fax)] 
         www.fireriskmgt.com 
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for four (4) hours would be required for each.  However, given that these structures are planned to be 
fully sprinklered, this flow value can be reduced by 75%; to less than 1100 gpm.  If building B1 is not to 
be provided with a fire sprinkler system, this building would then represent the worst case demand for the 
water supply system; 2500 gpm for two (2) hours.  The hydrant flow test data previously provided by the 
PWD indicated that the 12” supply main serving this site can support more than 6000 gpm at the 
minimum of 20 psig residual pressure, which is used as that needed to be defined as “fire flow.”  No 
restriction was listed with regards to the duration for which this flow could be provided.  As such, the 
existing water supply system for the City of Portland should have no problem acting as the primary 
source of fire water supply for this new development.  

Based on the total fire flow demand, NFPA 1 (Annex E) would allow for a minimum spacing of either 
450 ft or 500 ft between each hydrant, as measured along the fire department access road(s) 1.  Ultimately, 
this will depend on whether or not all buildings are provided with sprinkler systems.  If, for example, 
building B1 is not provided with a fire sprinkler system and the requisite fire flow demand is 2500 gpm, 
the hydrant spacing should be no more than 450 ft along the various access roads; otherwise, the 
1100 gpm demand would allow for a 500 ft spacing.  Although the current Master Fire Protection Plan 
was developed using a maximum spacing of 500 ft between hydrants, most are already shown on the plan 
as not being greater than 450 ft apart and where those that may be slightly more than this distance, the 
final hydrant locations can easily be adjusted, if/as necessary, to meet this requirement without the need 
for additional hydrants.  Equally, for any hydrant that is considered to be located along a “dead-end” 
street/access roadway/etc., the distance from any point measured along that street/roadway to a hydrant 
should not exceed 200 ft.  Using these requirements and the information provided on the Master Plan 
drawings, it appears that the proposed hydrant locations that are adjacent to buildings J1 and J2 
(northwest corner of the development) may need to be adjusted slightly to fully comply with this 
requirement.  However, since this can easily be accomplished within the design of the final site plan, it 
would not be recommended that changes to this current layout occur until the overall site plan is finalized; 
including building sizes and locations and a definite determination of whether any buildings will not 
receive a fire sprinkler system.    

The Portland Fire Department Rules and Regulations include additional requirements regarding the placement of 
hydrants.  This includes a requirement that the Fire Department Connection(s) (FDCs) for each building must be within 
100 ft of a hydrant.  Additionally, NFPA 24 (along with the City) has a requirement that no hydrant should be located 
within 40 ft of a structure.  Since the level of detail for the individual buildings provided at this point in the design 
process is such that it is not known where the FDCs will be located for each building, it cannot be determined as part of 
this review whether or not this requirement will be met.  However, in other recent projects, the City has agreed to 
“waive” the requirement for a hydrant to be within 100 ft of the FDC; primarily since the genesis of this requirement 
isn’t fully understood and this is not a “typical” requirement for most other municipal Fire Departments.  It is 
understood that the hydrant that is currently depicted as being located adjacent to building H is within 40 ft of this 
structure.  However, as discussed in a number of teleconferences between FST and FRM, it is recommended that this 
current location be retained.  It is understood that the proximity of the access road along these buildings is so close to 
the property line that a hydrant cannot be installed on the other side of the access road.  However, installation of the 
hydrant at this location has a greater advantage in meeting the overall water supply requirements for the site than the 
disadvantage of its close proximity to building H.  Its removal would then result in the inability to meet the maximum 
spacing between hydrants.  Given that if a fire is within building H, other hydrants are readily available to support 
firefighting operations, it is considered that the plan to install this hydrant in this location represents the best option for 
providing the overall site with adequate fire protection.  Where it may be in the best interests of the overall firefighting 
plan for a building/site, the codes do allow for the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) to accept hydrant locations 
within the 40-foot limit.  

NFPA 1 also requires that any portion of a building, or the exterior walls of the building, can be no more than 450 ft 
from an access road when the facility is fully protected by an automatic sprinkler system; it cannot be more than 150 ft 
if not sprinklered.  Based on a review of the site plan, it appears that this requirement will easily be met.  In addition to 
this requirement, NFPA 1 also requires that at least one exterior door for each building is within 50 ft. of an access 

                                                           
1 Although FRM used the most recent edition of NFPA 1 for this review, no changes occurred from the previous edition that 
would alter the calculations/requirements used for this review. 
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roadway.  The drawings provided for this review did not provide a level of detail for the individual buildings that would 
include locations for all available exterior doorways; albeit based on the locations of the roadways, driveways, and 
parking lots depicted on the Master Plan, it appears that this requirement too will easily met.  However, it will still be 
necessary to ensure that during the design process for the individual buildings, that this requirement is accommodated.   

Chapter 10 of the Portland City Ordinances has a requirement that, where available, the fire department vehicles should 
have access to at least two (2) sides of each building.  Based on the current site plan provided, it will be possible for all 
buildings to be accessed from at least two sides.  Both NFPA 1 and the City’s regulations also include requirements for 
any “dead-end” access road greater than 150 ft to provide a means for fire department apparatus to turn-around.  The 
only portion of the site access roads where this restriction applies is that section that provides access to building J2.  The 
current Master Plan includes a general turn-around area on the west side of building J2.  It will be necessary to verify 
that the final design for this turn-around will be compliant with the City’s requirements.  The City of Portland’s 
Technical Manual includes a figure that generally depicts the recommended layout for this turn-around (Figure I-5).   

Although this development is provided with only a single access point, the design of this roadway will far exceed the 
minimum requirements outlined by the City’s Ordinances (20 ft minimum width where ladder truck may be needed).  
Unfortunately, the topography and the presence of a railway that isolate Thompson’s Point from the remainder of the 
land mass restrict the ability to provide a second access point to this site.  However, given the current plans for the 
access roadway design, having a single access is not considered to provide any significant increase in risk.   

Should there be any questions regarding this assessment and the recommendations contained herein, please do not 
hesitate to contact me.   

 

W. Mark Cummings, P.E. 
Principal Engineer 
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P R O D U C T  O V E R V I E W

Applications:
Residential streets
Parking lots
General security lighting

Autobahn Series ATBS
Roadway & Security Lighting

DIMENSIONS

Features:
OPTICAL

Same Light: Performance is comparable to 50W – 150W HPS and up to 175W 
Mercury Vapor roadway and security lighting luminaires.

White Light: Correlated color temperature - standard 4000K, 70 CRI minimum 
or optional 5000K, 70 CRI minimum.
 
IP66 rated borosilicate glass optics ensure longevity and minimize dirt depre-
ciation. Unique IP66 rated LED light engines provide 0% uplight and restrict 
backlight to within sidewalk depth, providing optimal application coverage 
and optimal pole spacing.

Available distributions are Type II, III, and V roadway distributions.  When 
used with the optional acrylic refractor the unit provides approximately 10% 
uplight and increased vertical foot-candles
 
ELECTRICAL

Expected Life: LED light engines are rated >100,000 hours at 25°C, L70.
Electronic driver has an expected life of 100,000 hours at a 25°C ambient.

Lower Energy: Saves an expected 40-60% over comparable HID luminaires.

Robust Surge Protection: Three different surge protection options provide a 
minimum of IEEE/ANSI C62.41 Category C (10kV/5kA) protection. 
 
MECHANICAL

Includes standard AEL lineman-friendly features such as tool-less entry, 3 
station terminal block and quick disconnects. Bubble level located inside the 
electrical compartment for easy leveling at installation.
 
Rugged die-cast aluminum housing and door are polyester powder-coated 
for durability and corrosion resistance. Rigorous five-stage pre-treating and 
painting process yields a finish that achieves a scribe creepage rating of 8 
(per ASTM D1654) after over 5000 hours exposure to salt fog chamber (oper-
ated per ASTM B117).
 
Mast arm mount is adjustable for arms from 1-1/4” to 2” (1-5/8” to 2-3/8” O.D.) 
diameter. The 2 – bolt clamping mechanism provides 3G vibration rating per 
ANSI C136. 

The Wildlife shield is cast into the housing (not a separate piece).
 
CONTROLS

NEMA 3 pin photocontrol receptacle is standard, with the Acuity designed 
ANSI standard 5 pin and 7 pin receptacles optionally available.
 
Premium solid state locking-style photocontrol – PCSS (10 year rated life) 
Extreme long life solid state locking-style photocontrol – PCL1 (20 year 
rated life)

Optional onboard Adjustable Output module allows the light output and input 
wattage to be modified to meet site specific requirements, and also can allow 
a single fixture to be flexibly applied in many different applications.
 
WARRANTY & STANDARDS

5 year limited warranty. Full warranty terms located at http://www.acuity-
brands.com/Libraries/Terms_and_Conds/ABL_LED_Commerical_Outdoor.
sflb.ashx
Rated for -40°C to 40°C ambient
CSA Certified to U.S. and Canadian standards
Complies with ANSI: C136.2, C136.10, C136.14, 
C136.31, C136.15, C136.37Note:  Specifications subject to change without notice.  Actual performance may differ as 

a result of end-user environment and application.

23.75”

7.5”

4.5”

11”

Drop Refractor

Effective Projected Area (EPA) The EPA for the ATBS is 0.6 sq. ft.,
Approx. Wt. = 12 lbs. (5 kg)



American Electric Lighting
Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.
3825 Columbus Rd, S.w.,Granville, OH 43023
Phone: 800-537-5710 Fax: 740-587-6114
www.americanelectriclighting.com

Example: ATBS A MVOLT R2

Note:  Specifications subject to change without notice.  Actual performance may differ as a result of end-user environment and application.

ATBS Autobahn LED 
 Roadway & 

Security

MVOLT  Multi-volt, 120-277VA 1,800 lumens
B 2,400 lumens
E 4,000 lumens
F 4,600 lumens
G 5,600 lumens
H 6,300 lumens

Color Temperature (CCT)
 (Blank) 4000K CCT, 70 CRI Min. (standard)
 5K 5000K CCT, 70 CRI Min.

Paint
 Blank Gray (Standard)
 BK Black
 WH White
 BZ Bronze
 
Surge Protection
 Blank Acuity SPD-10kV/5kA with 
  inductive filter (Standard)
 MP MOV Pack
 IL SPD with Indicator Light
 
Misc.
 HSS House Side Shield
 NL NEMA Label
 XL Not CSA Certified

Options

Controls
 (Blank) 3 Pin NEMA Photocontrol 
  Receptacle
 NR1 No Photocontrol Receptacle
 DM 0V-10V Dimmable Driver 
 P5 5 Pin Photocontrol Receptacle 
  (dimmable driver included)
 P7 7 Pin Photocontrol Receptacle 
  (dimmable driver included)
 PCSS1 DTL DSS Photocontrol
 PCL11 DTL DLL Photocontrol 120-277V
 AO Field Adjustable Output
 SH Shorting Cap

Install Packages
 PKGS DTL DSS Photocontrol
 PKGL DTL DLL Photocontrol
 Packages ship with selected photocontrol, 
24”, 1 1/4” diameter arm, 5’ of prewire and 
mounting hardware

 

R2 Roadway Type II
R3 Roadway Type III
R5 Roadway Type V
D2 Type II, Drop Refractor

included 
D3 Type III, Drop Refractor

included 
D5 Type V, Drop Refractor

included

OpticsVoltagePerformance Packages Series

Autobahn Series ATBS
Roadway & Security Lighting

O R D E R I N G  I N F O R M A T I O N

©2014 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.  6/14

Notes 
1. Not available with Install Packages.

Accessories
 ATBSREF Drop Refractor for 
   field installation
ATBSHSS House Side Shield for 
   field installation
ATBSLTS Light Trespass Shield for 
   field installation



American Electric Lighting
Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.
3825 Columbus Rd, S.w.,Granville, OH 43023
Phone: 800-537-5710 Fax: 740-587-6114
www.americanelectriclighting.com

P E R F O R M A N C E  P A C K A G E

Autobahn Series ATBS
Roadway & Security Lighting

©2014 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.  6/14

Performance Package Distribution Lumens LPW Input Watts

A

R2 1,761 98

18

R3 1,755 98
R5 1,838 102
D2 1,685 94
D3 1,658 92
D5 1,767 98

B

R2 2,302 96

24

R3 2,309 96
R5 2,411 100
D2 2,203 92
D3 2,182 91
D5 2,318 97

E

R2 3,962 102

39

R3 3,979 102
R5 4,246 109
D2 3,791 97
D3 3,760 96
D5 4,089 105

F

R2 4,563 93

49

R3 4,477 91
R5 4,795 98
D2 4,366 89
D3 4,231 86
D5 4,612 94

G

R2 5,629 88

64

R3 5,416 85
R5 5,837 91
D2 5,386 84
D3 5,118 80
D5 5,590 87

H

R2 6,249 87

72

R3 6,321 88
R5 6,739 94
D2 5,979 83
D3 5,973 83
D5 6,436 89

Note: Information shown above is based on nominal system data.  Individual fixture performance may vary. Specifications subject to change without notice. 



American Electric Lighting
Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.
3825 Columbus Rd, S.w.,Granville, OH 43023
Phone: 800-537-5710 Fax: 740-587-6114
www.americanelectriclighting.com

* LLD vs. temperature charts are based on LM-80 chip data and in-situ thermal test testing per IES TM-21

Autobahn Series ATBS
Roadway & Security Lighting

P E R F O R M A N C E  P A C K A G E

* LLD vs. temperature charts are based on LM-80 chip data and in-situ thermal test testing per IES TM-21

©2014 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.  6/14
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 


696 VIRGINIA ROAD 

CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01742-2751 


REPLY TO 
ATTENTION OF 

MAINE GENERAL PERMIT (GP) 

AUTHORIZATION LEITER AND SCREENING SUMMARY 


Forefront Partners I, LP 

55 Lisbon Street, Suite 2400 CORPS PERMIT # NAE-2012-00992 


Lewiston, Maine 04240 CORPS PGP 10# 12-154 

STATEID#_________L_-2_5_6_7_2-_2_G_-A_-_N_________ 


DESCR!PT!ON OF WORK: 
To construct and maintain an 8' x9' landing with an attached 4.33' x 40' aluminum ramp leading to a 10' x 10' intermediate float 
with a 12' x 20' float attached perpendicular extending southwest in Fore River off Thompson's Point. The work also includes 
placing fill in approximately 420 SF of intertidal area in conjunction with the construction of a 25' x20' granite block stairway and in 
386 SF of intertidal area to construct a riprap plunge pool for a storm drainage outfall for a total of 806 SF (0.018 acres) off 
Thompson's Point at Portland. Maine as shown on the attached plans entitled "Forefront Partners I.LP, Commercial 
Redevelopment, City of Portland, Thompson's Point, Maine" in 4 sheets dated April 2012. SEE ATTACHED CONDITIONS: 

LAT/LONG COORDINATES: 43.64897 N 70.29191 W USGS QUAD:: ME-Portland Wes~~__ 

I. CORPS DETERMINATION: 

Based on our review of the information you provided, we have determined that your project will have only minimal individual and cumulative impacts on 

waters and wetlands of the United States. Your work Is therefore authorized by the U.S, Army Corps of Engineers under the enclosed Federal 

Permit, the Maine ~eneral Permit (GP). Accordingly, we do not plan to take any further action on this project. 


You must perform the activity authorized herein in compliance with all the terms and conditions of the GP [including any attached Additional Conditions 
and any conditions placed on the State 401 Water Quality Certification including any required mitigationJ. Please review the enclosed GP carefully, 
including the GP conditions beginning on page 5, to familiarize yourself with its contents. You are responsible for complying with all of the GP 
requirements; therefore you should be certain that whoever does the work fully understands all of the conditions. You may wish to discuss the 
conditions of this authorization with your contractor to ensure the contractor can accomplish the work in a manner that conforms to all requirements. 

If you change the plans or construction methods for work within our jurisdiction, please contact us immediately to discuss modification of this 
authorization. This office must approve any changes before you undertake them. 

Condition 41 of the GP (page 18) provides one year for completion of work that has commenced or is under contract to commence prior to the expiration 
of the GP on October 12, 2015. You will need to apply for reauthorization for any work within Corps jurisdiction that is not completed by October 12, 
2016. 

This authorization presumes the work shown on your plans noted above is in waters of the U.S. Should you desire to appeal our jurisdiction, please 
submit a request for an approved jurisdictional determination in writing to the undersigned. 

No work may be started unless and until all other required local, State and Federal licenses and permits have been obtained. This includes but is not 
limited to a Flood Hazard Development Permit issued by the town if necessary. 

II. STATE ACTIONS: PENDING [ ], ISSUED[ ], DENIED [ ] DATE______ 

APPLICATION TYPE: PBR~ TIER 1,;,___, TIER 2 _:__-'- TIER LURe: DMR LEASE: NA: 

III. FEDERAL ACTIONS: 

JOINT PROCESSING MEETING: 5-17-12 LEVEL OF REVIEW: CATEGORY 1 :.___ CATEGORY 2~_X__ 

AUTHORITY (Based on a review of plans and/or State/Federal applications): SEC 10_.....ll.-•• 404____ 10/404____, 103__.~.~ ..... 

EXCLUSIONS: The exclusionary criteria identified in the general permit do not apply to this project. 

FEDERAL RESOURCE AGENCY OBJECTIONS: EPA NO~, USF&WS NO _, NMFS.NO _ 

If you have any questions on this matter, please contact my staff at 207-623-8367 at our Manchester, Maine Project Office. In order for us to better 
serve you, we would appreCiate your completing our Customer Service Survey located at http://per2.nwp.usace.army.mil/survey.html 

RODNEY A. WE 
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER 
MAINE PROJECT OFFICE 

http://per2.nwp.usace.army.mil/survey.html
http:10_.....ll


f.ii'F.il 
~ 
US Army Corps
of Engineers 'II, 
New England District 

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR 
DEPAR1MENT OF THE ARMY 


GENERAL PERMIT 

NO. NAE-2012-00992 


1. 	 The following condition applies to the construction of the granite block stairway and the rip rapped 
stormwater plunge pool. Please note appendix A, II. Navigable Waters of the United States, Category 1, (a) Fill, 2. 
Work conducted in the intertidal zone must be conducted in-the dry during low water, or between Nov. 8 - Apr. 9. 

2. 	 The following condition applies to the construction of the ramp and float system. Please note appendix A, II. 
Navigable Waters of the United States Category 2 and (f) Structures and Floats Category 2 of the attached 
Programmatic General Permit. 

http:f.ii'F.il


APPLICATION FOR A NATURAL RESOURCES PROTECTION ACT PERMIT 
+PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT IN BLACK INK ONL Y 

1. Name of Applicant: Forefront Partners I, lP 5.Name of Agent: Deluca·Hoffman Associates, Inc. 

2. Applicant's 55 Lisbon Street, Suite 2400 6. Agent's Mailing 778 Main Street, Suite 8 
Mailing Address: lewiston, ME 04240 

Address: South Portland, ME 04106 

3. Applicant's (207) 347·1614 7. Agent's Daytime (207) 775·1121 
Daytime Phone #: Phone#: 

14. Applicant's Email Address S:Agent's Email Address: 
sbushey@delucahoffman.com(Required from either applicant parallaxpartners@gmail.com 

or agent): ' , 

9. Location of Activity: I ,. 10. , Portland 111. countY:1 Cumberland(NearestRoad, Street, Rt.#) 1 Thompson s POint !Town: 

12. Type of o River, stream or brook 13. Name of Resource: adjacent tidal flats of the Fore River 
Resource: o Great Pond 

(Check all that apply) o Coastal Wetland 
o Freshwater Wetland 14. Amount of Impact: Fill: N/A 
o Wetland Special Significance (Sq.Ft.) DredgingNeg Removal/Other:Il!I Significant Wildlife Habitat 
o Fragile Mountain 

15. Type of Wetland: o Forested FOR FRESHWATER WETLANDS 
(Check all that apply) o Scrub Shrub Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier3 

o Emergent 
o Wet Meadow CJ 0 - 4,999 sq ft. C] 15,000  43,560 sq. ft. o > 43,560 sq. ft. or 
o Peatland CJ 5,000·9,999 sq ft CJ smaller than 43,560 
CJ Open Water CJ 10,000-14,999 sq. ft., not eligible
CJ Other coastal wetland sq ft for Tier 1 

16•.Brief Activity The applicant proposes a transit oriented development over the previously developed Thompson's Point site 
Description: in Portland. See Attachment 1 for additional information. 

,17. Size of Lot or Parcel II 
& UTM Locations:' 0 square feet, or ~ 27.56acres IUTM Northing: 4,833,933 UTM Easting: 395,870 

18, Title,Rightor Interest:.l 
, ' . . CJ own o lease Q!l purchase option CJ written agreement 

19. Deed Reference Numbers: Book#: Page:
6579/6676 30/287 

120. Map and Lot Numbers: Map #: 2011 
202 

ILot #: A-5, A-8. A-l01 
A-l, A-4 

21~' DEP Staff Previously. Marybeth Richardson 1~2,partof a larger CJ Yes After·the~ 10 Yes 
Contacted: ~ 

project: 1&1 No Fact: IlD No 
23. Resubmission o Yes-+ Ifye~,previous I IPrevious'project I'of ApplicatIon?: !XI No appliCation # manager: 
24. Written Notice of CJ Yes-+ If yes, name of DEP I 25. previouswetJandl 0 Yes 

Violation?: ~No enforcement staff involved: Alteration: 0 No 

26. Detailed Directions " Take Exit 5 off 1-295 South and proceed onto Thompson's Point Connector Road, cross railroad tracks 

to the Project Site: into site. 

27. TIER 1 '., '. TIER 213 AND INDIVIDUAL PERMITS 

o Title, right or interest documentation IilJ Title, right or interest documentation IilJ Erosion Control/Construction Plan 
o Topographic Map r» Topographic Map o Functional Assessment (Attachment 3), if 
o Narrative Project Description IilJ Copy of Public Notice/Public required 
o Plan or Drawing (8 1/2" x 11 ") Information Meeting Documentation o Compensation Plan (Attachment 4), if 

o Photos of Area ~ Wetlands Delineation Report required 

o Statement of Avoidance & Minimization (Attachment 1) that contains the o Appendix A and others, if required 
Information listed under Site Conditions IilJ Statement/Copy of cover letter to MHPC o Statement/Copy of cover letter to MHPC cr!I Altematives Analysis (Attachment 2) o Description of Previously Mined Peatland, 
including description of how wetland if required 
impacts were Avoided/Minimized 

~8, FEES Amount Enclosed: 

CERTIFICATIONS AND SIGNATURES LOCATED ON PAGE 2 

49 




· 1 
i 

PAGE 2 OSIOS 
IMPORTANT: IF THE SIGNATURE BELOW IS NOT THE APPLICA1.~T'S SIGNATURE, ATTACH LETTER OF 

AGEl'I'T AUTHORlZA TION SIGNED BY THE APPLICANT. 

By signing below the applicant (or authorized agent), certifies that he or she has read and understood the following: 


NOTE: Any changes in activity plans must be submitted to the DEP and the Corps in writing and must be apprlWed by 
both agencies prior to implementation. Failure to' do so may result in enforcement action and/or the removal of the 
unapproved changes to the activity. 

(pink) 
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THOMPSON'S POINT 

PORTLAND, MAINE 


SOURCE: MAINE OFFICE OF GIS - MAPS 

Deluca-Hoffman Associates, Inc. DRAWN: DED FIGURE 
178 MAIN STREET, SUITE 8 CHECKED: SRB 

SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 0410G DATE: SEPTEMBER 2010 

207-775-1121 FILENAME: 2982-USGS 
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Federal Aviation Administration
Air Traffic Airspace Branch, ASW-520
2601 Meacham Blvd.
Fort Worth, TX 76137-0520

Aeronautical Study No.
2010-ANE-904-OE

Page 1 of 2

Issued Date: 12/21/2010

Steve Bushey
DeLuca-Hoffman Associates
778 Main Street
South Portland, ME 04106

** FEASIBILITY REPORT **

The Federal Aviation Administration has conducted a limited aeronautical review concerning the feasibility of a
structure described as follows:

Structure: Feasibility Study (commercial buildings)
Location: Portland, ME
Latitude: 43-39-03.79N NAD 83
Longitude: 70-17-28.48W
Heights: 150 feet above ground level (AGL)

175 feet above mean sea level (AMSL)

The results of this review can be found on the attached page(s).

NOTE: THE RESULTS OF OUR LIMITED REVIEW IS NOT AN OFFICIAL DETERMINATION OF
FINDINGS BUT ONLY A REPORT BASED ON THE GENERAL OR ESTIMATED INFORMATION
SUPPLIED FOR THE STRUCTURE. ANY FUTURE, OFFICIAL AERONAUTICAL STUDY MAY
REVEAL DIFFERENT RESULTS.

If we can be of further assistance, please contact our office at (847) 294-7575. On any future correspondence
concerning this matter, please refer to Aeronautical Study Number 2010-ANE-904-OE.

Signature Control No: 131185695-134672885 ( FSB )
Vivian Vilaro
Specialist

Attachment(s)
Additional Information
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Additional information for ASN 2010-ANE-904-OE

Feasibility Study for Aeronautical Study No. 2010-ANE-904-OE 
 
This informal feasibility report is based on the data submitted by the sponsor. This is not a formal determination
 but only a report based on the information furnished to this office.  Please keep in mind that there is always a
 possibility that the final outcome of a formal aeronautical study might prove to be different from the results of
 this informal feasibility study.    
 
1.  The proposed site would be located approximately 3279 feet (0.53 nautical miles) northeast of the Runway
 29 threshold of the Portland International J Airport (PWM) in Portland, ME. 
 
2.  Based on Part 77, notice to the FAA would be required and the structure does not exceed the obstruction
 standards. This information is based on airport information currently on file with the FAA.   
 
3.  This informal feasibility report does not supercede or override any state, county or local laws or ordinances. 
 
4.  Based on the unofficial nature of this study, the FAA shall not be held responsible for any type of
 commitment entered into by the sponsor based solely on this informal feasibility report. 
 
5.  If the location or overall AMSL height changes, the results of this feasibility study are will not apply.   
 
6.  Please refer to the ASN noted above on any future correspondence concerning this feasibility report or if you
 do file formal notice with the FAA concerning the structure.   





















































































Comments - Environmental Project Review 
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 

Wildlife Division Comments – Region A 

Applicant’s Name: Forefront Partners I, LP (Forefront at Thompson's Point) 

Project: L-25672-2G-A-N Regulatory Agency: MDEP 

Project Type: NRPA Project Manager: Richardson 

Comments Due Date:  Date Comments Sent: 7/13/12 

Project Location 

Town: Portland County: Cumberland 

Waterbody:  Fore River 

Wildlife Biologist(s): Camuso, Tudor, Walker 

 
After review of the application and consideration of the proposal’s probable effect on the 
environment, and on our agency's programs and responsibilities, we provide the following 
comments: 
 
I. Project Description/Resource Affected:  Forefront Partners I, LP proposes to develop the 
22.5 +/- acre Thompson's Point as a mixed use commercial and entertainment development to 
include an events center and concert hall, outdoor amphitheater, hotel, sports medicine facility, 
office complex, parking garage and surface parking for 780 vehicles.  Additionally, the proposed 
development includes public amenities such as trails and a water access site.  A seasonal rowing 
facility has also been suggested in the northeast corner of the site.  It is our understanding that 
this last element has been removed from the current proposal and will potentially be reconsidered 
at a future date. 
 
MDIF&W has mapped two Significant Wildlife Habitats in this portion of the Fore River, both 
of which include upland buffers that extend into the proposed development area.  The mapped 
habitats include a Significant Shorebird Feeding Area along the western side of the peninsula and 
a Significant Shorebird Roosting Area along the eastern shoreline.  Shorebirds that frequent 
Maine during the spring on their way to breeding grounds in the open tundra of northern Canada, 
and again in mid to late summer on their return trip south are dependent on open mudflats for 
feeding and, at times of high tide, require specific shoreline conditions that provide secure areas 
for roosting.  Upland buffers associated both habitat types are critical in minimizing disturbance 
to migratory shorebirds by proximate human activities.  Additionally, the vegetated condition of 
buffers associated with roosting habitat is an important factor in determining viability of the 
roost.  Shorebirds will abandon roosts where tall woody vegetation that provides cover for 
raptors becomes established.  Several of the shorebird species that frequent Maine during their 
migrations have shown long-term populations declines.  These declines are, in part, due to 
significant losses of both migratory feeding and roosting stop over habitats. 

 

II. Comments/Recommended Considerations or Conditions:   

  

Wildlife Considerations: 
MDIFW originally mapped Shorebird Significant Wildlife Habitats and associated buffers in 
2006.  At that time, shorebird roosting areas were digitized with a 250-foot associated upland 



buffer based on scientific literature that documented human disturbance effects.  Similarly, 
feeding areas were digitized with a 100-foot buffer intended to minimize unnecessary 
disturbance to shorebird activity on the mudflats.  Where roosts occur proximate to developed 
areas, development was clipped out of the original buffers by GIS staff to account for existing 
disturbances.  In the case of Thompson's Point, the originally mapped roost habitat buffer varied 
from 25-feet offset from mean high water to 150-feet offset from mean high water based on best 
available aerial photos at the time.  As a result of two recent site walks and multiple revisions of 
the delineation of the roost area and the feeding area buffers based on on-the-ground conditions, 
neither buffer now extends into the site more than 50-feet from mean high water.   
 
The applicant has adjusted the initially submitted project site plan to avoid and minimize impacts 
within these revised buffers and has worked closely with our Department to develop a landscape 
plan that at once creates adequate vegetative screening of the mapped shorebird feeding area 
between the shoreline and proposed pedestrian trail, and limits vegetation within the shorebird 
roost area buffer to shrubs that will likely not exceed 4-feet in height and thereby maintain 
visibility for the shorebirds and minimize the threat of increased predator activity.  Additionally, 
the applicant has agreed to install interpretive signage at the proposed south end boat launch.  
The signage will identify the presence of shorebird habitat and explain the significance of these 
habitats.  Our Department will assist the applicant in designing the signage to be installed.  The 
applicant has also agreed to install a raised viewing platform overlooking the saltmarsh and 
mudflat communities in the northwestern portion of the site.  This structure will serve as both an 
attractive amenity for the project and help to build local awareness of and appreciation for local 
bird life. 
 
Given the steps that the applicant has taken to maintain and enhance mapped Significant Wildlife 
Habitats at this site we do not feel that project completion will result in any significant adverse 
impact to the resource.   
 

Should the rowing club be constructed during a subsequent phase of development, we do feel 
that the structure extending into the roost and resulting presence of shells passing along the 
frontage of the roost will eliminate existing habitat values.  With the proposed placement of the 
facility, it is unlikely that any mitigation for the loss of the roost could take place on-site.  We 
would therefore recommend mitigation for the loss of this Significant Wildlife Habitat feature in 
the form of a contribution to the Maine Natural Resource Conservation Program for future 
shorebird roost protection and monitoring.  The total square footage of the revised roosting 
habitat is 63,764sf.  Should the rowing club locate in this area, the Department feels that a 
contribution to the MNRCP fund of $90,544 (63,764x0.71x2 per MDEP guidance) would be 
appropriate. 
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From: Carpenter, Scott
To: Sandi Keef
Cc: Bo Kennedy
Subject: RE: The Forefront at Thompson"s Point - Ability to Serve Project
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2014 1:54:00 PM

To whom it may concern;
 
We, Unitil Natural Gas have been in contact with the owner of the Thompson Point
project and have conceptionally come to terms with an agreement to service this
project as the result of our meetings. 
 
As a side note, we did some work last fall (2013) that included upgrading and
extending our existing gas main to a 4” main on Sewall St., down the street  in the
direction of the Thompson’s Point project and ran a service to the Eyecare Medical
building at 53 Sewall St.  We look forward to working with everyone on this exciting
project as it comes together!
 
If you need something else, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
 
Kindest Regards,
Scott
 
Scott Carpenter
New Business Development

        ME Gas Operations
        1075 Forest Ave
        Portland, ME 04103-3586
        Phone: (207) 541-2543
        Fax: (207) 541-2593
 
From: Sandi Keef [mailto:SKeef@fstinc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 2:49 PM
To: Carpenter, Scott
Cc: Bo Kennedy
Subject: The Forefront at Thompson's Point - Ability to Serve Project
 
Please find the attached request for a formal Ability to Serve Capacity Letter for the Thompson’s
Point project.  Please contact our office with any questions.
 
Thank you,
 
Sandi Keef  |  Technical Assistant

FAY, SPOFFORD & THORNDIKE formerly DeLuca Hoffman Associates
778 Main Street, Suite 8 |  South Portland, ME  04106

mailto:carpenters@unitil.com
mailto:SKeef@fstinc.com
mailto:BKennedy@fstinc.com
http://www.annualreports.com/Company/2332


Main Tel: (207) 775-1121 |  Fax: (207) 879-0896
skeef@fstinc.com  |  www.fstinc.com
 
 
The information transmitted in this electronic communication is
intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed
and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any
review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking
of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or
entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If
you received this information in error, please contact IT
Services at 800-835-8666 and properly dispose of this
information.
 
Please consider the environment before printing this email.

mailto:skeef@fstinc.com
http://www.fstinc.com/
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ATTACHMENT I 
 

CONFORMITY WITH APPLICABLE DESIGN STANDARDS 
 
 
The following statement is made in accordance with the City of Portland Code of Ordinances, Chapter 14 
Land Use, Section 14-525(c)(9). 
 
OVERVIEW 

This project conforms with all the applicable design standards of Section 14-526 as demonstrated in the 
following narrative.   
 
(a) Transportation Standards 
 

1. Impact on Surrounding Street Systems: 
 
The applicant has obtained a Traffic Movement Permit which addresses impacts on surrounding 
street systems.  The project will provide improvements and/or partial funding under the EDA 
Grant Program for collaborative improvements with the City of Portland to maintain an 
acceptable level of service.  The offsite improvements project construction is nearly complete and 
will be operational by the end of October, 2014. 

 
2. Access and Circulation: 

 
a. Site Access and Circulation. 

 
(i) The development provides access via Thompson’s Point Connector Road.  The applicant 

has worked with fire safety and city officials to make access and circulation easy and safe 
for all vehicular and pedestrian users.  The existing road will be widened and improved as 
depicted on recently completed EDA Grant Program plans.  Internal circulation was 
reviewed and approved during the Master Development Plan review process.  There have 
not been any major changes to the internal circulation pattern since the Master 
Development Plan approval.  
 

(ii) Access and egress have been designed to avoid conflicts with existing turning movements 
and traffic flows. 
 

(iii) The site does not feature drive up services as mentioned in this requirement. 
 

b. Loading and Servicing. 
 

c. The perimeter loop road layout has been designed to permit access for a WB-67 tractor-trailer 
truck (AASHTO 2004).  All buildings have been designed to permit access for a 45’ long 
ladder truck. 

 
d. Sidewalks. 

 
(i) Sidewalks have been provided throughout the site and connect to offsite pedestrian 

access.  All sidewalks shall conform to the City of Portland Technical Manual as shown 
on the project design drawings. 
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(ii) The development will benefit from new sidewalks from the intersection of Fore River 
Parkway and Thompson’s Point Connector Road into the site and throughout the 
development. 
 

(iii) The development provides pedestrian access to adjacent trailways (Portland Trails), 
Portland Transportation Center, internal public transit stop, and abutting land uses 
(commercial and residential). 
 

3. Access and Circulation: 
 

a. The development will be served with an existing transit stop at the Portland Transportation 
Center and a new Metro bus stop within the development. 
 

b. The new transit stop will include a pull-off space and shelter. 
 

c. The new stop is connected to the public pedestrian system. 
 

d. Waiver:  Waivers for this section have not been requested for this project. 
 

4. Parking: 
 

a. Location and Required Number of Vehicle Parking Spaces: 
 
(i) The applicant is requesting the Planning Board make a determination of parking 

requirements.  The applicant has completed a parking study as prepared by Rich 
Associates and supplemented by Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers.  The development 
provides enough parking spaces to meet the Phase 1 demand of the project based on the 
findings of the parking study. 
 

(ii) The applicant has prepared a TDM strategy and previously submitted the document for 
review to City Officials. 

 
(iii) The applicant proposes the amount of parking which is appropriate for the anticipated 

uses of this site as consistent with the results of the parking study. 
 
(iv) Parking spaces and aisles have been designed to meet the dimensional requirements of 

the Technical Manual. 
 

(v) Parking lots have been designed to withstand site conditions as presented in the 
Preliminary Geotechnical Data Report and with construction common practices set forth 
by the MaineDOT.  The parking lots will be paved and graded to drain to a formal 
drainage system. 

 
b. Location and Required Number of Bicycle Parking Spaces: 

 
(i)(b) The project will provided bicycle parking at each building facility in accordance with 

the Technical Manual. 
 

c. Motorcycles and Scooter Parking. 
 
(i) The project provides designated motorcycle/scooter parking in the parking structure 

facility. 
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d. Snow Storage. 
 
(i) Snow storage management will employ three strategies; 
 

1. On-site snow storage around the perimeter of the site. 
 

2. Snow removal and offsite storage. 
 

3. Mechanical snow removal (i.e. melting bins). 
 

5. Transportation Demand Management (TDM): 
 

a. The applicant has developed a TDM Plan pursuant to the City of Portland’s Code of 
Ordinances. 
 

b. The TDM Plan incorporates the City goals by integrating elements described in the Technical 
Manual. 
 

(b) Environmental Quality Standards 
 

1. Preservation of Significant Natural Features: 
 
a. The development is designed to maintain a 25’ foot buffer from the annual mean high tide to 

all building structures.  Grading and stormwater quality improvements are proposed inside of 
this setback.  The project will avoid impacts to the wetland of special significance around the 
perimeter of the site with the exception of a small permitted wetland alteration for a stabilized 
stormwater discharge (<500 SF of impact).  The development will improve water quality of 
stormwater runoff entering the Fore River.  The applicant has worked with the MeDEP and 
Maine Department of IF&W to get approval for the development adjacent to the endangered 
Piping Plover bird habitat.  
 

c. The applicant is not requesting a waiver from this standard. 
 

2. Landscaping and Landscaping Preservation: 
 

a. Landscape Preservation. 
 
(i) The site’s existing tree population is limited to the northwest corner of the site.  The 

project proposed plans to preserve trees as required by the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance 
and original Level III Site Plan approval. 
 

(ii) The applicant has performed a site walk with the City’s arborist and will meet this 
criteria. 

 
(iii) The applicant has previously prepared a Demolition and Removal Plan, and an Erosion 

and Sedimentation Control Plan which require protection of existing vegetation as 
required by the City’s Land Use Ordinance. 

 
(iv) The applicant will not require a waiver from this standard. 
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b. Site Landscaping. 
 

i. Landscaped Buffers: 
 

(a) All service and loading areas are to be screened by fencing or placed in a discrete 
location out of the direct view of the public. 
 

(b) The development has been designed to meet the understory planting requirements of 
Section 4 of the Technical Manual. 
 

(c) The development has been designed to meet the commercial planting requirements of 
Section 4 of the Technical Manual.  
 

ii. Parking Lot Landscaping: 
 
a)  The development has been previously designed to meet the planting requirements of 

Section 4 of the Technical Manual.  The enclosed subdivision plans do not show 
parking lot landscaping.  This information will be provided under subsequent Level 
III site plan applications.  
 

b) The parking lots have been designed to have landscaping islands in paved areas every 
40 spaces.  
 

c) Landscaping islands are curbed as shown on the enclosed site layout plans 
 

iii. Street Trees have been provided as required in section 4 of the Technical Manual. 
 

3. Water Quality, Stormwater Management and Erosion Control: 
 

a. Stormwater: 
 

(i) All stormwater draining onto the site from adjacent properties will be accounted for in the 
pipe sizing and be redirected to a new discharge location. 
 

(ii) All stormwater runoff is proposed to discharge directly to the Fore River.  The project 
will not adversely impact adjacent lots. 

 
(iii) All stormwater runoff is proposed to discharge directly to the Fore River.  The project 

will not adversely impact adjacent lots. 
 

(iv) All stormwater runoff is proposed to discharge directly to the Fore River.  The project 
will not adversely impact adjacent lots 

 
b. The Stormwater Management Plan meets the requirements and goals stated in Section 5 of 

the Technical Manual. 
 

c. The project is not located in a watershed of an urban impaired stream as listed by the 
MeDEP. 

 
d. N/A 
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e. The Stormwater Management Plan contemplates structural separation between groundwater 
and stormwater runoff through the use of an impermeable liner.  The project is serviced by a 
public wastewater system.  The project will not pose a risk of groundwater contamination. 

 
f. The project will be connected to the public sanitary sewer system which is adequately sized 

for the Phase 1 project flows. 
 
(c) Public Infrastructure and Community Safety Standards. 
 

1. Consistency with City Master Plans: 
 
a. The project has been designed to be consistent with the City’s Zoning Ordinance and off-site 

infrastructure. 
 

b. The project site proposed the conveyance of land to the City for the sole purpose of public 
access to the site.  The City has successfully petitioned for a Public Railroad Crossing at the 
entrance to the site. 
 

2. Public Safety and Fire Prevention: 
 
a. The site has been designed to promote safe and inviting public meeting and gathering spaces.  

Controlled access has been designed into the site plan through the use of emergency ready 
parking gates. 
 

b. The site has been designed to allow for emergency response vehicles to move around all areas 
of the site. 

 

c. The project provides new fire hydrants to meet the requirements of Section 3 of the Technical 
Manual. 
 

3. Availability and Adequate Capacity of Public Utilities: 
 
a. The applicant has secured letters from all applicable utilities stating their ability to serve this 

project.  The project will ultimately require all new utility infrastructure throughout the site.  
Initial renovation work to existing buildings will rely on existing utility infrastructure. 
 

b. All on site electrical lines serving new buildings will be underground. 
 

c. All new utility infrastructure will meet the provisions of the Technical Manual. 
 

d. The project will require a service connection to the Thompson’s Point sanitary pump station. 
 

e. The sanitary sewer collection system is designed to meet all applicable sections of the 
Technical Manual.  The stormwater management system will be designed to meet the 
requirements of the Technical Manual and Chapter 500 of the MeDEP Stormwater 
Management Standards. 

 
f. The project will use exterior dumpsters or trash compactors to store trash and recyclables 

temporarily until a contracted waste management company can pick up and dispose of the 
solid waste.  The project proposes to screen the facilities with fence enclosures. 
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(d) Site Design Standards. 
 

1. Massing, Ventilation and Wind Impact: 
 
a. The bulk, location and height of the proposed building will have been designed to not result 

in adverse impacts to each other or abutting properties.  The elevations depicting building 
massing were provided to the city as part of the approved 2014 Master Development Plan.  
 

b. The bulk, location and height of the proposed building will have been designed to not result 
in adverse impacts to each other or abutting properties.   

 
c. HVAC venting is proposed to be directed to the roof of all buildings and directed away from 

public spaces. 
 

2. Shadows: 
 
a. The development is located in the B5 Zone and this standard is not applicable. 

 
3. Snow and Ice Loading: 

 
a. The proposed buildings will be designed and located such that accumulated snow and ice will 

not fall onto adjacent properties or public ways. 
 

4. View Corridors: 
 
a. The project site is located outside the Downtown Vision View Corridor Protection Plan. 

 
5. Historic Resources: 

 
a. The development is not located in a historic district, historic landscape district or City 

designated landmark; however, the project is seeking Federal Grant money and consequently 
a Section 106 review was prepared and accepted by the Maine Historic Preservation Office. 
 

b. The development is not located adjacent to or within 100 ft. of a designated landmark, 
historic district, or historic landscape district. 
 

c. There are no known archaeological resources on the site. 
 

6. Exterior Lighting: 
 
a. Site Lighting. 

 
(i) Exterior lighting will be designed to meet the requirements of Section 12 of the Technical 

Manual. 
 

7. Noise and Vibration: 
 
The project noise levels will be designed to meet the permitted levels as outlined in the B5 Zone.  
All HVAC and mechanical equipment is proposed to be mounted on the roof. 
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8. Signage and Wayfinding: 
 

a. All street and wayfinding signage shall meet the requirements of the Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Devices (MUTCD) and Division 22 of the City Code. 

 
(i) The project is not located in a historic district or subject to Article IX. 

 
(ii) Proposed commercial signage is still being designed and subject to a condition of 

approval. 
 

(iii) All street and wayfinding signage shall meet the requirements of the Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Devices (MUTCD) and Division 22 of the City Code. 
 

9. Zoning Related Design Standards: 
 

a.(i) The project is designed to be a high density mixed use development with multiple story 
building, parking structure and attractive public space. 

 
(e) The project is still evolving through the design process and is likely to require some conditions as part 

of its final site plan approval. 
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DECLARATION OF EASEMENTS, 
COVENANTS AND RESTRICTIONS 

 
THE FOREFRONT AT THOMPSON POINT 

 
 
WITNESS THIS DECLARATION OF EASEMENTS, COVENANTS AND 

RESTRICTIONS (hereinafter referred to as this “Declaration”) made as of this ____ day of 
___________, 2014, by FOREFRONT PARTNERS I, LP, and its successors and assigns, a Maine  
limited partnership, of Lewiston, Maine, and having a mailing address of P.O. Box 660, Lewiston, 
Maine 04243-0660 (hereinafter referred to as the “Declarant”). 
 
 RECITALS 
 

A. Declarant is the owner of certain parcels of land and improvements thereon 
situated off Thompson’s Point Road in the City of Portland, County of Cumberland and State of 
Maine, being more particularly described in that certain Quitclaim Deed with Covenant from 
Thompson’s Point Incorporated (a/k/a Thompson’s Point Inc.), a Maine corporation, to Declarant 
dated June 19, 2013 (the “Deed”) and recorded on June 27, 2013 in the Cumberland County 
Registry of Deeds in Book 30781, Page 282 (the “Property”), and as shown on the site plan 
entitled “_____________” (the “Site Plan”). 
 

B. Declarant has subdivided a portion of the Property into certain Lots of land for a 
commercial development of mixed uses, including, without limitation, work studios, retail 
businesses, offices, hotels, residential facilities, health clubs and facilities, restaurants and/or 
banquet facilities, sports facility, theaters (film and performing), public meeting places and/or 
convention facilities and/or parking garages and facilities to be known as “The Forefront at 
Thompson Point” (the “Subdivision”). 
 

C. The Subdivision is more particularly depicted on a plan entitled “Amended 
Subdivision Plan / The Forefront at Thompson’s Point”, prepared for the Declarant by Fay, 
Spofford & Thorndike Inc., dated ____________, 2013, revised through ___________, 2014 and 
approved by the City of Portland Planning Board on ____________, 2014, and recorded in the 
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Plan Book ___________, Page ____ (as amended from 
time to time, the “Plan”). 

 
D. The Declarant is the owner of all of the Lots (as hereinafter defined) depicted on 

the Plan, being Lots 1 through 21, inclusive (except for Lots 16 and 17 which are under 
contract), and the roadways that circumvent the Subdivision and the Common Areas (as 
hereinafter defined), excluding approximately one hundred thirty-nine and eighty-seven 
hundredths (139.87) feet of roadway (9,155+/- square feet) at the entrance of the Subdivision and 
depicted on the Plan as “proposed conveyance to the City of Portland as additional land for 
Sewall Street”, which entrance roadway area is currently owned by the State of Maine 
Department of Transportation(the “Public Road”).  Other than the Public Road (i.e., the 139.87 
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feet of roadway at the entrance to the Subdivision to be conveyed to the City of Portland), the 
roadways of the Subdivision are, and shall be, private roads. 
 

E. The Declarant desires to provide for the improvement of the Property in 
accordance with a harmonious plan for the relative location of commercial structures, accessory 
structures, garages, rights-of-way, easements, roads, railroad crossing rights, common areas, 
roadways and walkways providing ingress and egress to the Subdivision and general land use, all 
to assure the owners of Lots, their successors and assigns, that the use, benefit and enjoyment of 
the individual Lots, Common Areas, facilities, easements and roads will not conflict with the 
harmonious plan of the proposed commercial development (the “Development”). 
 

F. The various components and improvements of the Property have been operated as 
a single integrated parcel of land over the years, and in order to facilitate the separate operation 
of the Lots within the Property the Declarant desires to create a Development providing for the 
greatest possible degree of health, safety, environmental beauty and amenity for the Lot Owners 
and commercial tenants thereof, and to effect the foregoing purposes, desires to subject the 
Property to protective covenants, restrictions and common easements and to provide for the 
administration and enforcement of same, the maintenance and improvement of certain common 
facilities, and the establishment, collection and disbursement of assessments, all as set forth 
hereinafter, each and all of which are for the benefit of the Subdivision and of each Lot 
maintaining and improving certain rights-of-way and other common facilities, and otherwise 
carrying out the provisions and objectives of this Declaration. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Declarant hereby declares that the Property shall be held, 
occupied, improved, transferred, sold, leased and conveyed subject to the protective covenants 
and restrictions, the reservations and exceptions, the common rights and easements and the 
provisions hereinafter set forth, all of which are declared to be in furtherance of a uniform 
scheme for the development of the Property and that said protective covenants, reservations, 
common easements and provisions are intended to enhance and protect the value and desirability 
of the Property as a whole, to mutually benefit each of the Lots located thereon, to create mutual 
equitable servitudes upon each of the Lots in favor for each and all other Lots therein and to 
create reciprocal rights and privities of contract and estate between all persons and entities 
acquiring or owning any interest in any portion of the Property, including the Declarant, with 
such protective covenants, restrictions, and easements deemed to run with the land and be a 
burden and benefit to and enforceable by all such persons, including the Declarant and the 
Declarant’s grantees, successors, administrators and assigns, and by the Association (as 
hereinafter defined). 
 

ARTICLE I 
DEFINED TERMS 

 
 1.1. Defined Terms.  The following terms which are not otherwise defined in this 
Declaration shall have the following specific meanings in this Declaration: 
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 1.1.1. “Allocated Interests” mean (a) the Common Area Interest, (b) the 
Common Expense Liability, and (c) the Votes in the Association, allocated to each 
Lot pursuant to this Declaration. 

 
 1.1.3. “Association” means the association of the Lot Owners organized as 
a nonprofit corporation under the Maine Nonprofit Corporation Act.  Subsequent 
to the Declarant Control Period, if applicable, references herein to the Declarant 
shall mean the Association as successor in interest to the Declarant. 

 
 1.1.4. “Building” means any building erected on the Property within a Lot, 
as well as other improvements comprising a part of a Building or intended to be 
used for purposes incidental to the use of a Building. 

 
 1.1.5. “Bylaws” mean such governing regulations for the Association as 
are adopted pursuant to this Declaration for the regulation and management of the 
Property, including such amendments thereof as may be adopted from time to time. 

 
 1.1.6. “Common Areas” mean the outdoor plazas, sidewalks, roadways, 
public street entrances and exits, service roads, boat docks, landscaped areas, utility 
structures, and other areas located on the Property and identified as “Common 
Area” on the Plan, and other portions of the Property hereafter designated as 
Common Areas pursuant to this Declaration from time to time. In addition, 
“Common Areas” shall include all storm water facilities situated on the Property, 
whether or not included in the “Common Area”  shown on the Plan, and all utility 
structures that are not owned and serviced by the utility company and serve 
multiple Lots. 

 
 1.1.7. “Common Area Interest” means the percentage of undivided 
interest in the Common Areas appurtenant to each Lot. 

 
 1.1.8. “Common Expenses” mean and include, but are not limited to, (a) 
the cost of maintenance, management, operation, repair, renovation, restoration and 
replacement of the Common Areas and such parts of the Lots as to which pursuant 
to this Declaration it is the responsibility of the Association to maintain, repair and 
replace, (b) the cost of all insurance premiums on all policies of insurance required 
to be or which have been obtained by the Board of Directors pursuant to the 
provisions of this Declaration, (c) such amounts as the Board of Directors may 
deem necessary to provide for general operating reserve funds, reserve funds for 
replacements and contingencies, and such other reserve funds as may be required 
by the Bylaws or as the Board of Directors may periodically establish, (d) sums that 
the Board of Directors may deem necessary to compensate for any deficits in 
receipts over expenses for the previous fiscal year, (e) the charges and fees for 
energy, heat, water, electricity, gas and sewer services, including stormwater 
impact fees if applicable, furnished to the Development to the extent not separately 
metered to individual Lots and charged to individual Lot Owners, and (f) such other 
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costs and expenses that may be declared by this Declaration, the Bylaws or 
resolution or agreement by the Board of Directors, Lot Owners, or any of the 
foregoing, to be Common Expenses of the administration, operation, maintenance 
and repair of the Development and the Property and the rendering to Lot Owners of 
all related services. 

 
 1.1.9. “Common Expense Liability” means the allocation to each Lot of 
the respective liability for Common Expenses.  The Common Expense Liability 
allocated to the Lot is a percentage equal to the Common Area Interest appurtenant 
to the respective Lot. 
 

1.1.10 “Convertible Real Estate” shall mean the land designated as Lots 16 and 
17 on the Plan abutting the Development and on the southwesterly side of the railroad 
tracks that may be acquired by the Declarant during the Declarant Control Period and 
added to the Development. Any Convertible Real Estate added to the Development shall 
thereafter be included in the term “Property”. Until such time as Lot 16 and/or Lot 17 are 
added to the Development, the provisions of this Declaration relating to Lots or Lot 
Owners shall not be applicable to such Convertible Real Estate.  

 
1.1.11. “Declarant” shall mean the Declarant originally named herein and any 

successor to the Development Rights (as hereinafter defined), and, if applicable, 
subsequent to the Declarant Control Period (as hereinafter defined), the Association as 
successor in interest to the Declarant. 

 
1.1.12. “Declarant Control Period” shall be the period prior to the transition 

election to Association control described in Section 9.2 hereof. 
 

1.1.13. “Development Documents” mean this Declaration, the Plan, the Site Plan, 
the Governmental Approvals, the Bylaws and any Rules and Regulations adopted 
pursuant thereto by the Board of Directors or a committee designated by the Board of 
Directors, and all amendments to each of the same. 
 

1.1.14. “Development rights” means any right or combination of rights 
reserved by the Declarant in this Declaration to add real estate to the Development; 
to create Lots or Common Areas within the Development; to subdivide Lots or 
convert Lots into Common Areas; or to withdraw real estate from the 
Development. 

 
1.1.15. “Eligible Mortgage Holder” means the holder of record of a 

recorded first Mortgage encumbering a Lot in the Development which has 
delivered written notice to the Association by prepaid United States Mail, return 
receipt requested, or by delivery in hand securing a receipt therefor, stating the 
name and address of the holder of a Mortgage, the name and address of the Owner 
of the Lot encumbered by such Mortgage, the identifying number of such Lot, and 
containing a statement that such Mortgage is a recorded first Mortgage.   
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1.1.16. “Governmental Approvals” means any authorization, consent, approval, 

license or exemption of, registration or filing with, or report to, any governmental or 
regulatory unit having jurisdiction over the Property to develop the Development.  

 
 1.1.17. “Lot” means a part of the Property designated for any type of 
separate ownership or occupancy, the boundaries of which are described in Article 
III.  For purposes of determining Allocated Interests, the “size” of each Lot is the 
number of square feet therein determined by reference to the dimensions shown on 
the latest version of the Plan approved by the City of Portland and recorded in the 
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds. 

 
 1.1.18. “Majority Vote” or “Majority of Lot Owners” shall mean a vote by 
the Owners of those Lots to which are allocated more than fifty percent (50%) of 
the Votes in the Association that are cast in person or by proxy at any meeting of 
the Association at which a quorum (as defined in the Bylaws) is present in person or 
by proxy.  Except as otherwise provided, any specified percentage of Lot Owners 
means a vote by the Owners of those Lots to which are allocated the same specified 
percentage of the Votes in the Association that are cast in person or by proxy at any 
meeting of the Association at which a quorum is present in person or by proxy, and 
for all voting purposes, each Lot Owner shall have a vote equal to the Votes in the 
Association allocated to its Lot.  The approval by a specified percentage of 
Eligible Mortgage Holders is based upon one (1) vote for each Mortgage held. 

 
 1.1.19. “Mortgage” means a recorded mortgage or deed of trust 
encumbering a Lot in the Development held by a Mortgagee or an Eligible 
Mortgage Holder.  “Mortgagee” means the holder of a Mortgage. 

 
 1.1.20. “Recorded” means that an instrument has been duly entered of 
record in the Registry of Deeds in and for Cumberland County, Maine. 
 
1.2. Interpretation.  In the event of any conflict or discrepancy between this 

Declaration, the Bylaws and the Plan, the provisions of this Declaration shall govern the Bylaws 
and the Plan. 
 

ARTICLE II 
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

 
 2.1. Description of the Property.  A legally sufficient description of the Property 
included in the Development is set forth in Schedule A attached hereto, and the location and 
dimensions of the Property included in the Development is depicted on the Plan, a reduction of a 
true copy of which is attached to this Declaration as Schedule B. 
 
 2.2. Location and Dimension of Each Lot.  The location and dimension of each Lot is 
depicted on the Plan. 
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ARTICLE III 

DESCRIPTION OF UNITS, ETC. 
 
 3.1. Maximum Number of Lots.  The Declarant has created pursuant to the Plan, and 
the Subdivision approved, twenty-one (21) Lots as identified on Schedule C.  The Declarant 
reserves the right to add to the Development Lots 16 and 17 on the Convertible Real Estate. 
 
 3.2. Creation of Lots.  Reference is made to Schedule C and the Plan for the 
identifying number of each Lot, including the locations and dimensions of the horizontal 
boundaries of each Lot, the Common Areas to which the Lot has direct access and any other 
information necessary to identify the Lot. 
 
 3.3. Lot Boundaries.  The boundaries of each Lot are shown on the Plan and are 
described as follows: 
 

 3.3.1. Vertical Boundaries:  The Lots shall have no vertical boundaries. 
 

 3.3.2. Horizontal (Parametric) Boundaries:  The horizontal boundaries of 
each Lot are as shown on the Plan. 

 
 3.3.3. Inclusions:  Each Lot will include the spaces and improvements 
lying within the boundaries described in subparagraphs 3.3.2 above. 

 
 3.3.4. Exclusions:  Except when specifically included by other provisions 
of this Paragraph 3.3, the following are excluded from each Lot: the spaces and 
improvements lying outside of the Lot boundaries described in subparagraphs 3.3.2 
and 3.3.3 above. 

 
 3.4. Allocated Interests.  The Allocated Interests allocated to each Lot are listed and 
allocated to the Lots in Schedule C.  Each Common Area Interest and Common Expense 
Liability has been rounded to the nearest one thousandth of one percent (0.001%).  The 
Common Area Interests and Common Expense Liabilities appurtenant to each respective Lot are 
each a percentage determined on the basis of “size” (as defined in Paragraph 1.1.17 above) by 
multiplying by one hundred (100) the quotient resulting from dividing the “size” of each 
respective Lot by the aggregate “size” of all the Lots in the Development, excluding from such 
calculation Lot 1, which contains only Common Areas, and excluding Lots 16 and 17 until such 
time as they are added to the Development.  The Votes in the Association allocated to each 
respective Lot is a sum rounded to the nearest whole number determined by multiplying by one 
thousand (1,000) the quotient resulting from dividing the “size” of each said Lot by the aggregate 
“size” of all the Lots in the Development, excluding from such calculation Lot 1, which contains 
only Common Areas, and excluding Lots 16 and 17 until such time as they are added to the 
Development.  The Allocated Interests stated for each Lot in Schedule C are subject to change 
in the circumstances stated in this Declaration, e.g., change in a Lot size, change in Common 
Areas, or addition of Convertible Real Estate. 
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 3.5. Structures.  No Building (or auxiliary structure) shall be erected or placed within 
any Lot, or the exterior of any Building altered, until its design, siting within the Lot, utility 
siting, exterior siding, roofing and trim materials, all auxiliary structures and exterior colors are 
approved by the Declarant, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned if such erection, placement or alteration is otherwise consistent with the Site Plan for 
the Development approved by the City of Portland Planning Board.   
 
 3.6. Time of Construction.  When the construction of a Building on a Lot is once 
begun by a Lot Owner, work thereon must be prosecuted diligently and the enclosed shell of 
such Building must be completed within two (2) years, unless otherwise consented to by the 
Association, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned; 
provided, however, in the event construction begins on a “pad” site, so-called, and not a 
Building, so that site work, foundations, utilities, etc. can be done, it shall not be deemed to 
trigger the two (2) year period so long as completion of the “pad” site is completed to a “pad 
ready” status within eight (8) months from commencement to the satisfaction of the Declarant or 
Board of Directors, as applicable. 
 
 3.7. Compliance with Ordinances.  All construction activities, including the siting of 
a Building and erection of signs, shall be in accordance with all local, state and federal laws, 
codes, ordinances and regulations and subject to the existing Site Plan approvals, Subdivision 
approvals and this Declaration. 
 
 3.8. Maintenance of Lots.  Each Lot Owner shall be solely responsible for the 
maintenance, replacement and repair of its Lot, excluding Common Areas, and shall keep its Lot 
free from rubbish and trash of any kind.  Each Lot Owner shall keep trash, garbage and other 
waste in sanitary containers and any sand, gravel, salt or similar materials in appropriate 
locations within the boundaries of a Lot, and in accordance with all local, state and federal laws, 
codes, ordinances and regulations, and any Rules and Regulations established by the 
Association’s Board of Directors.  Each Lot in the Development is situated on private property 
with street frontage on private roads, and the City of Portland shall not have any responsibility 
for trash removal or for road maintenance on the said private roads of the Development.   
 
 3.9. Nuisances.  No Owner shall do or permit to be done any act in the Development 
or within a Lot which may be, or is, or may become a nuisance as defined by state or local 
ordinances or regulations. 
 

ARTICLE IV 
COMMON AREAS AND APPLICABLE PROVISIONS 

 
 4.1. Association Rights to Reserve Areas.  “Reserved Common Areas” are those 
parts of the Common Area which the Declarant (or the Board of Directors as successor to the 
Declarant) may designate from time to time for use by less than all Lot Owners or by non-Lot 
Owners for specified periods of time. The Declarant (or the Board of Directors of the 
Association) shall have the power in its discretion from time to time to grant revocable licenses 
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in designated Reserved Common Areas and to establish a reasonable charge for the use and 
maintenance thereof, but the designation of such Reserved Common Areas shall not affect the 
Allocated Interests of the Lot Owners.   
 
 4.2. Common Areas to Remain Undivided.  The Common Area Interest of a Lot shall 
be inseparable from each Lot, and any conveyance, lease, devise or other disposition or mortgage 
or other encumbrance of any Lot shall extend to and include the Common Area Interest, whether 
or not expressly referred to in the instrument effecting such transfer.  The Common Areas shall 
remain undivided and no action for partition or division of any part thereof shall be permitted, 
unless otherwise provided by law and permitted by this Declaration. 
 
 4.3. Use of Common Areas.  Except as their use may otherwise be limited by this 
Declaration or the Bylaws or otherwise by the Declarant (or the Board of Directors, as 
applicable) pursuant to its powers, each Lot Owner, tenant and occupant of a Lot, and guests, 
customers, clients, agents and employees of such Lot Owner, tenant and occupant, may use the 
Common Areas in common with all other Lot Owners and tenants or occupants of other Lots, 
and their respective guests, customers, clients, agents and employees, in accordance with the 
purposes for which they are intended without hindering or encroaching upon the lawful rights of 
the other Lot Owners, subject to the following terms:   
 

 4.3.1. Except for such signs as may be posted by the Declarant for 
promotional or marketing purposes, no exterior or Building signs of any character 
shall be erected, posted or displayed upon, in, from or about any Lot or Common 
Areas without the prior written approval of the Board of Directors or a committee 
designated by the Board of Directors, which approval shall not be unreasonably 
withheld, delayed or conditioned.  All signs must be in compliance with the City 
of Portland Ordinances, Regulations and Permits. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
(i) any tenant identification sign to be installed on a Building or on a monument 
sign for a Lot shall not require the approval of the Board of Directors or the 
committee if such sign complies with the Portland Ordinances, Regulations and 
Permits, and (ii) Declarant’s right to post signs for promotional or marketing 
purposes shall be limited to (A) such Lots and those Common Areas that are 
unimproved, (B) those Lots on which the construction of a Building or other 
improvements have not yet been completed, and (C) those Lots whose Owner(s) 
have consented to the posting thereof. 

 
 4.3.2. No Lot Owner shall obstruct any of the Common Areas nor shall 
any Lot Owner place or cause or permit anything to be placed on or in any of the 
Common Areas (except those areas designated for such storage by the 
Development Documents or the Board of Directors) without the approval of the 
Board of Directors, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the approval of the Board of 
Directors shall not be required in connection with the installation of any outside 
fuel tanks, trash compactors, coolers, compressors, electrical transformers and 
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other equipment which exclusively serves a Building so long as such installation 
does not eliminate any parking spaces or obstruct ingress and/or egress. 

 
 4.3.3. The Board of Directors, the Association, any Lot Owner and the 
Declarant shall not be considered a bailee of any personal property stored on the 
Common Areas (including property located in storage cubicles and vehicles parked 
on the Common Areas), whether or not exclusive possession of the particular area 
is given to a Lot Owner for storage or parking purposes, and shall not be 
responsible for the security of such personal property or for any loss or damage 
thereto, whether or not due to negligence, except to the extent covered by insurance 
in excess of any applicable deductible. 
 
  

ARTICLE V 
EASEMENTS AND LICENSES 

 
 5.1.  Recorded Easements and Licenses.  The Property is on the date hereof subject to 
and benefited by those recorded easements and licenses and other matters of record, including 
those easements, notes, conditions and restrictions as are set forth herein, on the Site Plan and the 
Plan, each as may be amended, modified, approved and recorded from time to time. 
 

ARTICLE VI 
NOTICES TO LOT OWNERS BY ASSOCIATION 

 
 6.1. To Lot Owners.  All notices, demands, bills and statements or other 
communications affecting the Development shall be given to Lot Owners by the Association in 
writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given if delivered personally securing a receipt 
therefor or sent by United States mail, postage prepaid, or if such notification is of a default or 
lien, sent by registered or certified United States mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, 
addressed to the Lot Owner at the address which the Lot Owner shall designate in writing and 
file with the Secretary of the Association, or if no such address is so designated, the address of 
the Lot of such Lot Owner who is the record owner thereof. 
 
 6.2. To the Association.  All notices, demands, statements or other communications 
affecting the Development given by the Lot Owners to the Association shall be in writing and 
shall be deemed to have been duly given to the Association if delivered personally securing a 
receipt therefor, or sent by United States mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested, 
addressed to the Association at the principal office of the managing agent, or if there shall be no 
managing agent, then to the Secretary of the Association at the address of the Lot of which the 
Secretary is the record Lot Owner. 
 
 6.3. To Eligible Mortgage Holder.  All notices, demands, statements or other 
communications affecting the Development given by the Association to any Eligible Mortgage 
Holder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given by the Association if 
delivered personally securing a receipt therefor, or sent by United States mail, postage prepaid, 
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addressed to the Eligible Mortgage Holder at the address identified pursuant to Article I by virtue 
of which it became an Eligible Mortgage Holder. 
 

ARTICLE VII 
EASEMENTS 

 
 7.1. Utilities, Pipes and Conduits.  Subject to the terms of Section 10.1.7 hereof, each 
Lot Owner shall have an easement in common with all other Lot Owners to use all pipes, wires, 
ducts, cables, conduits, public utility lines and other Common Areas serving its Lot and located 
in any of the other Lots or Common Areas.  Each Lot shall be subject to an easement in favor of 
all other Lot Owners to use the pipes, ducts, cables, wires, conduits, public utility lines and other 
Common Areas serving such other Lots and located in such Lot.  The Declarant (and the 
Association and its Board of Directors as successor to the Declarant) shall have the right to grant 
to third parties additional permits, licenses and easements over and through the Common Areas 
for utilities, roads and other purposes reasonably necessary or useful for the proper maintenance 
and operation of the Development. 
 
 7.2. Ingress, Egress and Regress. Each Lot Owner, and the clients, customers, guests, 
employees, tenants, subtenants, invitees, agents, contractors and licensees of Lot Owners shall 
have an easement, subject to any rules and regulations established by the Board of Directors, in 
common with all other Lot Owners to use the entrances, exits, corridors and other Common 
Areas as a means of ingress, egress and regress to and from the Property and the adjoining public 
streets.  The Board of Directors shall not and cannot establish any rules and regulations 
depriving any Lot Owner of reasonable ingress, egress and regress to and from its Lot, the 
Property and Common Areas and the adjoining public streets.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
use of the entrances, exits, corridors and roadways as a means of ingress, egress and regress to 
and from the Property and the adjoining public streets, and to parking spaces and areas located 
on the Property shall be subject to the Event Management Plan generally described in Schedule 
D attached hereto and the Transportation Demand Management Program generally described in 
Schedule E attached hereto, which Event Management Plan and Transportation Demand 
Management Program shall be incorporated into the Rules and Regulations as adopted by, and 
amended from time to time, by the Board of Directors.  
 
 7.3. Development Association and Board of Directors Access.  The Declarant 
reserves in favor of itself, the Association and its Board of Directors, officers, agents and 
employees, and the managing agent and every other person authorized by the Board of Directors, 
the irrevocable right and easement to have access to each Lot as may be necessary for the 
inspection, maintenance, repair or replacement of any of the Common Areas therein or 
accessible therefrom or the making of any addition or improvements thereto; or to make repairs 
to any Lot or the Common Areas if such repairs are reasonably necessary for public safety or to 
prevent damage to any other Lot or Lots or the Common Areas; or to abate any violation of law, 
orders, rules or regulations of the Association or of any governmental authorities having 
jurisdiction thereof.  In case of an emergency, such right of entry shall be immediate whether or 
not the Lot Owner is present at the time. 
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 7.4. Declarant’s Easement for Marketing.  Prior to the completion of the 
Development, the Declarant reserves the right with respect to its marketing of Lots to use the 
Common Areas for the ingress and egress of itself, its officers, employees, agents, contractors 
and subcontractors and for prospective owners or tenants of Lots, including the right of such 
prospective owners or tenants to park in parking spaces.  The Declarant further reserves the 
right to maintain on the Property such advertising signs as may comply with applicable 
governmental regulations, which may be placed in any location on the Property and may be 
relocated or removed, all at the sole discretion of the Declarant.  The Declarant shall have the 
right to erect on the Common Areas temporary offices for construction, management, and similar 
purposes, which may be relocated or removed, all at the sole discretion of the Declarant and 
which may be of such types and sizes as the Declarant may deem appropriate.  Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, Declarant’s rights set forth in this Section 7.4 shall be limited to those Common 
Areas that are part of any Lot under construction, to those Common Areas that are unimproved, 
to those Lots that are unimproved, to those Lots on which the construction of a Building or other 
improvements have not yet been completed, and to those Lots whose Owner(s) have consented 
to the activity thereon. 
 
 7.5. Declarant’s Easement for Construction.  The Declarant reserves the easement, 
right and privilege without delay or hindrance with respect to the construction of the Lots, 
Common Areas and other improvements of the Development, to go upon any and all of the 
Property for purposes of construction, reconstruction, maintenance, repair, renovation, 
replacement or correction of the Lots or Common Areas.  This easement shall include, without 
limitation, the right of vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, the right to park motor 
vehicles and to engage in construction and marketing activities of any nature whatsoever, 
including the movement and storage of building materials and equipment. This easement also 
expressly includes the right to cut and remove any trees, bushes or shrubbery, to grade and 
remove the soil, to undertake any work in the tidal area and the embankment areas in or near the 
shoreland setbacks, including the areas which may be under license or easement with others for 
the purposes of maintaining the public bicycle and pedestrian trails, or to take any other action 
reasonably necessary to achieve this purpose, following which the Declarant shall restore the 
affected property as closely to its original condition as practicable.  The Declarant reserves the 
rights to sell the removed timber and soil and retain the proceeds thereof.  Furthermore, the 
Declarant reserves an easement in the Lots and Common Areas for the purpose of discharging 
the Declarant’s obligations and exercising the Development Rights and other special rights 
reserved pursuant to this Declaration or on the Plan.  The easements, powers or rights reserved 
by the Declarant in Paragraphs 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.8, 7.9 and 7.14 shall continue until the Declarant 
has conveyed to a third party grantees all Lots in the Development which the Declarant has 
reserved the Development Rights to create.  These Paragraphs shall not be amended until that 
time without the written consent of the Declarant. 
 
 7.6. Declarant’s Easement to Correct Drainage.  The Declarant (and the Association 
as successor to the Declarant) reserves an easement on, over and under those portions of the 
Property for the purpose of maintaining, correcting, upgrading, and improving drainage of 
surface water in order to maintain reasonable standards of health, safety and appearance. The 
reservation of this right does not and shall not result in the imposition of an obligation. 
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 7.7. Encroachments.  Each Lot shall have an easement to the extent necessary for 
structural and subjacent support over the Common Areas, and the Common Areas shall be 
subject to an easement for structural and lateral support in favor of every other Lot.  If any 
portion of the Common Areas hereafter encroaches upon any Lot, or if any Lot hereafter 
encroaches upon any other Lot or upon any portion of the Common Areas, as a result of settling 
or shifting of any Building or Buildings within a Lot or otherwise than as a result of the 
purposeful or negligent act or omission of the Lot Owner, or of the Association in the case of 
encroachments by the Common Areas, a valid easement appurtenant to the encroaching Building 
or Common Areas for the encroachment and for the maintenance of the same shall exist for so 
long as the encroachment shall exist.  Subject to the express terms of any written lease 
controlling the occupancy of any Building, in the event that any Building or Buildings shall be 
partially destroyed as a result of fire or other casualty or as a result of a taking by the power of, 
or in the nature of, eminent domain or by an action or deed in lieu of condemnation, and then is 
rebuilt, encroachments of a portion or portions of the Common Areas upon any Lot or of any Lot 
upon any portion of the Common Areas, due to such rebuilding, shall be permitted, and valid 
easements appurtenant to the encroaching Lots, Common Areas for such encroachments and the 
maintenance thereof shall exist so long as that Building as so rebuilt shall stand.   
 
 7.8. Declarant’s Right to Connect with Utilities.  The Declarant further reserves an 
easement to connect with and make use of utility lines, wires, pipes and conduits located or to be 
located on the Property for construction purposes on the Property, provided that the Declarant 
shall be responsible for the cost of service so used, and to use the Common Areas for ingress and 
egress and construction activities and for the storage of construction materials and equipment 
used in the completion of the Lots and Common Areas. 
 
 7.9. Declarant’s Right to Grant Easements.  The Declarant shall have the right, until 
the Declarant has transferred all Lots in the Development which the Declarant has reserved the 
Development Rights to create, to grant and reserve easements and rights-of-way through, under, 
over and across the Property for construction purposes, and for the installation, maintenance and 
inspection of lines and appurtenances for public or private water, sewer, drainage, gas, 
electricity, telephone and other utilities.  The Lots and Common Areas shall be and are hereby 
made subject to easements in favor of the Declarant, appropriate utility and service companies 
and governmental agencies or authorities for such utility and service lines and equipment as may 
be necessary or desirable to serve any portion of the Property.  The easements created in this 
Paragraph shall include, without limitation, rights of the Declarant, or the providing utility or 
service company, or governmental agency or authority, to install, lay, maintain, repair, relocate 
and replace pipes and conduits, water mains and pipes, sewer and drain lines, telephone wires 
and equipment, television equipment and facilities (cable or otherwise) over, under, through, 
along and on the Lots and Common Areas.  The Declarant hereby covenants that in its exercise 
of the easements rights reserved in this Section 7.9, any such construction, crossing or work 
associated with the foregoing will be done so as to minimize any nuisance or interference with 
any occupied Lot or Common Area within the Development. 
 
 7.10. Common Areas Easement in Favor of Lot Owners.  The Common Areas shall be 
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and is hereby made subject to the following easements in favor of the Lots benefited: 
 

 7.10.1. For the installation, repair, maintenance, use, removal and/or 
replacement of pipes, ducts, heating and air conditioning systems, electrical, 
telephone and other communication wiring and cables and all other utility lines and 
conduits which are a part of or serve any Lot and which pass across or through a 
portion of the Common Areas. 

 
 7.10.2.  For the installation, repair, maintenance, use, removal and/or 
replacement of lighting fixtures, electrical receptacles, panel boards and other 
electrical installations which are a part of or serve any Lot but which encroach into 
a part of a Common Area adjacent to such Lot; provided that the installation, repair, 
maintenance, use, removal or replacement of any such item does not unreasonably 
interfere with the common use of any part of the Common Areas. 

 
 7.10.3.  For driving and removing nails, screws, bolts and other attachment 
devices into the surface of the concrete slab or subflooring below the Lot, to the 
extent such nails, screws, bolts and other attachment devices may encroach into a 
part of a Common Area adjacent to such Lot; provided that any such action will not 
unreasonably interfere with the common use of any part of the Common Areas. 

 
 7.11. Rental Operations by Declarant.  The Declarant shall have the right to operate 
any real estate subject to Development Rights as a rental project.  The Declarant may establish 
and maintain all offices, signs and other accoutrements normally used in the operation of such 
rental properties in the sole discretion of the Declarant.  The Declarant may, in its sole 
discretion, lease portions of any real estate subject to Development Rights so long as the 
Declarant pays the expenses attributable to such rental operations and such operations shall be 
for the benefit of the Declarant, and neither the Association nor any Lot Owner (other than the 
Declarant) shall have any right or interest in the profits or losses thereof. 
 
 7.12. Alteration of Common Areas by Declarant.  The Declarant reserves the right to 
modify, alter, relocate, remove or improve defective, obsolete or nonfunctional portions of the 
Common Areas, including, without limitation, any equipment, fixtures and appurtenances when, 
in the Declarant’s judgment, it is necessary or desirable to do so. 
 
 7.13. Easements or Licenses for Walking Trails.  The Declarant or the Association, as 
applicable, promptly following the substantial completion of the construction of the 
Development and subject to the terms of the applicable Governmental Approvals, shall enter into 
negotiations for the purpose of providing a license or easement as determined in the sole 
discretion of the Declarant or the Association, as applicable, with Portland Trails, or any 
successor to Portland Trails or similar entity whether now existing or hereafter created, to 
provide to the public a non-exclusive walking trail or foot path across Common Areas to and 
near the waterfront on the Property at specifically designated locations, which locations may be 
changed, modified or relocated from time to time by the Declarant or the Association, as 
applicable, with such walking trail or foot path also providing access to a launch site for access 
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into the Fore River for small kayaks and canoes.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, (i) the 
Declarant or the Association, as applicable, at all times hereby reserves the right to restrict public 
access to the Property and/or portions of the Property, and (ii) nothing in this Section 7.13 or 
elsewhere in this Declaration shall be deemed or interpreted to create or establish a license or 
easement for walking trails, foot paths or access to the Fore River, and any such access as 
contemplated by this Section 7.13 shall not be effective unless and until a separate, written 
license or easement agreement, upon such terms and conditions agreed to by the parties has been 
signed and delivered by the Declarant or the Association, as applicable.  Prior to the issuance of 
any Certificates of Occupancy in the Development and subject to the terms of the applicable 
Governmental Approvals, the Declarant shall execute and deliver, in recordable form, a separate 
instrument granting the walking trail and water access rights described in this Section 7.13. 
 
 7.14. City of Portland Easement for Public Vehicles  Declarant hereby grants to the 
City of Portland a right of way easement for City of Portland owned vehicles for ingress and 
egress over and across the Common Areas paved roads and driveways of the Property for the 
specific purpose of a safe and reasonable “turn-around” to return to the Public Road and for 
access by the City’s emergency vehicles. Prior to the issuance of any Certificates of Occupancy 
in the Development and subject to the terms of the applicable Governmental Approvals, the 
Declarant shall execute and deliver to the City, in recordable form, a separate instrument 
granting the easements described in this Section 7.14. 
 

ARTICLE VIII 
ASSESSMENTS FOR COMMON EXPENSES AND MAINTENANCE OF PROPERTY 

 
 8.1. Allocation and Payment of Assessments of Common Expenses.  The total 
amount of Common Expenses shall be assessed against the Lots in the following proportions: 
 

 8.1.1.  The Common Expenses shall be assessed against all the Lots in 
proportion to the relative Common Expense Liabilities of all the Lots, as the 
Common Expense Liabilities may be changed as provided in Paragraph 3.4 and 
Schedule C. 

 
 8.1.2.  [Omitted] 

 
 8.1.3.  Assessments to pay a judgment against the Association shall be 
made as a Common Expense against the Lots included in the Development at the 
time the judgment was entered. 

 
 8.1.4.  Water servicing the Lots shall be supplied by the Portland Water 
District to the Development and the water district will own and be responsible for 
the water line up to the meter.  Upon substantial completion of a Building, said 
Building will be separately metered, if permitted by the water district, or otherwise 
sub-metered; and for each Lot that is not separately metered for water, the Board of 
Directors shall pay or cause to be paid as an assessment against the Lot Owners so 
served, the charges for water services consumed together with all related water 
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charges associated with the Lot’s water use promptly after the bills from the water 
district are rendered.  Such assessment against a Lot Owner so served by a 
sub-meter shall not be included in the Common Expenses.  Likewise, water 
supplied to the Common Areas shall be supplied by the water district serving the 
area to the Common Areas through one or more separate meters or sub-meters, and 
the Board of Directors shall pay or cause to be paid as a Common Expense 
assessable to all the Lot Owners the charges for water services consumed on the 
Common Areas, together with all related water charges arising therefrom promptly 
after the bills therefor are rendered.  The Board of Directors shall assess such 
charges for water consumed in the Lots against the various Lots in proportion to 
usage, it being presumed that the proportionate usage of water in each Lot is based 
on the number and efficiency of water fixtures in the Lot.  Sewer services shall be 
supplied by the sewer district serving the area to the Lots and the Common Areas 
on the same basis as the water services shall be supplied.  The sewer charges, and 
related utility fees and charges, including but not limited to stormwater utility fees 
that may be assessed by the municipality or water district, shall be paid and 
assessed as Common Expenses on the same basis as the water charges are paid and 
assessed as Common Expenses. 

 
 8.1.5.  Gas, electricity and telecommunication services shall be supplied 
by such utility company serving the area directly to each Lot through a separate 
meter, and each Lot Owner shall be required to pay the bills for gas, electricity and 
telecommunication services consumed or used in its Lot promptly after the bills 
therefor are rendered.  The electricity serving the Common Areas shall be 
separately metered, and the Board of Directors shall pay or cause to be paid 
promptly after the bills therefor have been rendered all bills for the electricity 
consumed in the Common Areas as a Common Expense. 

 
 8.1.6.  Except as otherwise provided in subparagraphs 8.1.4 and 8.1.5, the 
costs of utilities serving the Development not individually metered to a Lot shall be 
assessed solely against the Lots benefited in proportion to the relative Common 
Expense Liabilities of such Lots as between themselves as the Board of Directors 
shall periodically compute. 

 
 8.1.7.  The cost of insurance coverage obtained and maintained by the 
Association as provided in Article XIV shall be assessed as a Common Expense 
except to the extent that the Board of Directors may periodically determine that the 
costs of insurance shall be assessed against Lots in proportion to risk. 

 
 8.2. Payment of and Lien for Assessments; Budget; Limitation on Expenditures; 
Taxes; Etc. 
 

 8.2.1.  Each Lot Owner shall pay to the Association or its authorized 
representative (1) on the first day of each month one-twelfth (1/12th) (or such other 
fraction that the Board of Directors may determine in writing) of the Common 
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Expenses and revised Common Expenses assessed on an annual basis against its 
Lot (or on such other date or at a greater or lesser frequency as the Board of 
Directors may determine in writing); and (2) on the first day of the next month 
which begins more than ten (10) days after delivery to the Lot Owner of notice of 
special assessment or levy, all special assessments, any other sum duly levied 
against the Lot pursuant to this Declaration, the Bylaws or the Act, including 
expenses assessed against Lot Owners for maintenance, repair or replacement; and 
(3) all interest thereon and charges for late payment thereof and legal fees and other 
costs of collection thereof, and fines, penalties and fees as provided by this 
Declaration, the Bylaws or the Act. 

 
 If for any reason the Association shall revise the annual budget of the 
Association whereby the Common Expenses or any component thereof may be 
increased (or decreased), then commencing on the first day of the first month 
subsequent to the adoption of such revised budget, each Lot Owner shall pay to the 
Association or its authorized representative such revised annual Common 
Expenses assessed against its Lot.  

 
 8.2.2.  The following shall constitute the personal liability of the Owner of 
the Lot so assessed and also shall, until fully paid, constitute a lien against the Lot 
in favor of the Association (1) the total annual assessment levied against each Lot 
for Common Expenses; (2) revised Common Expenses, including any special 
assessment; (3) any other sums duly levied against the Lot pursuant to this 
Declaration, the Bylaws or the Act, including special assessments assessed against 
Lots for maintenance, repair or replacement pursuant to Paragraph 8.5; and (4) all 
interest thereon and charges for late payment thereof, legal fees and other costs of 
collection thereof, and fines, penalties and fees as provided in this Declaration or 
the Bylaws.  Such lien shall, with respect to annual assessments and revised annual 
assessments, be effective on the first day of each fiscal year of the Association as to 
the full amount of the annual assessment or revised annual assessment, and, as to 
special assessments and other sums duly levied, including assessments against a 
Lot Owner for maintenance, repair or replacement pursuant to Paragraph 8.5, 
interest, charges for late payment, legal fees, costs of collection, fines, penalties and 
fees as described in subparagraph 8.2.1, on the first day of the next month which 
begins more than ten (10) days after delivery to the Lot Owner of notice of such 
special assessment or levy.  Such lien is prior to all other liens and encumbrances 
on a Lot except (a) liens and encumbrances recorded before the recordation of this 
Declaration, (b) a first Mortgage recorded before or after the date on which the 
assessment sought to be enforced becomes delinquent, and (c) liens for real estate 
taxes and other governmental assessments or charges against the Lots; provided, 
however, that such lien is not subject to the provisions of 14 M.R.S.A. §§ 4651 and 
18-A M.R.S.A. §§ 2-201, et seq., as they or their equivalents may be amended or 
modified from time to time. 
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 8.2.3.  In the event of a default by a Lot Owner in paying any sum assessed 
against its Lot which continues for a period in excess of thirty (30) days, interest 
shall be imposed on the principal amount unpaid from the date when due until paid 
at a rate of interest to be established annually by the Board of Directors which shall 
not exceed the lower of the maximum interest rate allowed by law which may be 
charged by the Association at such time or eighteen percent (18%) per annum.  If 
the Board of Directors shall fail to set such rate, it shall be deemed to have been set 
at the rate of eighteen percent (18%) per annum.  The Association shall have the 
right to establish and impose charges for late payment of assessments.  In any case 
where an assessment against a Lot Owner is payable in installments, upon a default 
by such Lot Owner in the timely payment of any two consecutive installments, the 
maturity of the remaining total of the unpaid installments of such assessments may 
be accelerated at the option of the Board of Directors, and the entire balance of the 
assessment may be declared due and payable in full by the service of notice to such 
effect upon the defaulting Lot Owner by the Board of Directors or its 
representative. 

 
 8.2.4.  The lien for assessments described in subparagraph 8.2.2 may be 
enforced and foreclosed by the Association in like manner as a mortgage on real 
estate or by any other means presently or hereafter provided by law or in equity.  A 
suit to recover a money judgment for unpaid assessments, interest, penalties and 
costs of collection may be maintained against the Lot Owner personally without 
foreclosing or waiving the lien securing such assessments, and a foreclosure may 
be maintained notwithstanding the pendency of any suit to recover a money 
judgment.  During the pendency of any such suit, the Lot Owner shall be required 
to pay a reasonable rental for the Lot for any period prior to sale pursuant to any 
judgment or order of any Court having jurisdiction over such sale. 

 
 8.2.5.  No Lot Owner may exempt itself from Common Expense Liability 
with respect to the payment of assessments for Common Expenses by waiver of the 
enjoyment of the right to use any of the Common Areas or by abandonment of its 
Lot or otherwise.  The obligation to pay assessments for Common Expenses is 
absolute and unconditional and shall not be subject to set-offs or counterclaims. 

 
 8.2.6.  Within thirty (30) days after adoption by the Board of Directors of 
any proposed budget for the Development, the Board of Directors shall provide a 
summary of that budget in reasonably itemized form to each Lot Owner.  The 
Board of Directors shall set a date for a meeting of the Lot Owners and Eligible 
Mortgage Holders to consider ratification of such proposed budget not less than 
fourteen (14) days nor more than thirty (30) days after mailing of said summary of 
budget or notice.  Unless at that meeting a majority in voting interest of all the Lot 
Owners rejects the proposed budget, that budget is ratified irrespective of whether a 
quorum is present at said meeting.  In the event such proposed budget shall be 
rejected at the meeting, the budget last ratified with respect to the period covered by 
the proposed budget shall be continued as the budget for the Development until 
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such time as the Lot Owners ratify a subsequent budget proposed by the Board of 
Directors upon the same conditions as are provided with respect to the original 
proposed budget. 

 
 The failure of the Board of Directors to conform to the schedules above 
stated shall not invalidate any budget adopted by the Board of Directors and ratified 
by the Lot Owners. 

 
 8.2.7.  If the Board of Directors votes to levy a Common Expense 
assessment not included in the current budget in an amount greater than fifteen 
percent (15%) of the current annual operating budget, the Board of Directors shall 
submit such Common Expense to the Lot Owners and Eligible Mortgage Holder 
for ratification in the same manner as a budget under subparagraph 8.2.6 of this 
Declaration. 

 
 8.2.8.  The failure or delay of the Board of Directors to prepare or adopt a 
budget for any fiscal year shall not constitute a waiver or release in any manner of a 
Lot Owner’s obligation to pay its allocable share of the Common Expenses as 
herein provided whenever the same shall be determined and, in the absence of any 
annual budget or adjusted budget, each Lot Owner shall continue to pay each 
monthly installment at the monthly rate established for the previous fiscal year until 
the new annual or adjusted budget shall have been adopted. 

 
 8.2.9.  Any provision or limitation on expenditures contained in the 
Development Documents to the contrary notwithstanding, the Board of Directors 
or the manager may, on behalf of the Association and the Owners without prior 
notice or consent, expend any amount, or incur a contractual obligation in any 
amount, required to deal with emergency conditions which may involve a danger to 
life or property or may threaten the safety of the Development or the owners or 
occupants of Lots or may threaten the suspension of any necessary service to the 
Development or may involve the immediate damage to or destruction of the 
Common Areas. 

 
 8.3. Reduction of Expenses and Surplus Funds.  Subject to the following sentence, all 
receipts from payments, fees or charges for the use, rental, operation or allocation as a Reserved 
Common Area located within any and all Common Areas shall be applied first to reduce the 
Common Expense relating to the use of that Common Area giving rise to such Common 
Expense, and any excess thereof shall be applied to Common Expenses generally; and all 
receipts from any special assessments shall be applied first to reduce the expense relating to the 
service afforded to the Lot benefited, and any excess shall then be applied to Common Expenses 
generally.  Any amounts accumulated from assessments for Common Expenses, income from 
interest on reserves, and income from the operation of the Common Areas to which such 
Common Expenses pertain in excess of the amount required for actual Common Expenses and 
provision for Common Expenses and any payment of reserves shall be credited to each Lot 
Owner in proportion to their respective Common Expense Liabilities to reduce until exhausted 
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the next monthly installments due from Lot Owners. 
 
 8.4. Real Estate Subject to Development Rights, if Any.  Any income or proceeds 
from any real estate subject to Development Rights inures and is payable to the Declarant. 
 
 8.5. Maintenance of Common Areas.  The Association shall be responsible for the 
maintenance, management, operation, repair, renovation, restoration and replacement, including 
snow and ice removal, as needed, of (i) the Common Area sidewalks, roadways and public street 
entrances (unless, in the reasonable opinion of the Board of Directors, such expense was 
necessitated by the negligence or misuse of a Lot Owner or the persons or entities responsible for 
any special events, as such term is used in the Event Management Plan, on the Development) and 
(ii) all of the other Common Areas, the cost of which shall be charged to the Lot Owners as a 
Common Expense to the extent permitted under this Declaration.  The maintenance, 
management, operation, repair, renovation, restoration and replacement of Common Areas to the 
extent required for the functioning of or for connecting utilities to the Property and the Lots shall 
be furnished by the Association as part of the Common Expenses to the extent permitted under 
this Declaration or, if fewer than all of the Lots are benefited, as a special assessment against 
such benefitted Lots. 
 
 8.6. Maintenance of Lot.  Unless otherwise set forth in this Declaration, each Lot 
Owner shall keep and maintain its Lot (other than the Common Areas located thereon) and its 
Building, equipment, appliances and appurtenances in good order, condition and repair and in a 
clean and sanitary condition, whether such maintenance and repair shall be structural or 
nonstructural, ordinary or extraordinary, and shall do all redecorating, painting and varnishing 
which may at any time be necessary to maintain the good appearance and condition of its Lot.  
No Lot Owner shall sweep or throw, or permit to be swept or thrown, from its Lot any dirt, 
debris or other substance.  In addition, each Lot Owner shall be responsible for all damage to 
any other Lots or to the Common Areas resulting from its failure or negligence to make any of 
the repairs required by this Article.  Each Lot Owner shall perform its responsibility in such 
manner as shall not unreasonably disturb or interfere with the other Lot Owners.  Each Lot 
Owner shall promptly report to the Board of Directors or the managing agent any defect or need 
for repairs for which the Association is responsible. 
 
 8.7. Liability of Owner.  Each Lot Owner shall be liable, and the Association shall 
have a lien against its Lot for, the expense of maintenance, repair or replacement of any damage 
to the Common Areas or of another Lot caused by such Lot Owner’s act, neglect or carelessness 
or by that of any member of such Lot Owner’s guests, employees, agents or lessees or their 
respective guests, employees or agents, which the Association shall have the right to cure, 
correct, maintain, repair or replace.  Such liability shall include any increase in fire insurance 
rates occasioned by use, misuse, occupancy, or abandonment of any Lot or its appurtenances.  
Nothing herein contained, however, shall be construed so as to modify any waiver by insurance 
companies of rights of subrogation against such Lot Owner. 
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ARTICLE IX 
ASSOCIATION OF LOT OWNERS; VOTING; DECLARANT CONTROL 

 
 9.1. The Association, Powers.  The membership of the Association at all times shall 
consist exclusively of all Lot Owners, or following any termination of the Development, of all 
former Lot Owners entitled to distributions of proceeds, or their heirs, successors or assigns, but 
shall not include persons having an interest in a Lot solely as security for an obligation.  Each 
Lot Owner shall automatically become and be a member of the Association as long as it 
continues as a Lot Owner, and upon the termination of the interest of the Lot Owner in the 
Development, its membership and any interest in the common funds of the Association shall 
thereupon automatically terminate and transfer and inure to the next Lot Owner or Owners 
succeeding it in interest.   
 
 9.2. Board of Directors Powers, Declarant Control Period.  The Board of Directors 
may act on behalf of the Association, shall have all of the powers necessary for the 
administration of the affairs of the Association and may do all such acts and things as are not by 
this Declaration or the Bylaws required to be exercised and done by the Association.  The 
affairs of the Association shall be governed by a Board of Directors composed of no less than 
three (3) and no more than seven (7) natural persons.  Prior to the transition election to 
Association control provided for by subparagraph 9.2.1, the Board of Directors shall be 
composed of three (3) natural persons appointed by the Declarant. The Declarant shall have the 
right during the Declarant Control Period (as described below) to appoint, remove and replace 
from time to time any and all members of the Board of Directors and officers of the Association, 
without the necessity of obtaining resignations.  The appointees of the Declarant need not be 
Lot Owners.  After the transition election, at least a majority of the members of the Board of 
Directors shall be Lot Owners, or in the case of a Lot Owner which is a corporation, partnership, 
limited liability company, trust or estate, a designated agent thereof.  The transition from 
Declarant-appointed members of the Board of Directors to Lot Owners other than the Declarant 
shall occur as follows: 
 

 9.2.1.  No later than the earlier of (a) sixty (60) days after the transfer of 
seventy-five percent (75%) of the Lots to grantees or (b) fifteen (15) years 
following transfer of the first Lot to a grantee, or at such earlier date as the 
Declarant in its sole discretion shall specify, the transition meeting of the 
Association and transition election shall be held at which all of the members of the 
Board of Directors and the officers of the Association shall all resign, and the Lot 
Owners, including the Declarant if the Declarant owns one or more Lots, shall 
thereupon elect successor members of the Board of Directors to act in the place and 
stead of those resigning. 

 
 9.2.2.  The Declarant may voluntarily surrender the right to appoint and 
remove officers and members of the Board of Directors before termination of the 
Declarant Control Period, but in that event it may require, for the duration of the 
Declarant Control Period, that specified actions of the Association or Board of 
Directors, as described in a recorded instrument executed by the Declarant, be 
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approved by the Declarant before such actions can become effective.  In 
determining whether the Declarant Control Period has terminated, the percentage 
of the Lots conveyed or transferred is presumed to be that percentage which would 
have been conveyed if all the Lots were included in the Development that the 
Declarant has created or reserved in this Declaration the Development Rights to 
create. 

 
9.3. Voting.  The Votes in the Association allocated to a Lot can only be cast as a 

unit and cannot be split.  If a Lot is owned of record by one person, that Lot Owner’s right to 
vote shall be established by the record title to the Lot.  If ownership of a Lot is in more than one 
person, the person who shall be entitled to cast the Votes allocated to that Lot shall be the person 
named in a certificate executed by all of the Owners of such Lot and filed with the Secretary of 
the Association.  If ownership of a Lot is in a corporation, partnership, limited liability 
company, trust or estate, the officer or employee of that corporation, partner of that partnership, 
manager or member of that limited liability company, trustee of that trust, or agent of that estate, 
entitled to cast for the corporation, partnership, limited liability company, trust or estate the 
Votes allocated to such Lot shall be designated in a certificate for that purpose executed by the 
president or a vice president of that corporation, and attested to by the secretary or clerk of that 
corporation, executed by all the partners of that partnership, by all of the members of that limited 
liability company, or executed by all the beneficiaries of that trust, or executed by either all the 
devisees of that estate or by order of the probate court and filed with the Secretary of the 
Association.  Such certificates of multiple owners, corporations, partnerships, limited liability 
companies, trusts or estates shall be valid until revoked by a subsequent certificate similarly 
executed and filed with the Secretary of the Association.  Wherever the vote, approval or 
disapproval of a Lot Owner is required by this Declaration, such vote, approval or disapproval 
shall be made only by the person who would be entitled pursuant to such certificate to cast at any 
meeting of the Association the Vote allocated to such Lot.  If the person named or designated in 
said certificate for a particular Lot shall be absent from a meeting of the Association, no person 
may cast the Vote allocated to that Lot at the meeting, although the presence at the meeting of a 
non-named or non-designated co-Owner or member, officer or employee of such Owner shall be 
counted in determining whether a quorum is present.  If a multiple Owner of a Lot (that is not a 
partnership, limited liability company, trust, estate or corporation) has failed to file said 
certificate with the Secretary of the Association and only one of the multiple Owners is present at 
a meeting of the Association, he or she shall be entitled to cast at the meeting all the Votes 
allocated to that Lot without establishing the concurrence of the absent Owner just as though that 
person were the sole Owner of the Lot.  If a multiple Owner of a Lot (that is not a partnership, 
trust, limited liability company, estate or corporation) has failed to file said certificate with the 
Secretary and if more than one Owner of that Lot is present at the meeting, the Votes allocated to 
that Lot may be cast only in accordance with the agreement of a majority of the multiple Owners 
present at the meeting.  Such majority agreement shall be conclusively presumed if any one of 
those multiple Owners shall cast the Vote allocated to the Lot without protest being promptly 
made to the person presiding over the meeting by any other Owners of that Lot. 
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ARTICLE X 
RESTRICTIONS ON USE, OCCUPANCY AND ALIENATION OF LOTS 

 
 10.1. Use and Occupancy Restrictions on Lots.  Each Lot shall be occupied and used 
subject to the following restrictions: 
 

 10.1.1.  No Lot shall be used or occupied for other than professional, 
business or commercial purposes or for residential purposes, and in compliance 
with all applicable land use laws, ordinances and regulations, it being expressly 
understood that the use of a Lot by a hotel shall not, regardless of any guest’s length 
of stay, constitute a residential use.  Nothing in this Declaration or the Bylaws 
shall be construed to prohibit the Declarant from exercising any easements and 
Special Declarant Rights reserved by the Declarant pursuant to Article VII for 
purposes permitted by this Declaration, including promotional, marketing or 
display purposes, from using any appropriate portion of the Common Areas for 
exercising these reserved rights, settlement of sales of Lots and for customer 
service purposes, or from leasing Lots owned by the Declarant as permitted in this 
Declaration, and in each case subject to any limitations set forth elsewhere in this 
Declaration.   

 
 10.1.2.  Nothing shall be done or kept in any Lot or in the Common Areas 
which will increase the rate of insurance for the Property or any part thereof 
applicable without the prior written consent of the Board of Directors.  No Lot 
Owner shall permit anything to be done or kept in its Lot or in the Common Areas 
which will result in the cancellation of insurance on the Property or any part thereof 
or which would be in violation of any law, regulation or administrative ruling.  No 
waste will be committed on the Common Areas. 

 
 10.1.3.  No Lot shall be used so as to create a nuisance or an unreasonable 
interference with the peaceful possession and occupation or proper use of any other 
Lot or the Common Areas; provided, however, it shall not be deemed a nuisance so 
long as a Lot is being used in compliance with the Rules and Regulations of the 
Development, if any, and as permitted under the terms of its lease.  

 
 10.1.4.  No owner or occupant of any Lot shall carry on, or permit to be 
carried on, any practice which unreasonably interferes with the quiet enjoyment 
and proper use of another Lot or the Common Areas by the Owner or occupant of 
any other Lot, or which creates or results in a hazard or nuisance on the Property. 

 
 10.1.5.  The maintenance, keeping, boarding and/or raising of animals, 
laboratory animals, livestock, poultry or reptiles of any kind, regardless of number, 
shall be and is prohibited within any Lot or upon the Common Areas. 

 
 10.1.6.  Trash, garbage, recycling, and other waste shall be kept only in 
sanitary containers and shall be disposed of in such manner as may be prescribed 
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from time to time in the Rules and Regulations established by the Board of 
Directors.  No articles of personal property belonging to any Lot Owner shall be 
stored in any portion of the Common Areas except in a storage area specifically 
designated by the Board of Directors or the managing agent, if any. 

 
 10.1.7.  No Lot Owner shall make any alterations, repairs or modifications 
to or connections with the common lines and appurtenances for water, sewer, 
drainage, gas, electricity, telephone and other utilities serving the Property without 
the prior written consent of the Board of Directors or a committee designated by the 
Board of Directors, as appropriate, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld, delayed or conditioned. 
 
  

 
 10.2. Voluntary Resale of Lots.  No Lot Owner, including the Declarant, shall be 
liable for the payment of any part of the Common Expenses assessed against its Lot subsequent 
to the date of recordation of a conveyance in fee of such Lot by the Owner.  In a voluntary 
transfer of a Lot, the grantee of the Lot shall be jointly and severally liable with the grantor for 
all unpaid assessments and special assessments for Common Expenses made by the Board of 
Directors against the latter up to the time of the recordation of the grantor’s transfer, without 
prejudice to the grantee’s right to recover from the grantor the amounts paid by the grantee 
therefor. 
 
 10.3. Title.  Every Lot Owner shall promptly cause to be duly recorded the deed, 
lease, assignment or other conveyance to it of its Lot or other evidence of its title thereto and file 
such evidence of its title with the Board of Directors through the Secretary or Manager. 
 

ARTICLE XI 
AMENDMENTS 

 
 Except in the case of amendments to this Declaration that may be executed and recorded 
by the Declarant pursuant to the provisions of this Declaration granting the Declarant the right to 
unilaterally amend the same, and except in cases of amendments to this Declaration that may be 
unilaterally executed and recorded by the Association and subject to the other provisions of this 
Declaration, this Declaration and the Plan may be amended as follows: 
 
 11.1. Before Any Conveyance.  Prior to the conveyance of any Lot by the Declarant to 
a Lot Owner other than as security for an obligation, the Declarant shall have the right to amend 
and re-amend this Declaration in any manner that the Declarant may deem appropriate. 
 
 11.2. After First Conveyance.  After the first conveyance of a Lot by the Declarant as 
contemplated in the preceding Paragraph, the terms of the following subparagraphs shall apply to 
the amendment of this Declaration: 
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 11.2.1.  Notice.  Notice of the subject matter of a proposed amendment 
shall be included in the notice of any meeting of the Board of Directors or the 
Association in which a proposed amendment is considered, and shall be served 
upon all Lot Owners and upon all Eligible Mortgage Holders. 

 
 11.2.2.  Resolution.  An amendment may be proposed by either the Board 
of Directors or by Lot Owners holding in the aggregate no less than twenty percent 
(20%) of the votes in the Association.  No resolution of the Board of Directors 
adopting a proposed amendment or the proposed amendment itself shall be 
effective unless it has been adopted by the affirmative vote, written consent, or any 
combination thereof, of at least sixty-seven percent (67%) in voting interest of the 
Lot Owners and then executed and recorded as provided in subparagraph 11.2.6.   

 
 11.2.3.  Agreement.  In the alternative, an amendment may be made by an 
agreement signed by the record Owners of Lots to which are allocated one hundred 
percent (100%) of the Votes in the Association in the manner required for the 
execution of a deed and acknowledged by at least one of them, and such 
amendment shall be effective when certified and recorded as provided in 
subparagraph 11.2.6. 

 
 11.2.4.  Proviso.  During the Declarant Control Period, no amendment of 
this Declaration shall make any change which would in any way affect any of the 
rights, privileges, powers and options of the Declarant, its successors or assigns, 
unless the Declarant, or its successors or assigns, shall join in the execution of such 
amendment. 
 
 11.2.5.  Exception to Consent.  Subject to such applicable provisions 
otherwise set forth in this Declaration, the Declarant may amend this Declaration 
and the Plan without Board of Director or Association approval so long as such 
amendment is for the sole purpose of moving the boundary lines of a Lot, provided 
the Declarant has obtained the written approval of the Lot Owners affected by such 
boundary line change and such amendment does not increase the Allocated 
Interests of the other Lots. 

 
 11.2.6.  Execution and Recording.  A copy of each amendment shall be 
attached to or included with a certificate, certifying that the amendment was duly 
adopted, which certificate shall be executed and acknowledged by such officer or 
officers of the Association and/or member or members of the Board of Directors 
designated for that purpose by the Bylaws.  The amendment shall be effective 
when such certificate and copy of the amendment are recorded. 

 
 11.2.7.  Notice and Challenge.  No action to challenge the validity of an 
amendment to this Declaration adopted by the Association pursuant to this Article 
may be brought more than one (1) year after such amendment is recorded.  After 
each amendment to this Declaration adopted pursuant to this Article has been 
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recorded, notice thereof shall be sent to all Lot Owners and to all Eligible Mortgage 
Holders at the address last furnished to the Board of Directors, but failure to send 
such notices shall not affect the validity of such amendment. 

 
ARTICLE XII 

TERMINATION OF DEVELOPMENT 
 
 12.1. Termination.  The Development shall not be terminated except by agreement of 
Owners of Lots to which at least sixty-seven percent (67%) of the Votes in the Association are 
allocated.  Termination shall not bar the subsequent re-creation of the Development or another 
project with respect to the Property. 
 

ARTICLE XIII 
INSURANCE 

 
 13.1. Policies.  Commencing no later than the time of the first conveyance of a Lot 
other than as security for an obligation to a person other than the Declarant, the Board of 
Directors on behalf of the Association shall obtain, or cause to be obtained, and shall maintain, 
the policies of insurance described in Paragraphs 13.3 and 13.4 to the extent such policies shall 
be reasonably available from reputable insurance companies.  To the extent that said insurance 
described in Paragraphs 13.3 and 13.4 is not reasonably available as described in the preceding 
sentence, the Board of Directors on behalf of the Association shall give written notice of that fact 
to the Lot Owners and the Eligible Mortgage Holders of Mortgages of their Lots by hand 
delivery securing a receipt therefor, or by prepaid United States mail, return receipt requested.  
To the extent that any of the insurance described in Paragraphs 13.3 and 13.4 shall become in the 
future no longer available, the Association shall obtain in substitution therefor such comparable 
insurance as shall then be available.  The Board of Directors of the Association is hereby 
irrevocably appointed as attorney-in-fact for each Lot Owner and for each Mortgagee and 
Eligible Mortgage Holder and for each owner of any other interest in the Property for the 
purpose of purchasing and maintaining the insurance described in Paragraphs 13.3 and 13.4, the 
collection and appropriate disposition of the proceeds thereof, the negotiation of losses and 
execution of releases of liability, the execution of all documents and the performance of all other 
acts necessary to accomplish such purposes. 
 
 13.2. Property Insurance.  Each Lot Owner shall keep the Building and other 
improvements upon the Lot insured against loss or damage by fire and any of the casualties 
included from time to time in the special form all-risk, extended coverage or supplementary 
contract endorsements, and with such coverages and endorsements as Lot Owner’s mortgagee 
may require, in an amount equal to the full replacement value thereof, exclusive of excavation 
costs, foundations and footings, without deduction for depreciation. 
 
 13.3. Liability Insurance.  The Board of Directors shall obtain and maintain as a 
Common Expense commercial general public liability insurance (including medical payments 
insurance) and property damage insurance in such limits as the Board may from time to time 
determine, insuring each Board of Directors member, the managing agent, each Lot Owner (and 
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if requested by the Lot Owner, one or more of the Lot Owner’s lessees) and the Declarant against 
any liability to the public or to the Lot Owners (and their invitees, agents and employees) 
covering all occurrences commonly insured against for death, bodily injury or property damage 
arising out of, or incident to, the maintenance, ownership or use of the Common Areas and/or 
relating to any legal liability resulting from suits or actions related to employment contracts to 
which the Association is a party.  Such insurance shall be issued on a comprehensive liability 
basis and shall contain (a) a cross liability endorsement under which the rights of a named 
insured under the policy shall not be prejudiced with respect to its action against another named 
insured; (b) hired and non-owned vehicle coverage; (c) a “severability of interest” endorsement 
which shall preclude the insurer from denying liability to a Lot Owner because of negligent acts 
of the Association or of another Lot Owner or a tenant of a Lot Owner; and (d) a broad form 
liability extension endorsement including “personal injury,” contractual liability, host liquor 
liability and other coverage commonly included in such broad form.  In further clarification of 
the foregoing, the Board of Directors shall maintain and keep in full force and effect a 
Commercial General Liability Insurance policy that includes coverage for all of the 
Development, including the rail operations at the railway crossing, and named peril/time element 
pollution liability coverage with a limit of not less than $15,000,000 per occurrence.  The 
policy(ies) shall name Pan Am Railways and its parent, subsidiaries, directors, officers, agents,  
employees, and its successors and assigns as additional insureds. Such coverage shall be primary 
and not contributory with any other insurance maintained by Pan Am Railways.  The policy 
will be endorsed to waive subrogation against Pan Am Railways.  The Board of Directors shall 
provide to Pan Am Railways certificates of insurance showing evidence of all of the coverage 
and endorsements required above on an annual basis.  The certificates shall state that the 
insurers agree to provide Pan Am Railways with not less than thirty (30) days’ prior written 
notice of any cancellation. All policies must be written with insurance companies with A.M. Best 
Ratings of not less than “A”.  Certificates must be delivered to Pan Am Railways at 1700 Iron 
Horse Park, North Billerica, MA 01862, attention Law Department.”  
 
 13.4. Other Insurance.  The Board of Directors shall obtain and maintain as a 
Common Expense: 
 

 13.4.1.  To the extent available at reasonable cost, “directors’ and 
officers’“ liability insurance to satisfy indemnification obligations of the 
Association provided in Paragraph 16.2. 

 
 13.4.2.  Workers’ compensation insurance if and to the extent necessary to 
meet the requirements of law. 

 
 13.4.3.  Such other insurance as the Board of Directors may determine or 
as may be requested from time to time by a majority in voting interest of the Lot 
Owners. 

 
 13.5. Memoranda, Cancellation, Additional Required Provisions.  All insurers that 
shall issue an insurance policy or policies under this Article shall issue certificates or memoranda 
of insurance to the Association, and, upon request, to any Lot Owner, lessee of a Lot Owner, or 
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Mortgagee.  All such insurers issuing the policy may not cancel (including cancellation for 
non-payment of premium), substantially modify or refuse to renew such policy or policies until 
twenty (20) days after notice of the proposed cancellation or non-renewal has been mailed to the 
Association, the managing agent, each Lot Owner and each Mortgagee to whom a certificate or 
memorandum of insurance has been issued at their respective last known addresses.  All 
policies under Paragraphs 13.2 and 13.3 shall in addition contain the following provisions or 
features: 
 

 13.5.1.  The insurer waives any right to claim by way of subrogation 
against the Declarant, the Association, the Board of Directors, the managing agent 
or the Lot Owners, and their respective agents, employees, tenants and guests. 

 
 13.5.2.  The Declarant, so long as the Declarant shall own a Lot, shall be 
protected by all such policies as a Lot Owner. 

 
 13.5.3.  Each Lot Owner is an insured person under the policy with respect 
to liability arising out of its ownership of an undivided interest in the Common 
Areas or membership in the Association. 

 
 13.5.4.  No act or omission by any Lot Owner, unless acting within the 
scope of its authority on behalf of the Association, will void the policy or be a 
condition to recovery under the policy. 

 
 13.5.5.  If, at the time of a loss under the policy, there is other insurance in 
the name of a Lot Owner covering the same risk covered by the policy, the 
Association’s policy provides primary insurance.   

 
ARTICLE XIV 

CREATION OF ADDITIONAL LOTS, COMMON AREAS ON CONVERTIBLE REAL 
ESTATE  

 
 14.1.  Reservation.  Declarant reserves the Development Rights and options until the 
fifteenth (15th) anniversary date of the recording of this Declaration to add Convertible Real 
Estate to the Development and to create and construct from time to time additional Common 
Areas, on any or all portions of the Convertible Real Estate and this Declaration without the 
consent of any Lot Owner or Mortgagee.  Convertible Real Estate and additional Common 
Areas created on the Convertible Real Estate shall be deemed included in the Development 
immediately upon the recording of an Amendment to this Declaration so stating.  The 
Development Right to add Convertible Real Estate or create and construct additional Common 
Areas within the Convertible Real Estate may be terminated prior to such anniversary date only 
upon the recording by the Declarant of an appropriate amendment to this Declaration.  The 
Declarant reserves the rights to add Convertible Real Estate and to create and construct Common 
Areas on any or all portions of the Convertible Real Estate at any time, at different times, in any 
order, without limitation and without any requirement that any other Development Right 
reserved by the Declarant be exercised at any time. The Declarant reserves the rights to designate 
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Common Areas on the Convertible Real Estate. 
 
 14.2.  Assurances.  The Declarant makes no assurances as to the boundaries of the 
portions of the Convertible Real Estate on which the Declarant will create and construct 
additional Common Areas, the order in which the Declarant will create and construct Common 
Areas on those portions of the Convertible Real Estate, and whether Declarant will create and 
construct Common Areas on any portion of the Convertible Real Estate.  The Declarant makes 
no assurances as to whether it will create any Common Areas on any portion or portions of the 
Convertible Real Estate if the Declarant exercises any other Development Right or Rights 
reserved in this Declaration.  The Declarant makes no assurances as to what improvements may 
be constructed on the Convertible Real Estate, but the improvements on the Convertible Real 
Estate originally included in the Development will be reasonably compatible with existing 
improvements in the Development in terms of quality of construction and principal materials, 
provided that Declarant may substitute construction materials of equal or better quality.  The 
Declarant makes no assurances as to the location of any improvements that may be made on the 
Convertible Real Estate. 
 
 14.3.  Alteration of Lots by Declarant.  During the construction of the Development, to 
the fullest extent permitted by law and applicable zoning, land use and environmental 
ordinances, regulations and statues, but subject to limitations provided in Paragraph 11.2 and in 
Paragraph 14.2, the Declarant reserves the right without the vote or consent of the Board of 
Directors, any Lot Owner or any Mortgagee, to change the size, number, arrangement and 
location of Lots and any other improvements.  Any single such change or all such changes in 
the aggregate shall not be substantial.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, for those changes that 
consists of changing the size or boundary lines of Lot(s), the Declarant shall obtain the written 
consent of the Lot Owners of the Lots being changed, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld, delayed or conditioned. 
 

ARTICLE XV 
APPLICABILITY; COMPLIANCE AND DEFAULT; EMINENT DOMAIN 

 
 15.1. Applicability.  This Declaration shall be applicable to the Property.  All present 
and future Owners and tenants, their guests, licensees, servants, agents, employees and any other 
person or persons that shall be permitted to use a Lot or the Common Areas shall be subject to 
this Declaration, the Bylaws and to the Rules and Regulations as may be issued by the Board of 
Directors from time to time to govern the conduct of its members and the use and occupancy of 
the Property.  Ownership, rental or occupancy of any of the Lots in the Development (other 
than possession by a Mortgagee prior to either of the completion of foreclosure or the acceptance 
of a deed to the Lot subject to the Mortgage held by such Mortgagee) or the acceptance of a deed 
or conveyance (other than as security) or the entering into of a lease or occupancy of any Lot 
shall signify that the provisions of this Declaration and the Bylaws, the Rules and Regulations of 
the Development and the decisions of the Board of Directors are accepted and ratified by such 
Owner, tenant or occupant, and all of such provisions shall be deemed and taken to be covenants 
running with the land and shall bind any person having at any time any interest or estate in such 
Lot, as though such provisions were recited and stipulated at length in each and every deed, 
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conveyance or lease thereof. 
 
 15.2.  Compliance. 
 

 15.2.1.  Each Lot Owner shall be governed by and shall comply strictly 
with the terms, covenants, conditions and restrictions of this Declaration, the 
Bylaws and the Rules and Regulations adopted pursuant thereto, and the same as 
they may be amended from time to time. 

 
 15.2.2.  The Board of Directors shall have the power to adopt, amend and 
enforce compliance with, such reasonable Rules and Regulations relative to the 
operation, use and occupancy of the Lots and the Common Areas consistent with 
the provisions of this Declaration, including, but not limited to, the appointment of 
such committees and the enactment and enforcement of such enforcement 
procedures and penalties for violations as the Board of Directors shall deem 
appropriate.  Any such Rules and Regulations shall be adopted or amended, from 
time to time, by means of appropriate resolutions duly approved by the Board of 
Directors in accordance with the Bylaws.  A copy of such Rules and Regulations 
and copies of any amendment thereto shall be delivered or mailed to each Owner or 
occupant of a Lot promptly after the adoption thereof and shall become binding 
upon all Owners, their successors in title and assigns, and occupants. 

 
 15.2.3.  Failure by a Lot Owner to comply with the terms of this 
Declaration, the Bylaws and the Rules and Regulations adopted pursuant thereto, as 
the same may be amended from time to time, shall entitle the Board of Directors to 
(a) sue for the recovery of damages, (b) sue for injunctive relief, and/or (c) to enter 
the Lot in which, or as to which, such violation or breach exists and summarily to 
abate and remove, at the expense of the defaulting Lot Owner, any structure, thing 
or condition that may exist therein contrary to the intent and meaning of the 
provisions hereof, and the Board of Directors shall not thereby be deemed guilty in 
any manner of trespass.  Such relief shall not be exclusive of other remedies 
provided by law.  In any proceeding arising because of an alleged failure of a Lot 
Owner to comply with the terms of the Development Documents and Rules and 
Regulations adopted pursuant thereto, as the same may be amended from time to 
time, the Board of Directors or such committee, if the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to recover the costs of the proceeding and reasonable attorneys’ fees. 

 
 15.2.4.  The failure of the Board of Directors to enforce any covenant, 
restriction or other provision of the Development Documents or the Rules and 
Regulations adopted pursuant thereto, shall not constitute a waiver of the right to do 
so thereafter. 

 
 15.3. Eminent Domain.  If all or part of the Common Areas shall be taken or 
condemned by any authority having the power of eminent domain, the Association shall notify 
the Owners and the Eligible Mortgage Holders of the Lots affected and shall represent the Lot 
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Owners in any condemnation proceedings or in negotiations, settlements and agreements with 
the condemning authority, and the award shall be paid to the Association for the restoration and 
repair of the remaining Common Areas to a usable condition and for the use and benefit of the 
Lot Owners and their Mortgagees as their interests may appear.  The Association shall divide 
any portion of the award not used for any restoration or repair among the Lot Owners and their 
Mortgagees, as their interests may appear, in proportion to their Allocated Interests in the 
Common Areas prior to such taking or condemnation.  Each Lot Owner appoints the 
Association as attorney-in-fact for the purposes described in this Paragraph.  Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary in this Paragraph 15.3, lien holders on any Lot or Common Area shall 
have a lien on any such awards in order of priority of their respective liens. 
 

ARTICLE XVI 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

 
 16.1. Limited Liability of the Board of Directors.  The Board of Directors, and its 
members in their capacity as members, officers and employees: 
 

 16.1.1.  Shall not be liable for the failure of any service to be obtained by 
the Board of Directors and paid for by the Association, or for injury or damage to 
persons or property caused by the elements or by another Lot Owner or person on 
the Property, or resulting from electricity, gas, water, rain, dust or sand which may 
leak or flow from the outside or from any part of the Buildings, or from any of its 
pipes, drains, conduits, appliances or equipment or from any other place unless in 
each such instance such injury or damage has been caused by the willful 
misconduct or gross negligence of the Association or the Board of Directors. 

 
 16.1.2.  Shall not be liable to the Lot Owners as a result of the performance 
of the Board of Directors members’ duties for any mistake of judgment, negligence 
or otherwise, except for the Board of Directors members’ own willful misconduct 
or gross negligence. 

 
 16.1.3.  Shall have no personal liability in contract to a Lot Owner or any 
other person or entity under any agreement, check, contract, deed, lease, mortgage, 
instrument or transaction entered into by them on behalf of the Board of Directors 
or the Association in the performance of the Board of Directors members’ duties. 

 
 16.1.4.  Shall not be liable to a Lot Owner, or such Lot Owner’s tenants, 
employees, agents, customers or guests, for loss or damage caused by theft of or 
damage to personal property left by such Lot Owner or its tenants, employees, 
agents, customers or guests in a Lot, or in or on the Common Areas, except for the 
Board of Directors members’ own willful misconduct or gross negligence. 

 
 16.1.5.  Shall have no personal liability in tort to a Lot Owner or any other 
person or entity, direct or imputed, by virtue of acts performed by or for them, 
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except for the Board of Directors members’ own willful misconduct or gross 
negligence in the performance of their duties. 

 
 16.1.6.  Shall have no personal liability arising out of the use, misuse or 
condition of the Buildings, or which might in any other way be assessed against or 
imputed to the Board of Directors members as a result of or by virtue of their 
performance of their duties, except for the Board of Directors members’ own 
willful misconduct or gross negligence. 

 
 16.2. Indemnification.  Each member of the Board of Directors, in its capacity as an 
Board of Directors member, officer or both, shall be indemnified by the Association against all 
expenses and liabilities, including attorneys’ fees, reasonably incurred by or imposed upon its in 
connection with any proceeding in which he or she may become involved by reason of he or she 
being or having been a member and/or officer of the Board of Directors, or any settlement of any 
such proceeding, whether or not he or she is an Board of Directors member, officer or both at the 
time such expenses are incurred, except in such cases wherein such Board of Directors member 
and/or officer is adjudged guilty of willful misconduct or gross negligence in the performance of 
its duties; provided that, indemnification hereunder with respect to any criminal action or 
proceeding is permitted only if such Board of Directors member and/or officer had no reasonable 
cause to believe its conduct was unlawful.  The indemnification by the Lot Owners set forth in 
this Paragraph shall be paid by the Association on behalf of the Lot Owners and shall constitute a 
Common Expense and shall be assessed and collectible as such.  Such right of indemnification 
shall not be deemed exclusive of any other rights to which such Board of Directors member 
and/or officer may be entitled as a matter of law or agreement or by vote of the Lot Owners or 
otherwise. 
 
 16.3. Defense of Claims.  Complaints brought against the Association, the Board of 
Directors or the officers, employees or agents thereof in their respective capacities as such, or the 
Development as a whole, shall be directed to the Board of Directors of the Association, which 
shall promptly give written notice thereof to the Lot Owners and the Eligible Mortgage Holders 
and the Mortgagees of Lots, and such complaints shall be defended by the Association.  The 
Lot Owners shall have no right to participate in such defense other than through the Association. 
 

ARTICLE XVII 
INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 

 
ARTICLE XVIII 

TAXATION 
 
 18.1. Lots Not Yet Separately Assessed.  In the event that for any year real estate taxes 
assessed by the City of Portland are not separately taxed and assessed to each separate Lot 
Owner but are taxed on the Property as a whole, then each Lot Owner shall pay its proportionate 
share thereof in accordance with its respective Common Expense Liabilities, or in the event 
some but not all of the Lots are separately taxed and assessed, then those Lots not separately 
taxed and assessed shall pay their proportionate share thereof as allocated by the Board of 
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Directors through a special assessment. 
 
 18.2. Taxes on Lots and on Property Outside of Lots.  Each Owner is obligated to pay 
when due all real estate taxes assessed against its Lot, as well as all other taxes and assessments 
which in the event of non-payment may give rise to a lien on the real estate. In the event that a 
certificate of lien is filed against a Lot containing Common Areas as a result of unpaid taxes or 
assessments, or if forfeiture of such Common Areas is otherwise threatened due to non-payment 
of any taxes or assessments, the Association may elect to pay such taxes on behalf of the Lot 
Owner and assess the Owner therefor, which assessment shall constitute a lien in favor of the 
Association in the manner described in Section 8.2.2 hereof. In the event that those portions of 
the Property located within the boundary lines of Lot 1, including the open space and the 
roadways that circumvent the Property, are separately assessed for real estate taxes by the City of 
Portland, then such taxes shall be paid by the Association and assessed as Common Expenses 
against each Lot in proportion to its Common Area Interest. 
 

ARTICLE XIX 
EXPENSES OF CONVERTIBLE REAL ESTATE, ETC. 

 
 19.1.  Convertible Real Estate, Etc.  To the extent that the Declarant (a) has not added 
Lots on the Convertible Real Estate to the Development, or (b) until such Development Rights 
have expired, the Declarant shall be solely responsible for the maintenance, repair, and 
restoration of, and for the payment of real estate taxes upon and the insurance premiums 
attributable to, each portion of the Convertible Real Estate upon which Lots have not been added 
to the Development. To the extent that it is not practical or possible to segregate the 
responsibilities of the Association and the responsibilities of the Declarant for payment of costs 
of maintenance, repair and restoration of, and the payment of real estate taxes upon and the 
insurance premiums attributable to, each portion of the Convertible Real Estate upon which Lots 
have not been added to the Development, any item of maintenance, repair or restoration paid by 
the Association upon the Convertible Real Estate, and any real estate taxes and insurance 
premiums paid by the Lot Owners upon the Convertible Real Estate, shall be partially 
reimbursed by the Declarant by paying the amount of each of such sums to the Association on 
the basis of (a) the aggregate area of the portions of the Convertible Real Estate upon which Lots 
have not been added to the Development relative to, (b) the aggregate area of (1) the Lots, and 
(2) the portions of the Convertible Real Estate and the remainder of the Property upon which 
Lots have been added to the Development or in which the Declarant no longer retains said 
Development Rights.  The Association shall not undertake any maintenance, repair or 
restoration of the Convertible Real Estate on which Lots have not been added to the 
Development except to the extent set forth in the preceding sentence.  Upon the sale of 
Convertible Real Estate, prior to such Convertible Real Estate being added to the Development, 
to a person other than the Declarant, such real estate’s status as Convertible Real Estate shall 
immediately terminate. 
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ARTICLE XX 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
 20.1. No Obligation to Complete.  Nothing contained in this Declaration or the Plan 
do, or shall be deemed to, impose upon the Declarant, or any successor Declarant, any liability or 
obligation to build, construct or provide any Buildings, amenities or other improvements to the 
Property. 
 
 20.2. Captions.  The headings in this Declaration are for purposes of reference only 
and shall not limit or otherwise affect the meaning of this Declaration.  Any tables of contents 
or indices are attached to this Declaration for purposes of reference and convenience only and 
shall neither limit nor otherwise affect the meaning hereof nor be deemed as part of this 
Declaration.  References in this Declaration to Articles, Paragraphs, subparagraphs and 
Schedules without references to the document in which they are contained are references to this 
Declaration.  Schedules are attached to and incorporated by reference into this Declaration and 
are an integral part of this Declaration.  Any Exhibits are attached to this Declaration for 
purposes of identification only and shall not for any purposes or reasons be deemed as part of 
this Declaration. 
 
 20.3. Gender, Number, Etc.  The use of the singular number in this Declaration shall 
be deemed to include the plural, the plural the singular, and the use of any one gender shall be 
deemed applicable to all gender. 
 
 20.4. Severability.  The invalidity of any provisions of this Declaration shall not be 
deemed to impair or affect in any manner the validity, enforceability or effect of the remainder of 
this Declaration, and in such event, all of the other provisions of this Declaration shall continue 
in full force and effect as if such invalid provision had never been included herein. 
 

[Signature Page Follows] 
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 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, FOREFRONT PARTNERS I, LP, as the Declarant, has 
caused this Declaration to be executed and sealed in its company name by its Manager hereunto 
duly authorized as of the date and year first above written. 
 
Signed, Sealed and Delivered FOREFRONT PARTNERS I, LP 
in presence of    By: Forefront GP, LLC, its General 

Partner 
 
_________________________________   By: __________________________ 
            Christopher M. Thompson 
            Its Member 
    “Declarant” 
 
 
STATE OF MAINE 
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss. 
 

On ____________, 2014, personally appeared before me the above-named Christopher 
M. Thompson as the duly authorized Member of Forefront GP, LLC, the General Partner of said 
Forefront Partners I, LP and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his free act and deed 
in his said capacity and the free act and deed of said Forefront Partners I, LP. 
 

Before me, 
 
 

_______________________________________ 
Notary Public 
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MORTGAGEE CONSENT  

 
 
ANDROSCOGGIN SAVINGS BANK, a Maine banking corporation (“Lender”), holder of a 
certain Mortgage Deed, Security Agreement and Financing Statement from FOREFRONT 
PARTNERS I, LP, a Maine limited partnership (the “Borrower”), dated as of June 27, 2013 and 
recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 30781, Page 292; a Collateral 
Assignment of Leases and Rentals dated as of June 27, 2013 and recorded in said Registry of 
Deeds in Book 30781, Page 312; a Mortgage Deed, Security Agreement and Financing 
Statement dated as of August 30, 2013 and recorded in said Registry of Deeds in Book 31014, 
Page 166; a Collateral Assignment of Leases and Rentals dated as of August 30, 2013 and 
recorded in said Registry of Deeds in Book 31014, Page 185; and an Equal Priority Agreement 
dated as of August 30, 2013 and recorded in said Registry of Deeds in Book 31014, Page 194 
(collectively the “Loan Documents”), each with respect to certain property located at or near 
Thompson’s Point in Portland, Cumberland County, Maine, as more particularly described 
therein (the “Mortgaged Property”) hereby consents to, and subordinates the liens of the Loan 
Documents to the foregoing Declaration of Easements, Covenants and Restrictions dated 
___________________, 2014 (the “Declaration of ECR”).  The undersigned mortgagee hereby 
agreeing that its lien under the Loan Documents shall be subject to the provisions of the said 
Declaration of ECR, and agreeing that in the event of the foreclosure of the Loan Documents, or 
other sale of the Mortgaged Property under judicial or non-judicial proceedings, the same shall 
be sold subject to the said Declaration of ECR. 
 
Dated as of _____________, 2014  ANDROSCOGGIN SAVINGS BANK 
 
 
 By:___________________________ 
      Christopher P. DeMerchant 
      Its Vice President 
 
STATE OF MAINE  
County of Cumberland      ________________, 2014 

Personally appeared the above-named Christopher P. DeMerchant in his capacity as Vice 
President of Androscoggin Savings Bank and acknowledged the foregoing to be his free act and 
deed and the free act and deed of Androscoggin Savings Bank.  

Before me, 
 
______________________________ 
Notary Public / Attorney at Law 
Print Name:____________________ 
My Commission Expires: ________ 
 



 

 

 
SCHEDULE A – Property Description 

 
 

PARCEL ONE: 
 

A.  Lot One 
 

A certain tract or parcel of uplands and flats, with the buildings thereon, known as Thompson’s 
Point and situated in the City of Portland, in the County of Cumberland and State of Maine, and 
more particularly bounded and described as follows: 
 
Beginning at a stake in the division line between land now or formerly owned by P.H. and J.M. 
Brown Company and land formerly owned by the Portland and Ogdensburg Railway (now 
owned by Maine Central Railroad), which said division line extends in a direct course from 
Congress Street to the location of said Railway (hereinafter called “said location”), and crosses 
said location to and into the flats adjoining the above described land and which above described 
point of beginning is in the southwesterly side line of said location and is twenty-eight (28) feet 
southwesterly from and measured at right angles to the center line of the east bound main track 
of said Railway; thence South fifteen degrees twenty-four minutes (15º 24’) West on said 
division line four hundred ninety-eight (498) feet to a stake in the flats; thence South fifty-eight 
degrees forty-six minutes (58º 46’) East three hundred eighty-three and four tenths (383.4) feet to 
a stake in the flats; thence South six degrees thirty-six minutes (6º 36’) East five hundred and 
seventy-eight (578) feet to a stake in the flats; thence South thirteen degrees thirty-three minutes 
(13º 33’) West four hundred (400) feet, more or less, to the channel of a creek running into Fore 
River, so-called; thence in a general southeasterly direction by said channel of said creek five 
hundred (500) feet, more or less, to the point of intersection of said channel of said creek with a 
line drawn parallel to and one hundred (100) feet northwesterly from and measured at right 
angles to the prolongation southwesterly of the northwesterly side line of Frederick Street; 
thence northeasterly on said line drawn parallel to and one hundred (100) feet northwesterly from 
and measured at right angles to said prolongation southwesterly of said northwesterly side line of 
Frederick Street fifteen hundred (1,500) feet, more or less, to a point in the southwesterly side 
line of said location distant forty-nine and five tenths (49.5) feet, more or less, southwesterly 
from and measured at right angles to the center line of said east bound main track of said 
Railway; thence northwesterly by the southwesterly side line of said location eighty-five (85) 
feet, more or less, to a point; thence northeasterly at right angles by said location twenty-one and 
five tenths (21.5) feet to the southwesterly sideline of said location and a point twenty-eight (28) 
feet southwesterly from and measured at right angles to the center line of said east bound main 
track of said Railway; thence North fifty-four degrees thirty-six minutes (54º 36’) West by the 
southwesterly side line of said location and on a line parallel to and twenty-eight (28) feet 
southwesterly from and measured at right angles to the center line of said east bound main track 
of said Railway seventeen hundred seventy-five (1,775) feet, more or less, to the point of 
beginning. 
 
Together with a right of way in common with others over the way as now traveled from the 
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intersection of Sewall and Hooper Streets southerly to the above described premises. 
 
Together with a right of way fifteen (15) feet in width over land reserved by Suburban U.D.I. Co. 
of Maine as described below adjacent to and northerly of the southerly bounds of the reserved 
parcel described below.  The southerly bounds are described as N 54° 1-1/2’ W, two hundred 
twenty-two and fifty-five hundredths (222.55) feet; N 60º 57-1/2’ W, sixty and twelve 
hundredths (60.12) feet; and N 53º 54-1/2’ W, one hundred seventy-five and nineteen hundredths 
(175.19) feet. 
 
Together with a right to use as presently located over the land reserved by Suburban U.D.I. Co. 
of Maine all sewers, water mains, and utility lines useful for the conduct of business, including 
the right to enter the land reserved by Suburban U.D.I. Co. of Maine when necessary for the 
maintenance and repair of said sewers, water mains, and utility lines. 
 
Together with an easement for access and utilities as reserved in a deed from Forefront Partners 
I, LP to the State of Maine, acting by and through its Department of Transportation, dated June 
27, 2013 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 30781, Page 288. 
 
 

B. Lot Two 
 
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in the City of Portland, County of Cumberland State of 
Maine being that certain parcel of land conveyed by Suburban Propane Gas Corporation to 
Mecaw Industries by deed dated October 22, 1965 and recorded in the Cumberland County 
Registry of Deeds in Book 2935, Page 239, more particularly bounded and described as follows: 
 
Beginning at an iron pipe that is distant S 35º 31’ W forty one and eighty-two hundredths (41.82) 
feet from the point of beginning of a parcel of land that is excepted and reserved from the 
conveyance in a quit claim deed from Suburban U.D.I. Co. of Maine to Peter A. Anderson and E. 
Martin Anderson dated August 18, 1953 and recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds 
in Book 2146, Page 304.  Thence, from said point of beginning and by a private road leading 
from Sewall Street, on the same course of S 35º 31’ W thirty six and fifty-nine hundredths 
(36.59) feet to a spike at land now or formerly of Mecaw Industries; Thence by said land now or 
formerly of Mecaw Industries S 37º 32 E two hundred twenty five and eighteen hundredths 
(225.18) feet to an iron; Thence through said excepted parcel N 7º 58’ W seventy and ninety-four 
hundredths (70.94) feet to an iron; Thence continuing through said excepted parcel N 37º 32’ W 
one hundred seventy four and fourteen hundredths (174.14) feet to the point of beginning.  Said 
above described courses are magnetic and of the date of 1953. 
 
EXCEPTING from Parcel One above  a certain lot or parcel of land and any buildings thereon 
as reserved in a deed from Suburban U.D.I. Co. of Maine to Peter A. Anderson and E. Martin 
Anderson dated August 18, 1953 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in 
Book 2146, Page 304, and further bounded and described as follows: 
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Beginning at a stake on the southerly side line of the right of way of the Mountain Division of 
the Maine Central Railroad (formerly the Portland and Ogdensburg Railway), said stake being 
fifteen (15) feet easterly from the center line of a private road leading from Sewall Street to and 
over land conveyed by Suburban U.D.I. Co. of Maine to said Andersons, said stake being 
approximately opposite Station 42+96.45, of said railroad; thence by said railroad right of way S 
37º 32’ E, two hundred six and one tenth (206.1) feet to a stake in the line of a fence; thence by 
said fence and on a course of S 32º 21’ E, two hundred eighty-two and six hundredths (282.06) 
feet to the end post of said fence; thence S 32º 50’ E, eighteen and sixty-nine hundredths (18.69) 
feet to a stake; thence S 22º 35’ E, fifty (50) feet to a stake; thence S 20º 06’ E, fifty (50) feet to a 
stake; thence S 13º 06’ E, fifty (50) feet to a stake; thence S 02º 18’ E, fifty (50) feet to a stake; 
thence S 07º 40’ W, fifty (50) feet to a stake; thence S 17º 43-1/2’ W, fifty (50) feet to a stake; 
thence S 27º 11-1/2’W, fifty (50) feet to a spike in the center line of a thirty (30) foot right of 
way hereinafter described, said spike being distant N 54º 01-1/2’ W, three and ninety-two 
hundredths (3.92) feet from the westerly gauge of a railway spur line; thence by the center line of 
said aforementioned thirty (30) foot right of way, N 54º 01-1/2’ W, two hundred twenty-seven 
and fifty-five hundredths (227.55) feet to a spike marking an angle in said right of way, said last 
mentioned course passing 15 feet northerly of and parallel to the northerly side line of a 
projection of a building on land conveyed by Suburban U.D.I. Co. of Maine to said Andersons; 
thence by the center line of said aforementioned thirty (30) foot right of way, N 60º 57-1/2’ W, 
sixty and twelve hundredths (60.12) feet to a spike marking an angle therein; thence by the 
center line of said aforementioned thirty (30) foot right of way, N 53º 54-1/2’ W, one hundred 
seventy-five and nineteen hundredths (175.19) feet to a spike, said last mentioned course passing 
twenty-two (22) feet southerly of and parallel to the brick line of a three story office building 
known as Building 7-G on land reserved to Suburban U.D.I. Co. of Maine; thence parallel to and 
five (5) feet from a building on land reserved to Suburban U.D.I. Co. of Maine, N 36º 16-1/2’ E, 
three hundred and fifty-two hundredths (300.52) feet to a stake; thence N 37º 32’ W, two 
hundred twenty-five and eighteen hundredths (225.18) feet to a stake distant fifteen (15) feet 
from the center line of said private road leading from Sewall Street to and over land conveyed by 
Suburban U.D.I. Co. of Maine to said Andersons, said last mentioned course being parallel to 
and seventy-five (75) feet from the first described course; thence by said private road leading 
from Sewall Street, N 35º 31’ E, seventy-eight and forty-one hundredths (78.41) feet to the point 
of beginning.  Said above described courses are magnetic and of the year 1953. 
 
ALSO EXCEPTING from Parcel One above a small parcel of land conveyed by Mecaw 
Industries to Suburban Propane Gas Corporation by deed dated November 24, 1965 and recorded 
in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 2935, Page 236.   
 
ALSO EXCEPTING from Parcel One a small parcel of land conveyed by Mecaw Industries to 
Portland Water District by deed dated March 19, 1976 and recorded in the Cumberland County 
Registry of Deeds in Book 3821, Page 2. 
 
ALSO EXCEPTING from Parcel One above that portion of the premises taken by the State of 
Maine for highway purposes and described in a Notice of Taking dated July 26, 1967 and 
recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 3005, Page 432. 
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ALSO EXCEPTING from Parcel One above that portion of the premises and rights and 
easements taken by the Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority by Notice of 
Condemnation dated August 20, 2001 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds 
in Book 16667, Page 204. 
 
ALSO EXCEPTING from Parcel One above that portion of the premises taken by Langdon 
Street Real Estate by its Notice dated November 10, 1997 and recorded in the Cumberland 
County Registry of Deeds in Book 13459, Page 202. 
 
ALSO EXCEPTING from Parcel One above that portion of the premises and rights and 
easements taken by the Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority by Notice of 
Condemnation dated February 2, 2010, and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of 
Deeds in Book 27577, Page 53. 
 
ALSO EXCEPTING from Parcel One above that portion of the premises conveyed by 
Forefront Partners I, LP to the State of Maine acting by and through its Department of 
Transportation by deed dated June 27, 2013 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of 
Deeds in Book 30781, Page 288. 
 
PARCEL TWO: 
 
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in the City of Portland, County of Cumberland and State 
of Maine and conveyed by The Dartmouth Company to Thompson’s Point, Inc. by deed dated 
January 31, 1985 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 6676, Page 
287, further bounded and described as follows: 
 
Commencing at a point on a line of land being the southeasterly sideline of land now or formerly 
of The Dartmouth Company and further being the last described course (i.e., the 2,066-foot 
course) in the fourth described parcel in a deed from John Marshall Brown to P.H. and J.M. 
Brown Company, dated January 3, 1894, and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of 
Deeds in Book 609, Page 364, said point being at the intersection of the aforesaid line with the 
line of land formerly of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railway, now of the Portland Terminal 
Company; thence northwesterly along the line of land of said Portland Terminal Company 
approximately three hundred (300) feet to a northerly corner of the land now or formerly of the 
Dartmouth Company; thence South 70° West by said The Dartmouth Company sideline 
approximately fifty (50) feet to the high water mark of an inlet on the Fore River; thence in a 
generally southerly direction along the high water mark and westerly, southerly and easterly 
around a finger of land extending into said inlet, in all cases along the high water mark, to the 
northwesterly sideline of the land of Thompson’s Point Inc.; thence northeasterly along the 
northwesterly sideline of the land of the said Thompson’s Point Inc. approximately four hundred 
fifteen (415) feet to the point of beginning. 
 
The Property subject to this Declaration of ECR is also subject to the following easements: 
 

1. A certain Drainage Easement from Forefront Partners I, LP to the State of Maine 
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acting by and through its Department of Transportation by instrument dated October 11, 2013 
and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 31099, Page 185. 

2. A certain Construction and Maintenance Easement from Forefront Partners I, LP 
to Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority by instrument dated October 11, 2013 and 
recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 31099, Page 188. 
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SCHEDULE B – Reduced Copy of Plan 
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SCHEDULE C - Common Area Interest and Common Expense Liability 
 

 
Identifying 

Number 

Lot Size in 
Sq. Feet – see 

§ 1.1.17 
hereof 

Common Area 
Interest and Common 

Expense Liability 

 
Votes in the 
Association 

1 Common Area N/A N/A 
2   73,763 10.619 106 
3   53,701 7.731 77 
4   46,198 6.651 67 
5   22,772 3.278 33 
6   69,746 10.040 100 
7   23,270 3.350 34 
8   35,882 5.165 52 
9   31,603 4.550 46 
10   17,504 2.520 25 
11   59,072 8.504 85 
12   17,279 2.490 25 
13   13,873 2.000 20 
14   11,329 1.631 16 
15   15,323 2.206 22 
16 Convertible   TBD (See Section 3.4) TBD 
17 Convertible   TBD (See Section 3.4) TBD 
18    37,971 5.466 55 
19    44,623 6.424 64 
20    54,331 7.821 78 
21    66,399 9.560 96 

TOTALS  694,649 100.006 1001 
 
Each Common Area Interest and Common Expense Liability has been rounded to the nearest one 
thousandth of one percent (0.001%) so that the sum of the Common Area Interests and Common 
Expense Liabilities allocated at any time to all the Lots may not equal one hundred percent 
(100%). The Common Area Interest and Common Expense Liability appurtenant to each 
respective Lot are each a percentage determined on the basis of “size” (as defined in Paragraph 
1.1.17 above) by multiplying by one hundred (100) the quotient resulting from dividing the 
“size” of each respective Lot by the aggregate “size” of all the Lots in the Development, 
excluding from such calculation Lot 1, which contains only Common Areas, and excluding Lots 
16 and 17 until such time as they are added to the Development. The “size” of each Lot is the 
number of square feet therein determined by reference to Section 1.1.17 of the Declaration and 
the latest version of the Plan recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds. The Votes 
in the Association allocated to each respective Lot is a sum rounded to the nearest whole number 
determined by multiplying by one thousand (1,000) the quotient resulting from dividing the 
“size” of each respective Lot by the aggregate “size” of all the Lots in the Development, 
excluding from such calculation Lot 1, which contains only Common Areas, and excluding Lots 
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16 and 17 until such time as they are added to the Development. In the event of a discrepancy 
between the stated Allocated Interests and the result derived from the foregoing formulas, the 
stated Allocated Interests shall prevail.  The Allocated Interests stated for each Lot in this 
Schedule C are subject to change in the circumstances stated in this Declaration, e.g., change a 
Lot size, change in Common Areas, or addition of Convertible Real Estate.  This Schedule C 
shall be amended and restated by the Declarant or Association, as applicable, without the consent 
of the Lot Owners each time such a change occurs. 
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SCHEDULE D – Copy or Summary of Event Management Plan 
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SCHEDULE E – Copy or Summary of Transportation Demand Management Program 
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